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PREFACE
--+--

THE increasing interest that is being taken in the
Epistle to the Hebrews, and the ever-deepening feeling
of its vital relation to some of the most pressing questions
of our own time, must be pleaded in justification of the
addition of another to the many books that have recently
appeared dealing with it. And at the same time the
author ventures to express the hope that the present
volume will be found to fill a place hitherto unoccupied
at least by any English writer on the subject. For
while there are Critical Commentaries on the Epistle in
abundance, and Expositions, both scholarly and popular,
dealing with its teaching as a whole, he is not aware of
any other book in English presenting that teaching in
systematic form.
He is painfully conscious how far
short his own attempt comes of what such a study in
Biblical Theology ought to be ; but he trusts that the
different points of view suggested, and the questions
raised, may at least direct the attention of others better
qualified than himself to the same task.
He has endeavoured to indicate his indebtedness to
previous workers on the Epistle as fully as possible in
the footnotes, and would only further draw attention to
the fact that the list of books referred to at p. xvii is in
no sense to be regarded as a complete Bibliography of
the subject. It is simply a list of those books which he
vii
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has himself found most useful, and whose titles are there
given in full, in order to shorten subsequent references.
In addition to them, moreover, he has had one other
source of help open to him which he desires specially to
acknowledge. At the time of his father's death certain
MS. Notes passed into his possession, which were intended as the first rough draft of a Critical Commentary
on the Epistle, and which, even in their unfinished
state, have often furnished the present writer with
valuable assistance in determining the general drift of
an argument, or the exegesis of a particular passage.
It is with the earnest prayer that his book may not
be found altogether unworthy of being associated with
a memory so loved and honoured, that he now sends
it forth.
Of one thing at least he is convinced, that, however
far he may have failed in adequately presenting the
doctrine of this wonderful Epistle, the final answer to
the meaning and perplexity of human life is to be
found in the recognition of the truth contained in its
opening words, which are a key to the whole Epistle,
and which at this season come home with such
peculiar power :
Iloi.u,u-,pw,; xa/ 'il'Oi.u,p611'wG ,;rat.at i, 0,o; "A.a"A.~tra; ,oi;
rrwrpatrJV iv· 't'Ofs '7.fO{)TJ'f'Y..t;
it.aA?)tr.v T//1,'iv iv uirji.

CAPUTH MANSE, DUNKELD,

Christmas, 1898.

hr' foxa'f'OU 'f'WV TJ(Upwv 'f'(J;J'f'WV
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PART I
INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE

CHAPTER I
TIIE HISTORY AND AUTHORSHIP OF TIIE EPISTLE

THE Epistle to the Hebrews occupies in many respects Chap. i.
a unique position amongst the Epistles of the New The unique
character
Testament. Thus, it is an anonymous writing. At of/he
Epistle in
once, and in a manner to which the First Epistle of St. farm;
John alone offers any resemblance, the writer enters
upon his theme ; and not until his task has been almost
concluded does he indulge in any of those personal
allusions to himself or his surroundings to which we are
so accustomed in the Epistles of St. Paul. The thought
of the particular relationship in which he stands to his
readers is almost completely lost sight of in view of the
engrossing nature of his theme.
That theme, too, is in itself unique. As we shall see in siebstnnce:
later, it may be summed up in the great truth of the
High-priesthood of Christ. And though there are
undoubtedly hints of this doctrine in other parts of
the New Testament, only here is it fully stated and
developed.
And the reason for this again lies in a new and special , a;<d in tlze
! czrcumset of circumstances that had arisen in the Church. : stances
,zu/zicli called
Without attempting in the meantime to determine more itfar11,.
particularly who were the readers for whom the Epistle
was in the •first instance intended, it is clear that they
were exposed at the time to very serious danger. They
had not yet grasped aright the relation in which the
3

4
Chap. i.

Points to be
considered.
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new faith stood to the old, and in consequence were only
imperfectly alive to the full privileges and responsibilities
of their Christian calling. What more natural, then, than
that they should not only not be pressing forward to
that perfection which might now be reasonably expected
. of them, but that in a time of persecution and anxiety
: they should be showing signs of wavering, and even of
falling away from the faith! Only by setting forth the
· true nature and glory of Christianity does the writer
, feel that this danger can be averted. and consequently
he strikes the keynote of all that is to follow when, in
· his opening words, he contrasts the many parts and the
many manners in which Goel spake to the fathers in the
prophets, with the one, complete, and final revelation
which He has now given to us in a Son. Looked at
therefore in its most general aspect, the Epistle contains the most impressive testimony that the New
Testament affords to the underlying unity of God's
successive revelations, and at the same time to the
gradual passing of them from lower to higher forms.
It will be at once obvious what an important bearing
such a presentation of Christian truth has upon many
of the questions that are most keenly agitated in our
own day; but it will be best to reserve all consideration
of these, until we have seen more particularly in what
the teaching of the Epistle really consists; while, previous again to that, there are certain points connected
with its history and authorship, and the readers to
whom it is addressed, which must engage our attention, both on account of their own intrinsic interest,
and of the light which they throw upon its proper
interpretation.
It is not easy to determine in what order these points
may most conveniently be taken; but on the whole it
seems best to begin with the history of the Epistle in

HISTORY AND AUTHORSHIP

the Church, more particularly as it bears upon the
question of· authorship.
In the case of a writing,
exhibiting, as we have just seen, so many peculiarities,
it is clear that we need to be more than usually convinced of its canonical authority; and such a survey
has the further advantage of raising some of the
questions that fall to be discussed in subsequent
chapters.
We turn, then, without further introduction, to the
testimonies regarding our Epistle which have come
down to us from early Christian writers, and for a
reason that will appear afterwards it will be well to
group these under the testimonies of the Western and
the Eastern Churches respectively. It will be kept in
view that all that is attempted here is a brief resume
of the evidence which the industry of many scholars
has collected. 1
That the Epistle was known and read in the Latin
Church before the end of the first century is beyond all
doubt.
Thus in the earliest Christian writing of all
which has come down to us outside the sacred canon,
the Epistle of Clement from Rome to the Corinthians
(c. 96 A.D.), we find Clement, though never referring to
it by name, or giving any indication as to its authorship, showing unmistakeably that he was acquainted
with its contents. In c. 36 of his Epistle, for example,
after referring to Christ under the title of High-priest,
a title peculiar to the Epistle to the Hebrews among
New Testament writings, he proceeds to describe His
Person in words clearly taken from Heh. i. 3-5, 7, 13.
1
For further particulars see
Westcott's HistotJ' of t/ze Canon
of t/ze New Testament, Charteris'
Ca11onicity pp. 272-88, and the
Introductions to the various critical
Commentaries, more particularly

the first volume of Bleek's Der
Brief an die Hebrder, §§ 21-67,
which has proved a perfect storehouse of material for all subsequent
workers.

5
Chap. i.

Historyo/
the Epistle
in the
Church.

Testimonies
of the
Western
Church.
,. The
Latin
Church.
Clement o/
Rome.

6
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Chap. i.

T/,e She}•
herd o.f
Hennas.

Marcion.

The passage begins: "Who being the brightness of His
majesty is so much greater than angels, as He hath
inherited a more excellent name. For so it is written ;
Who maketh His angels spirits and His ministers a flame
of fire; but of His Son the Master said thus; Thou art
My Son, I this day have begotten Thee." And again
in c. 17, with an obvious recollection of Heh. xi. 37,
Clement calls upon his readers to be "imitators also
of them which went about in goatskins and sheepskins,
preaching the coming of Christ." Other correspondences
might easily be adduced; 1 but these are sufficient to
show, as Eusebius had already pointed out, that Clement
not only borrowed" many sentiments" from the Epistle,
but was also in the habit of " literally quoting the
words." 2
A similar relation, though not so marked, can also be
traced between various passages in the Sltcplterd of
Hennas and our Epistle. 3 And these facts are of the
more importance, because we do not find the Epistle
specially favoured by any other writer of the Roman
Church until the fourth century. It is not reckoned
by Marcion among the Apostolic writings, though this
may be explained by Marcion's habit of rejecting whatever conflicted with his system of doctrine. But
neither does it find any place in the llfuratorian
1 See, e.g., Clem. c. 9; II. xi.
5, 7: Clem. c. 17; II. iii. 2: Clem.
c. 56 ; H. xii. 5 fL
Holtzmann
speaks of forty-seven correspondences, but docs not enumerate them
(Lehrbu(h der historisch-kritischen
Einleitz11~1; in das Neue Testament,
3te Aufl. 1892, p. 293).
2 ,ro;\;\a voriµarn ,rapa0Eis, ijii17 M
Kai aVroXE~EL jJ'f}ro'is Tt<TLv i~ alJrijs
xpwaµevos. H. E. iii. 38.
3 See, e.g., Vis. ii. 3, iii. 7 ; H.
, iii. 12 : Sim. i. ; H. xi. 13 ff., xiii.
14. In the same way Justin Martyr

is often cited as a witness to our
Epistle on the ground that he gives
to Christ the title of Apostle (.-Jpol.
i. 12, 63), a title like that of Highpriest peculiar to it among N.T.
writings (c. iii. 1), and also applies
Ps. ex. to Him (Dial. 96, 113),
as the writer of our Epistle so
pointedly does ( c. v. 6 ; vii. 21 ).
But too much stress must not be
laid on these correspondences, as
by Justin's time (c. 150 A.D.) these
thoughts may well have become
generally current in the Church.
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Fragment, and indeed by the express mention of
"seven Churches" to which St. Paul wrote, seems to
be deliberately excluded from the number of his
Epistles. 1 Similarly about the beginning of the third
century we find Irenaeus in his work on Heresies citing
all the Pauline Epistles except Philemon, but making
no mention of Hebrews. And though we have it on
the authority of Eusebius that he was acquainted with
its contents, 2 both he and Hippolytus, according to a
late authority, held that it "was not Paul's." 3
The state of the tradition when we pass to North
Africa is somewhat different. We now meet with
first explicit reference not only to the Epistle by name,
but to its author. '' For there is extant withal," so Tertullian writes in his treatise On Modesty, "an Epistle to
the Hebrews under the name of Barnabas," and then,
after speaking of this Epistle as "more widely received
among the Churches than the Shepherd," 4 he proceeds
to cite Heb. vi. 4-8, concluding," He who learnt this
from Apostles, and taught it with Apostles, never knew
of any second repentance promised by the Apostles to
the adulterer and fornicator." By the manner of this
reference to Barnabas, Tertullian seems to be giving
expression to no individual belief, but to the generally
accepted tradition of the Church in North Africa
1
Amongst disputed writings the
J,,·agment mentions an Epistle to
the Laodiceans, and " another to
the Alexandrians, forged under the
name of Paul, bearing on the heresy
of Marcion" (alia ad Alexandrinos,
Pauli nomine fictae ad haeresem
Marcionis) ; and this latter is sometimes identified with our Epistle,
especially by those scholars who
are in favour of the Alexandrian
address (see p. 44),
But no external evidence can be adduced in
support of this claim; nor does our

Epistle correspond with the particulars here mentioned.
It was
not "forged under the name of
l'aul," and its contents have nothing in common with the errors of
Marcion.
2 H. E. v. 26,
3 Stephan Gobar ap, Phot. Cod.
232,

• " Extat enim et Barnabae titnlus
ad Hebraeos. . . . Et utique receptior apud ecclesias epistola
Barnabae illo apocrypho Pastore
moechorum." De l'udic. c. 20.
I
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1regarding the authorship of the Epistle. And this
conclusion, so far at least as denial of the Pauline
authorship is concerned, is borne out by the fact
that another great leader of the African Church,
Cyprian.
Cyprian, bishop of Carthage (d. 258 A.D.), remarks
that, as in the Apocalypse, Epistles were addressed
to seven Churches, so Paul wrote to seven Churches,
thus omitting the Epistle to the Hebrews, which he
never quotes, from the number. 1
Summan,
So far, then, as we have come, while the testimonies
of Clement and Tertullian may be taken as sufficient
to prove the value attached to the Epistle in itself,
it is equally clear that the evidence of the Western
Church as a whole, both in Rome and Africa, was
against the Pauline authorship. The Epistle was
not included in the list of Pauline Epistles, and
was not regarded as possessed of directly Apostolic
authority.
Testimonies
When we pass to the testimonies of the Eastern
o/tlu
Eastern
Church, a very different state of things meets us. Thus
Church.
it is undoubtedly of importance that the Epistle
Tlie
formed one of the twenty-two books of the Peshitto,
Pesltitto.
or Syriac version of the New Testament, the date of
which cannot be later than I 50 A.D.; though it is interesting to notice that even here it is not regarded as
standing on quite the same footing as the other Pauline
Epistles. For it does not bear Paul's name, but is called
simply the "Epistle to the Hebrews"; and while in
the existing MSS. it without exception immediately
follows the Epistles of St. Paul, which are arranged as
in our English Bible,2 it would seem to be as a kind of
appendix, and scholars have even imagined that in its
Chap. i.

1

•

1 Adv. Jud. i. 20; de exhort.
mart. c. II.
2
See a paper by the Rev. G.· H.
Gwilliam, B.D., on The Epistle to

the Hebrews in the SJ,rian Church
in The Expository Times, ml. iii.
PP· 154-56.
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Syriac form it shows signs of being the work of a
separate ti-anslator. 1
In general, however, the Syrian Church unhesitatingly
accepted the Epistle as the work of Paul; 2 and in this
they were followed by the Church of Alexandria. At
the same time it will be noticed, as the testimonies about
to be quoted clearly prove, that there was growing up
in the minds of scholars a feeling that some explanation was required of the marked divergences, both in
language and in thought, between this Epistle and the
other Pauline writings.
Of these attempts the earliest in point of time is that
of Pantaenus, head of the Catechetical School in Alexandria, about the end of the second century, who is
quoted by his successor Clement as saying, "Since the
Lord, as being the Apostle of the Almighty, was sent
to the Hebrews, Paul through his modesty, inasmuch as
he was sent to the Gentiles, does not inscribe himself
Apostle of the Hebrews, both on account of the honour
due to the Lord, and because it ,ms a work of supererogation that he addressed an Epistle to the Hebrews
also (h 1:,piourrfa; 1lai ,,-oi; 'E/Spafo,~ s,;rrn,,-fAl'.m) since he was
herald and Apostle of the Gentiles." 3
It will be seen that this explanation deals only with
the omission of the Apostle's name from the Epistle;
but Clement himself faced the much more difficult
problem of the peculiarities of the Epistle's language
and general complexion. Paul, he held, was the
original author, but he wrote "to the Hebrews in the
Hebrew dialect," and the Epistle, as we have it now,
1
See WestcoH, Hist. of the
Canon, 5th ed. p. 238, note 3.
" "Their Sh'licha, or Apostolus,
from very early times, contained
St. Paul's fourteen Epistles, and

nothing more." Gwilliam, ut sup.
p. 156.
3 Euseb. H. E. Yi. 14. The translations in this and the following passages are taken from Westcott's
History of the Ca/loll.
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was really the work of Luke, who, "having carefully
translated it, published it for the use of the
Greeks." In this way the similarity of "complexion "
(%pwrn) between the Epistle and the Book of Acts was
explained ; while as to the omission of the phrase
"Paul an Apostle" in the subscription, Clement considered that "in writing to Hebrews, who had conceived
a prejudice against him and suspected him, he was very
wise in not repelling them at the beginning by affixing
his name." 1
The testimony of the great Origen is still more
important. After remarking that "the style (xapan~p
Tr,; Ai~.w;) of the Epistle entitled to the Hebrews does
not exhibit the Apostle's rudeness and simplicity in
speech ( To iv 1,6y'f' lo,w,,;,.,6v )," but is " more truly Greek
in its composition ( ,ruv0i,m T~; A&;,w;)," and again that
"the thoughts ( vo~11,arn) of the Epistle are wonderful, and
not second to the acknowledged writings of the Apostle,"
he goes on, " If I were to express my own opinion I
should say that the thoughts are the Apostle's, but the
diction and composition that of some one who recorded
from memory the Apostle's teaching, and as it were
illustrated with a brief Commentary the sayings of his
master ( a<r.~/MrJ,UOVfLJ(frJ.VTO; • . • %a) Wrf'T.tffJ rf-X,Oi.10 1 pa<p~rrav,o; ).
If then any Church hold this Epistle to be Paul's, we
cannot find fault with it for so doing ( ,uoo;,.,11ufrw ;,.,a/ i-;;-/
TouTyi); for it Was not without good reason (o•'ix ,h,;) that
the men of old time have handed it down as Paul's.
But who it was who wrote the Epistle 2 God only
knows certainly.
The account (irrTopia) which has
reached us is [manifold], some saying that Clement
who became Bishop of Rome wrote it, while others
(cpi"AoTi/1,w;)

On"gt:n.

1

Euseb. H. E. vi. 14
The meaning of the ambiguous
phrase ris o-ypay;as r77, hrurro"\.77, is
shown by the context to be, " who
2

gave the Epistle its present form,"
"to whom are its diction and composition due."
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I I

assign it to Luke the author of the Gospel and the Chap. i.
Acts." 1
With the criticism of this or the preceding explanations we are not at present concerned. What interests
us is simply the fact that they were made at all, and •
that already even in the Church, where the tradition of:
the Pauline authorship was strongest, scholars had '
begun to find difficulty in reconciling it with the results
of their study of the Epistle itself-a d'ivided state of
feeling of which we have an admirable example in the
attitude adopted by Eusebius of Caesarea. When he Eusebius of
Cal'sarea,
expresses his personal opinion he treats the Epistle as
substantially Paul's, holding that it was originally
written in Hebrew, and that Luke, or more probably
Clement of Rome, had translated it. 2 When, however,
as a Church historian, he seeks to lay down a canon for
the whole Church, he does not fail to draw attention to
the fact that "some have rejected the Epistle to the
Hebrews, asserting that it is gainsayed by the Church '
of Rome as not being Paul's," 3 while elsewhere he
classes it among the disputed writings. 4
Notwithstanding this hesitation, however, the ultimate Summary.
Apostolic authority of the Epistle does not seem to have
been directly called in question either by Eusebius or
any other writer, with the result that from this time onward the Epistle was generally accepted in the Eastern
Church as the work of St. Paul, without any serious
attempt being made to determine the exact nature of
his connexion with it.
Nor did the later judgment of the Western Church, Late.-Judgment of
differ materially from this.
Thus in his Epistle to Western
Clturclt.
Dardanus, we find Jerome recognising that this Epistle · Jerome.
1s received as Paul's, not only by the Churches of the
.

.

.

I'

1

1
2

Enseh. ~I. E. vi. 25.
H. E. iii. 38.

3

4

H. E. iii. 3.
H. E. vi. 13.
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East, but by all previous Church writers in the Greek
language, though most believed it to be the work of
Barnabas or Clement; and further stating that it is no
matter who wrote it, since it is the work of an orthodox
member of the Church, and is daily commended by
public reading in the Churches. 1
Augustine makes a somewhat similar admission, 2 and
in one passage distinctly enumerates fourteen Epistles of
Paul, placing Hebrews at the end; 3 and it was doubtless
through Jerome's and his influence that the Councils of
Hippo (393 A.D.) and Carthage (397 · A.D.) begin by
reckoning thirteen Epistles of Paul, and one of the
same to the Hebrews,4 a distinction which disappears
altogether at the Second Council of Carthage (419
A.D.), where we hear only of fourteen Epistles of
Paul.5
This state of things continued for many centuries,
and only here and there do we find a solitary voice
casting any doubt upon the authenticity of the Epistle.
But with the revival of letters critical questions regarding it began once more to be stirred. A leading prelate
of the Romish Church, Cardinal Caietan, in his Commentary on the Pauline Epistles, while determining to
follow with Jerome the general custom and call it Paul's,
argues that Jerome's own statements do not confidently
1 "Illud nostris dicendum est, hanc
epistolam guae inscriliitur ad Hebraeos, non solmn ab ecclesiis orientis,
sed ab omnibus retro ecclesiasticis
Graeci sennonis scriptoribus, quasi
Pauli Apostoli suscipi, licet plerique
earn vel Barnabae, vel Clementis
arbitrentur ; et nihil interesse cujus
sit, guum ecclesiastici viri sit, et
quotidie Ecclesiarum lectione celebretur." Ep. 129.
2
"Ad Hebraeos quoque epistola,
quamquam non nullis incerta sit
. . . magisque me movet auctoritas
ecclesiannn orientalium, quac hanc

qnoque in canonicis habent." De
jecc. merit. et remiss. i. 27, n. 50.
3
De doctr. Christ. ii. 12, 13. It
should be noted, however, that both
Jerome and Augustine show a marked
preference for such general descriptions as "The Epistle which, under
the name of Paul, is written to the
Hebrews," or "The Epistle which
is written to the Hebrews" (Hier.
Comm. in Jes. 87 ; Aug. in Joann.
:fi'ad. 79).
4 The list runs : " Pauli A p. Epistolae xiii.: einsdem ad H ebraeosuna."
5 "Epist. Pauli Ap. numero xiY."
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bear out this conclusion. 1 While Erasmus, reviving most
of the grounds which in early times had been brought
against the Pauline authorship, more particularly the
difference of style, finally concludes that most probably
Clement of Rome was the author. 2 Characteristically,
however, he offers to waive his doubts whenever the
Church should speak decidedly on the point; for "the
express judgment of the Church," he says," is of greater
weight with me than any human reasonings." 3
The judgment thus sought was not long in being
given, whether Erasmus accepted it or not, for in I 546
the Council of Trent distinctly numbered the Epistle
among the fourteen Epistles of l'aul. 4
No such authoritative decision trammelled the leaders
r
•
L ut h er, 1or
r
o f t h e R e1ormat1on.
examp le, d"d
1 not_!
hesitate to refuse Apostolic authority to the Epistle on
the ground of such passages as c. vi. 4 ff., x. 26 ff., xii. 17,
which seemed to him wholly opposed to gospel teaching. On the other hand, he admitted fully the scriptural
character of its teaching on Christ's Priesthood, and the
admirable interpretation it gave of the Old Testament,
and held that it must have been the work of "an excellent and learned man, who had been a disciple of
the Apostles." 5 For himself he favoured, if he did not
originate, the conjecture that this may have been
Apollos.G

Chap. i.

F.ram,us.

Council o.f
Trent.

TheR,farma/ion.
Luther.

1

1 See Westcott. Comm. p. lxxv,
who quotes the interesting Colophon
of Caietan's Commentary: Caietae
die 1 Junii MIJXXIX.
Comn,entariorum Thomae de Yio, Caietani
Cardinalis sancti Xisti in omnes
genuinas epistolas Pauli et earn quae
ad Hebraeos inscribitur, Finis.
"Annott. in N. T. p. 517.
" Dedarat. 32 ad Censur..F'cuult.
theol. Paris, T. ix. 864.
• Cone. Trid. Sess. iY. : "Testamenti N ovi-quatuordecim epistolae

Pauli apostoli, ad Romanos . . .
acl Philemonem, ad Hebraeos."
This did not prevent, however,
theologians such as Bellarmin and
Estius adopting mediating views
similar to Origen's.
Bisping re~ards Luke as the author, but says
that Paul by adding with his own
hand from c. xiii. 18 onwards made
the Epistle his own.
5
Walch, Th. xiv. p. 146 f.
6
"Autor Epistolae ad Hebraeos,
quisquis est, sive Paulus, sive, ut

i
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Melancthon always treated the Epistle as anonymous,
and in like manner Calvin was not greatly concerned as
to who the author was, though on internal grounds he
was clear that he could not have been Paul,1 but
possibly Luke or Clement. 2
His friend, Theodore
Beza, also ascribed the Epistle not to the Apostle,
[ but to one of his disciples. 3
I Such was the general opinion for some time, though
~ gradually the feeling in the Church tended towards
again treating the Epistle as Paul's own.
In the
Lutheran Church the expression of this feeling was
confined to individual theologians; but in the Reformed
Church the great Confessions of the sixteenth century
classed the Epistle among the Pauline writings. 4
And it continued to be so regarded throughout the
seventeeeth century, except by a few Socinian and
Arminian writers, in evidence of which it is sufficient
to point to its title in our own Authorised Version of
1611, "The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews,"
instead of the simpler and uncompromising title which
Luther had adopted, "The Epistle to the Hebrews."
ego arbitror, Apollo" (ad Gen. 48,
20). In his Epist, am Christtag.
Heb. i. 1 ff. (Walch, Th. xii. p.
204), Luther speaks of "some"
having held the Apollos - authorship; but he gives no names, and
may be referring simply, as Bleek
conjectures, to oral conversations
he himself had with learned friends
(Hebriier Brief, i. p. 249, note).
1 " Sed
ipsa <locendi ratio et
stilus alium quam Paulum esse satis
testantur." Jn Ep. ad Hebr. ai;r;u11tentuvt.
2 "Verisimile
est Lucam vel
Clementem esse auctorem huius
epistolae." Comm. c. xiii. 23.
3
" Hie igitur non est Paulus ille,
qui ex revelatione ipsius Christi di<licit evangelium, sed ex apostolorum
discipulis qnispiam." On c. ii. 3.

In the Geneva Bible of I 560 the
name of St. Paul is omitted from
the title of the Epistle to the
Hebrews, and in a prefatory argument the authorship is left an open
question-" For seeing the Spirit
of God is the author thereof, it
diminisheth nothing the authority
although we know not with what
pen He wrote it."
-I Amongst the few scholars of the
day who ventured to dispute this
was the Scotch John Cameron (d.
1625), who, though with hesitation,
ascribed the Epistle to Barnabas :
"Nolim hie quicquam pro certo
affirmare, libenter tamen mihi persuaserim earn Barnabae adscribi
debere." Prae!ectiones in Se!ectiora
Novi Testamenti Loca, Salmurii,
1626-28, ml. iii. p. 140.
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Nor was it relegated, as by Luther, along with the
Epistles of James and Jude and the Apocalypse, to a
kind of second rank among the New Testament writings,1 but was inserted at the end of the Pauline
Epistles as forming one of them.
The Rationalistic School of the eighteenth century
once more, however, revived the old doubts as to the
Pauline authorship, and these gradually gained ground
even among the evangelical theologians of Germany.
Particulars as to their names and works will be found
in the exhaustive Introduction to the Epistle, first
published in 1828, by Friedrich Bleek, who by his own
careful study of the peculiarities of the Epistle, may
be said to have given the final blow to the traditional
view. Since his time, indeed, there have not been
wanting individual scholars who have still clung to the
Pauline hypothesis ; 2 but they have become ever fewer
in number, until to-day, whatever difference of opinion
may exist as to who the author really was, the belief
that he was Paul is practically abandoned.
\Ve shall see in our next chapter the internal grounds
on which this conclusion rests. In the meantime, it is
enough to recall as the general result of our inquiries
that, notwithstanding widely conflicting views as to its
authorship, the canonical authority of the Epistle is no
longer seriously called in question, and that accordingly we may approach our further study of it under
the conviction that the Church has in it an integral
portion of the Word of God.
1 It occupied this same position
in Tindale's N.T. of 1526 following
3 J ohr,, and preceding the Epistle
of James. Tindale describes it,
however, as "The pistle off Paul
unto the Hebrues."
" Amongst these may be men-

tioned in Germany von Hofmann
(1873), Biesenthal (1878), and
Holtzheuer (1883); and in England
Dr. Kay in the Speaker's Commentary (1881), and Dr. Angus
in Schaff's Popular Commentary
(1883). See further p. 33.
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INTERNAL EVIDENCE AS TO AUTHORSHIP
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FROM the brief survey of the history of the Epistle to
the Hebrews contained in the previous chapter we have
seen that, while its canonical authority is now fully recognised, the question of authorship has to a very noticeable extent been always treated as an open one. The
North African Church, indeed, apparently recognised in
it without hesitation the work of Barnabas ; but we
have no evidence that this opinion ever became widely
accepted. And though there have been later periods in
the Church's history when the Alexandrian belief in the
Pauline authorship attained an almost universal assent,
this would seem to have been due not so much to the
evidence of tradition, as to the desire to associate an
Apostolic name with an Epistle, the value of whose
contents was so evident. We are free, therefore, to
approach the Epistle untrammelled by any authoritative
1
or continuous Church tradition one way or the other,
I and to ask wh:it evidence it itself affords as to who
wrote it.
And in doing so, we may at once get rid of all the
theories which rest upon the belief that our Epistle in its
present form is a translation from an original Hebrew
document. Such, we have seen, was the view of
Clement of Alexandria,1 and a similar view gained
1

Seep. 9 f.
lU
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currency i.n the West through the influence of Jerome.
"Paul had written," so he says, "as a Hebrew to the
Hebrews in Hebrew,'' but "what had been eloquently
written in Hebrew, was more eloquently turned into ,
Greek; and this is the reason why the Epistle seems to !
differ from the other Pauline Epistles." 1 But whatever
help this theory may give in the direction thus indicated
by Jerome, no trace of any such Hebrew document anywhere exists ; nor is the thought of it consistent with
the phenomena displayed by the Epistle itself. The
purity and elegance of its language and style, the difficulties of conceiving any Hebrew or Aramaic original
for some of its most striking expressions,2 and the
numerous plays on words in which it abounds, 3-all point
in the direction of the Greek version being the original
one. While practically decisive proof that it is so lies in
the fact that the quotations in the Epistle from the Old
Testament are taken from the LXX, and not from the
Hebrew text : 4 a proof which cannot be set aside on the
plea that these quotations may have been first introduced
in the translation from Aramaic to Greek, for the writer's
arguments are frequently cased on peculiarities of the
LXX. 5 \,Ve may safely, therefore, conclude that the
Epistle, as we have it now, is the Epistle as it left its
author"s hands. And we have now to examine the
internal evidence which it affords as to who he was.
1 " Scripserat [Paulus] ut Hebraeus
I [ebraeis Hebraice, id est suo eloquio disertissime, ut ea quae eloquenter scripta fuerant in Hebraeo,
eloquentius verterentur in Graecum ;
et bane caussam esse quod a ceteris
Pauli epistolis discrepare videatur."
Catalo.z. script. ecdes. c. 5.
2
For example, d1ravyaap.a (c. i.
3), µ,<Tp<01ra0,iv (c. v. 2), 1rians

€A.:rrLfoµfvwv inr(xrra6ts, 1rpa')'µ6.rwv
/!i>.,yxos ov [3i>.,1roµ,evwv ( c. xi. 1 ).
3

Some of the most obvious of
2

these are - €µ,a0ev Cup' Wv l-1ra0Ev
c. v. 8 ; KaAoD TE Kal. KctKoU v. 14;
lyyii;oµ,,v - lyyvo~ vii. 19, 22 ;
if.µ,,µ,1rros - µ,,µ,q,uµ,,vos viii. 7, 8 ;
1rporr,v,x0Eis - aV€V€'(K€LV ix. 28 ;
µ,lvovrrav-µ,,!i,.i,.ourrav xiii. 14.
4
Two quotations appear in a
form differing from both the LXX
and the Hebrew, see c. x. 30, and
c. xiii. 5.
5
For example, c. x. 5 ff. rrwµ,a
KO.TTJprlo-w ; xii. 26 f. ll1ra~; and see
further, p. 22.
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3.

And in doing so, it will be found most convenient to
consider that evidence in the first place as it bears upon
the theory that St. Paul wrote it, and in the event of his
failing to satisfy the particulars with which we are confronted, then to see whether any of the other names tha,t
have been suggested do so better. In view of the
general consensus of modern scholarship against the
Pauline authorship, such an inquiry may seem, perhaps,
no longer necessary. But a view which at one time so
largely prevailed in the Church can hardly be definitely
set aside without the grounds for this conclusion
being at least indicated. And such an inquiry, as
we propose, has the further advantage of drawing
attention to many important peculiarities of the Epistle
itself.
(I) We begin then with the significant passage c. ii. 3,
where the writer, identifying himself according to his
general custom with those to whom he writes,1 ranks
himself along with them as having received the Gospel
at second hand. Neither he nor they had been among
the immediate hearers of the Lord ; but the so great
' salvation which He proclaimed "was confirmed unto us
; by them that heard." Now is it possible to think of
St. Paul, who prided himself so on receiving his commission directly from the Risen Lord ( Gal. i. I, I r f.),
writing in this way? Or was there not rather a very
special reason on the present occasion why, if he were the
writer, he should have asserted bis Apostolic authority
to the full? To some of the Gentile Churches to whom
he wrote it might be of little consequence where the
Apostle got his message, so long as it commended itself
to them. But no one writing to Jewish Christians to
1 See the use of the first personal
pronoun in c. iv. 1, 11, 14, 16;
vi. I ; x. 22 ff.; xii. 28 ; xiii. I 3 ff.

The second person occurs in c. iii.
1, 12, 13; vii. 4; xii. 25, etc.
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exalt the New Dispensation, of which he was minister, Chap. ii.
over the Old Dispensation, endeared to them by so many
sacred ties, would fail to support his message by every
means in his power. Luther, therefore, followed by
Calvin, does not go too far when he puts this verse in
the forefront of the arguments against the Pauline
authorship ; while a modern scholar speaks of it as
"justly held to be a most grave (or indeed fatal) objection'' to it. 1
(2) The indirect evidence which the Language of the ( Lan•
Epistle affords points in the same direction. 2 Its voca- \ guage.
bulary is peculiarly rich. Thayer enumerates about one '
hundred and sixty-nine words in it which are not found
elsewhere in the Greek Scriptures: and though naturally,
from the general similarity of their topics, another long
list of words and phrases can be made out peculiar to
our Epistle and the acknowledged Pauline writings, it
is remarkable how many of Paul's most characteristic
expressions are here altogether wanting. Thus we do
not once find our Lord referred to by the favourite
Pauline desiguation "Christ Jesus"; but, on the other
hand, very frequently by the simple name ''Jesus," which
Paul rarely uses alone. While the familiar phrase "in
Christ," in which the Pauline theology may be said to be
summed up, is equally awanting. Neither do we any
longer find the revelation of God in Christ described as
" the Gospel " ; 3 nor the corresponding verb employed
actively of men engaged in its proclamation. When the
verb does occur it is in the passive, with reference to the
2)

1 \Vestcott, Comm. p. Ixxvi.
Calvin's words are, " Caeterum hie
locus indicio est, epistolam a Paulo
non fuisse compositam.
Neque
enim ta111 humiliter loqui solet, ut
se unum fateatur ex Apostolorum
discipulis" ( Comm. in !or.).
" The peculiarity of our Epistle

in this and similar directions is well
brought out in Seyffarth's Essay,
De Epistolae quae dicitur ad Hebraeos indo!e maxime peculiari, Lipsiae, 1821.
3 To cuayyD,wv. The word occurs
in all the Pauline Epistles except
I
Titus.
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divine appeal addressed to men both under the Old and
New Dispensations. 1
Other familiar Pauline words, which are wholly wanting in our Epistle, are the noun "mystery" (1;,urrdpw),
j and
the verbs "to fulfil" (-;;-1.r,po:'iY), "to build up"
1(ohwoo,u,,Y), and" to justify' (o,iuxw',;y); while in not a few
instances where St. Paul is accustomed to use simple,
terse expressions, our writer shows a preference for more
sonorous derivatives. 2 A similar difference of usage can
be traced in the connecting particles employed.3
(3) The independent Style of the Epistle to the
Hebrews is equally marked. There is about it a purity
of Greek, a literary finish, and a rhetorical art to which
St. Paul was an entire stranger. The Apostle was too
much concerned with what he had to say to mind very
much how he said it; and in consequence his overflowing thoughts often come jerking out with an utter
disregard of grammar and of style. In the Epistle to
the Hebrews, on the other hand, every sentence is
carefully finished, every period exactly balanced. 4 And
the orderly plan of the whole, the springing of each
slip in the argument from what immediately precedes,"
1
C. iv. 2, ""' ')'Up e<,µev e1171')'')'<Att,µ,lvo, Ka0a1rep Kau,vo,. Comp.
ver. 6.
"Thus for µ,t<J'O,, (r Cor. iii. 8,
14; ix. 17) we find µ,,t,Oa1rooo<J'la
(Hcb. ii. 2; x. 35; xi. 26): fur
µ,apT11petv (Gal. \". 3), <,uve1r,µ,apTvpe'iv (Heb. ii. 4); for TO TEho< Twv
aiwvwv (I Cor. x. rr), 71 <,VPreAela
TWP alwvwv (l-Icb. ix. 26) ; and for
Ao')'lferr0a, (Rom. iii. 28; 2 Cor. x.
II), avaho')'lfe<J'Oa, ( Heb. xii. 3).
3 " In the epistles of St. l'aul
elTLS' occurs 50 tin1es, Ei'TE 63, 1TDT€
(in affirmative clauses) 19, eira (in
enumerations) 6, d oe Kai 4, ef1rep
5, <KTO< ei µ,fJ 3,
4, µ,711rws 12,
µ"f}Kir, 10, µevoUv-ye 3, €6.v 88 tiines,
while none of them are found in the

er,,.

epistle except eav, and that only
once (or twice) except in quotations. On the other hand o0ev,
which occurs 6 times, and eav1rep,
which occurs 3 times in the epistle,
are never used by St. !'au!." Rendall, T/2e Epistie to t/2e Hebrews,
Appendix, p. 27, n. I.
4
See, e.~... , c. i. 1-4 ; ii. 2-4 ;
Yi. I, 2; vii. 20-22, 23-25 ; ix.
23-28; xii. r, 2. "The Epistle
to the Hebrews is the only piece
of writing in the N. T., which in
structure of sentences and stvle
shows the care and dexterity of 'an
artistic writer." Blass, Grammar
of N. T. (,'reek, Eng. tr. 1898, p.
296.
5

Thus the mention of the "faith-
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and the use of such aids to style as full-sounding I Chap. ii.
phrases,1 the rhetorical question, 2 rhetorical trajections, 3
explanatory parentheses, 4 and vivid pictorial images,
sometimes condensed in a simple word, all betray the !
skilful literary workman. 5 As examples of these last '
we Il).ay recall the solemn warning to give earnest
heed to the things that were heard, lest haply we
"drift away," 6 where the thought is of a boat being
carried down stream away from secure anchorage; or
the reference to all things as being " opened" 7 to the
eyes of Him with whom we have to do, the idea being
suggested either by the bared throat of the victim
that has been flayed and hung up, or by the drawing
back of a criminal's head to expose him to the public
gaze. 8
Quota(4) Its Quotations from tlze Old Testament are another (4)
tions.from
distinguishing feature of our Epistle. For not only are O.T.
they very numerous, but the great majority of them,
twenty- one out of twenty- nine, are peculiar to this
Epistle among New Testament writings. 9 No doubt
,

1

ful" High-priest in c. ii. l 7 is
followed by the comparison with
Moses in c. iii. 1-6, in which
faithfulness is a leading trait; and
the reference to " them that have
faith" in c. x. 39 by the roll-call
of the faithful in c. xi.
I For example, 7rOAVJJ,€pws
Ka,
trOAVTp~trWS c. i. I ; trii.cra 1rapa/3acr,s
Kai 1rapaKofJ ii. 2 ; €110tKov µur8a1roOo<Tlav ii. 2 ; Os iKd0t1Tev iv Oe!uJ
TofJ 0p6vov Tfjs µeyaXwcrVvTJS iv ToLs
oDpavo'is viii. 1 (comp. the simpler
Pauline iv 0€EL~ Toll OeoO Ka0TJµevos,
Col. iii. 1); xwp1s a!µ,anKxvcrias

ix.

22.

Kai ri fr, M-yw; c. xi. 32. On the
other hand, the Pauline rhetorical
2

forn1s Tl oUv ; rl "'fdp ; µ~ -yivoiTo,

etc., are wanting.
3 C. vii. 4 (1rarp«ipx'ls); xii. 11
(o,rnwcruv71s); xii. 23 (/fop).

•c.

xii. 17, 21, 25; xiii. 17.
Si Paul est un dialecticien incomparable, le redacteur de notre
epllre a plutot les qualites d'un
orateur riche et profond assurement, mais qni ne neglige pas non
plus les effets de style et la recherche
du beau langage." Bovon, J'lieol.
du N. T. ii. p. 391.
6 C. ii. 1, /J,7/ 7r0T€ trapapvwµ,ev.
7 C. iv. 13, T€TpaX'7ALO"JJ,fVa.
8 For other examples see Westcott, Comm. p. xlviii ..,
" Of the twenty-nine quotations
twenty - three are taken from the
Pentateuch and Psalter. And of the
primary passages quoted as referring
to the Person and Work of Christ,
all with two exceptions (2 Sam. vii.
14; c. i. 5: Isa. viii. 17; c. ii. 13)
are taken from the Psalms. See
the whole of \Vestcott's rnluable
r, "
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this may be partially explained by the nature of the
subject with which the Epistle deals; but this does not
affect the further peculiarity of the source whence they
are drawn. Thus, though St. Paul in his quotations as a
rule makes use of the LXX, he constantly refers back
to the Hebrew text; but the author of our Epistle, as
we have already had occasion to notice, depends wholly
upon the LXX, and uses it further, as Bleek has
shown,1 in a recension closely resembling the Alexandrian Codex, whereas St. Paul, when he uses the LXX
at all, does so in the form of the Vatican Codex.
One result of this exclusive use of the LXX has
already been adverted to, and though not bearing
directly on the point immediately before us, may be
most conveniently illustrated here, the fact, namely,
that in several instances the writer actually bases his
argument upon expressions which have no place in the
original Hebrew text. 2
Take, for example, the rendering of Ps. xl. 6-8, which
is found in c. x. 5-7, "Sacrifice and offering Thou
would est not, but a body hast Thou prepared me: in
burnt-offerings and sacrifices for sin Thou hadst no
pleasure. Then said I, Lo, I am come (in the roll of
the book it is written of me) to do Thy will, 0 God":
where it will be noticed that the words, "a body hast
Thou prepared me," as in the LXX, take the place of the
Hebrew, "Mine ears hast Thou pierced." And yet it is
upon this mention of "a body," a body which it is implied corresponded to God's will, that the author bases
his comparison of the effectiveness of the sacrifice of
Christ as compared with the effectiveness of the sacriDissertation, On the use o.f the 0. 7'.
in the Epistle ( Comm. pp. 469-75).
1 Hebriier Brief, i. § 82, p. 369ff.
2 Kurtz (Comm. § 3. 2) recalls
the words of Jerome, ad Jes. 6. 9:

" l'auli quoque idcirco ad Hehr.
epistolae contradicitur, quod ad
Hebraeos scribensutatur testimoniis,
quae in Hebraicis voluminibus non
habentur,"
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fices of the Law. Nor to the first readers of the Epistle
would this cause any difficulty. The LXX was their
Bible in ordinary use, and was regarded by them as
possessed of an equal authority with the Hebrew text;
while any perplexity that we may feel as to the validity i
of the argument is got over by remembering that after
all the general sense is not thereby materially affected.
In the present passage, for instance, both Hebrew and
LXX lead up to the main point, the surrender of will,
in ,vhich the sacrifice is perfected.
Not yet, however, have we exhausted the full
peculiarity of our author's mode of citation. St. Paul,
it is well known, in quoting from the Old Testament,
generally introduces his quotations with the vague "it I
is written," 1 or where he uses the more personal "saith,"
joins with it either the name of the human writer, or
the general designation "the Scripture" - " Moses
saith," "David saith," "the Scripture saith." 2 But in
our Epistle the quotations are always made anonymously.:i Nowhere is there any mention of the name
of the writer; 4 but invariably the words are ascribed to
God as the Speaker ( except in one case where God is !
directly addressed, and the indefinite "one hath some- i
where testified," c. ii. 6, is employed), or on two occasions to Christ, or on yet other two to the Holy Spirit 5
And the explanation seems to lie in the light in which
throughout the Old Testament Scripture is regarded
1

1 I'<!-ypa1rra,.
It occurs sixteen
times in the Epistle to the Romans
alone.
2
Ron1. x. 19; xi. 9; iv. 3.
3 A similar practice exists, though
not invariably, in the Epistles of
Clement and Barnabas. See, e.J;.,
I Clem. 15, 21, 46; and Banz. c. 2,

3, 5.

4
C. iv. 7 is only an apparent
exception.
r, Yor God as the Speaker, see c.

i. 5 TLVl -yap Ei11"EV (sc. 0 0fjS) ; i. 7
Xe-yn, etc. : for Christ, c. ii. I I, I 3 ;
x. 5 ff. : and for the Holy Spirit, c.
iii. 7 ff. ; x. 15.
In the last two
instances the words are also elsewhere ascribed to God (c. iv. 7;
viii. 8) ; while in c. x. I 5 the use
of µ,aprvp,,, not Xe-yn, points to the I
Holy Spirit as only the witness to
the divine plan, and not the ultimate authority.
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by our writer. To him it is present, living, always
effective, not exhausting itself on its first proclamation,
but coming home to each new generation with everincreasing force in the light of fuller knowledge.
(5) And this may prepare us for our last point in
the present connexion, and that is the independent
position of the Epistle to the Hebrews as regards contents, or Doctrinal Teaclting.
Not, indeed, that this
1
has been very generally allowed. At all periods in its
I
. history it has been a favourite contention that while it
j is separated from the Pauline Epistles by such marked
peculiarities of language and style as we have just
I been noticing, it still stands to them in the closest
possible relation as regards thought and substance.
And this position is still maintained by many modern
scholars, who have quite abandoned the idea of direct
Pauline authorship. 1
We shall have occasion again to notice the amount
of truth underlying this contention ; but that it can be
· accepted in the sense in which it is usually made, seems
. to us wholly impossible. It will not, indeed, be possible
to substantiate this fully till we have examined the
teaching of the Epistle in detail ; but in the meantime
one or two points that lie on the surface may be
! noted.
Thus there is not a single reference in our Epistle
\ to the Gentiles as such, or to the question of circumcision or uncircumcision, which plays so large a part in
the Pauline Epistles. And while the relation of the
Law to the Gospel may be said to lie at the root of
our writer's argument, as well as of so much of the
I teaching of St. Paul, the manner of this relation is very
'1

Difference
o.f'standpointfrom
Pauline
Ej,i'stles as
regards

I,

the Gentiles,

1

1

the relation
efthe Law
to the
Gospel,

I

I

1 Thus Dr. Salmon writes, "On
a comparison of the substance and
language of the Epistle with those
of Paul's acknowledged writings, it

appears, I think, with certainty that
the doctrine of the Epistle is altogether Pauline."
Introd. to tl1e
New Test. 7th eel. p. 421.
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differently conceived in the two cases. By St. Paul the
Law is everywhere regarded as an interlude which comes
in between the Promise and the Gospel,-an interlude
whose function it is to bring home to man the sense of
sin, and which stands therefore in direct contrast to the
Gospel. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, on the other
hand, the Law is regarded rather as an imperfect
Gospel, a system of Divine institutions and arrangements intended to secure and preserve fellowship
between God and His people, until God's highest purposes are revealed.1 And, consequently, the Pauiine
distinctions between "letter" and "spirit," " the spirit of
bondage" and "the spirit of adoption," give place in
their turn to those between "shadow" and "substance,"
"anti type" and "type." 2
If, too, both writers agree in attributing the new and
better state of things which has been brought in by
Christianity to the work of Christ, they draw attention
to different points in its historical presentation. The
centre of the Pauline system is the Risen Christ, the
second Adam, in whom fallen humanity receives as it
were a fresh start. But in the Epistle to the Hebrews
our thoughts are carried beyond the risen to the
Ascended Christ, in whom believers have free access to
God.
Only once, indeed, and then indirectly, is the
fact of the Resurrection even mentioned ( c. xiii. 20) ;
while again and again we are invited to behold Jesus
in His heavenly glory as the Priest or High-priest of
1 "L'un abolit la Loi, l'autre la
transfigure." Menegoz, La ThJolo,,•·ie de l'Epftre aux Hlbreux, p.
190. Comp. also p. 197, "L'auteur
de l'Ep1tre aux H ebreux est un
evolutionniste; Saint Paul est un
nfvolutionnaire, en prenant ce tenne
en son sens exclusivement moral et
religieux."
" It should be noted that, in-

verting the usual theological usage
nowadays, our writer regards the
"type" as primary (c. viii. 5 ;
comp. Acts vii. 44, and contrast
v. 43), and the "antitype" as
secondary (c. ix. 24; comp. socalled 2 Clem. c. xiv. with Lightfoot's note, and contrast I Pet.
iii. 21).
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I men, titles neither of- which

occur at all in the Pauline
. Epistles.
And so once more, in keeping with this priestly
terminology, we are prepared to find the result of our
. Lord's work as applied to believers indicated by such
,rords as " cleansing," "consecration," "a bringing to
: perfection," rather than by the distinctive Pauline
i "justification." The "righteous" man is no longer the
'· man to whom God has imputed a condition which has
I been freely won for him in Christ, but the man who,
1
through faith proving itself in obedience, has earned
the testimony of God ( c. xi. 4).
Not indeed, it need hardly be said, that there is any
real inconsistency between the two writers.
On all
fundamental points there is complete harmony between
them. Only the independent standpoints from which
I they survey the same great field of truth are so reflected
I in their theological systems, that nowhere so much as
i in the sphere of doctrine or teaching does the difference
I
· between them appear.
And this may well prepare us for a further conclusion.
i Not only can Paul not be the author of the Epistle to
the Hebrews, but it is extremely unlikely that the
writer is to be sought in the immediate circle of his
followers or friends: otherwise he would have reproduced more closely his master's teaching. And yet
the Epistle has been so often ascribed to such men
• as St. Luke, or Barnabas, or Silas, or Apollos, that it
: is necessary to look a little more closely at their
· claims. 1
1.

1

1 The name of Clement of Rome
has also from the earliest times
found supporters.
But the un. doubted parallels of language with
: his Epistle (see p. 5 f.) prove
I only that Clement used, or copied
1

\Vhile the
from, the Hebrews.
marked differences in rhetorical skill
and depth of thought between the
two Epistles are wholly destructive
of the idea of oneness of authorship. Besides, if Clement was the
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It was, as we have already seen, on the general Chap. ii.
ground of similarity of diction and style with his (,)st. Luke.
acknowledged writings that the name of St. Luke was
first associated with our Epistle ; and in more recent
times his claims have been again revived, mainly
through the influential advocacy of Delitzsch. And,
indeed, if we were able, with Clement of Alexandria,
to regard the Greek Epistle as the translation of a
Hebrew original, much might be said for· the view that
we owe it to St. Luke in its present form, the parallels
of language are often so striking. 1
But the Epistle is unquestionably an independent
writing, and not a. translation. And it is equally impossible to admit the view, so strongly advocated by
Ebrard, that the form is St. Luke's, but the thoughts
St. Paul's ; 2 for, as we have just been seeing, it is in the
very sphere of thought or doctrine that the differences
between it and the Pauline writings are most marked. 3
The mere resemblance in language, too, between it and
St. Luke, to say nothing of the fact that it fails in
certain important particulars,4 is not sufficient of itself
to determine the question of authorship. For to apply
only one test, an even greater resemblance in language
and style can be traced between the writings of St.
author, how comes it that no tradition to that effect was preserved
in Rome, where the Epistle was so
early known?
1 Delitzsch's
evidence to this
effect, which is scattered through
his whole Commentary, has been
collected by Liinemann, Comm. pp.
27-35. It is presented also in an
interesting way with additions by
Bishop Alexander in his Leadin,R
Jd,as of tlte Gospels, 3rd ed. pp.
302-24. And see, further, Simcox,
J"lte ~Vriters of t!,e N. 7: Appendix
I. Table iii.
e Ebrard, Comm. p. 426 f,

3 Even Delitzsch admits that " it
always seems strange that we
do not anywhere meet with those
particular ideas which form, so to
speak, the arteries of Paul's doctrinal
system." Comm. ii. p. 412.
4 Kurtz gives as examples that
Luke always describes the Heads
of the Church as 1rpwf3vnpo,, but
our author only as 717ovµ,evo, (c.
xiii. 7, I 7, 24 ), and that the former
describes baptism only as /3a1rTLO'µ,a., never as in our Epistle as
/3a.1rTLO'/J,J~ (c. Yi. 2).
Comm. p.
18, note,

i

[
,
/

I
,

'

;
·
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Luke and of St. Paul.1 And yet no one imagines that
• the former had anything to do directly with the
; production of the Pauline Epistles.
Apart, moreover, from all such considerations, it is
, sufficient to point out that the author of our Epistle
I must, accor d"mg to an apparent 1y unammous
.
consensus
of opinion, have been a Jew; while St. Luke, from the
manner in which in Col. iv. 14 he is distinguished from
those " who are of the circumcision " ( ver. I I), was in all
: probability a Gentile. .
The same objection does not apply to Silas; but, on
i the other hand, the very closeness of his connexion
with the Church at Jerusalem seems to be fatal to
his claims. One who could be described along with
St. Paul and Barnabas as one of the "chief men among
the brethren" (Acts xv. 22), could hardly class himself
in the second rank in point of time of apostolic men
(c. ii. 3). Nor have we any evidence of the possession
on his part of that Alexandrian training which, as we
shall see more fully afterwards,2 our author must have
possessed. It is, however, principally on the ground
of the total want of any positive evidence connecting
his name with the Epistle that Silas must be set aside. 3
It is just in this latter particular that the strongest
, point may be made on behalf of Barnabas. He was
· distinctly named by Tertullian as the author, and in a
way which suggests that that Father was giving not
. merely his own personal opinion, but the general opinion
of the Church in Africa. 4 But if so, we cannot help
1

1

(2) Silas.

1

1

(3) flarnabn..s.

1

1 See
Holtzmann, Die SJ,noptisrhen Evang-e!ien, p. 316 ff. ; and
the Tables in Plummer's St. Luh
(Internal. Crit. Co111111.), p. livff.
"See Chap. IX.
3 He was first suggested by the
German theologians 1\1 ynster and
· Jliihme, independently of each other,

in support of certain theories of
their own regarding the Epistle,
and his name has recently found
little or no support, though it is
favoured by Goclet in the Expositor,
3rd Ser. vii. p. 264.
•Seep. 7.
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asking, How comes it that the tradition was confined to
Africa, and was apparently not so much as known in
the Roman or the Alexandrian Church? Is it not just
possible that Tertullian made a mistake, and confused
our Epistle with that other Epistle which was widely circulated in the early Church as the work of Barnabas, and
which still bears his name? If, indeed, this later Epistle
could be accepted as the genuine work of Barnabas, we
would have conclusive evidence against pis connexion
with the Epistle before us; for the two writings, though
possessed of a common aim, exhibit a most marked
contrast in style and treatment. 1 \Vhile even if, as is
now generally admitted, we look upon the so-called
Epistle of Barnabas as really the work of another, 2 there
is still the same difficulty, as in the case of Silas, of
associating the Epistle to the Hebrews with a man
whose home seems to have been in Jerusalem (Acts
iv. 37), and who stood on such close terms of intimacy
with the first apostles (Acts ix. 27; xi. 22; Gal. ii. I 3).3
There remains still the name of Apollos, a name
which, if not originally suggested by Luther, certainly
became first known through him. 4 And it must be at
once admitted that the particulars we can gather regarding Apollos from the pages of the New Testament
correspond in a wonderful manner with the particulars
which the Epistle itself discloses as to its author.
A polios was a "Jew . . . an Alexandrian by race, an
eloquent man . . . and he was mighty in the Scrip1

Westcott, Comm. pp. lxxx-iv.
See Hefele, Das Sendschreibcn
des Apostels Barnabas auf, neue
1mtersttcht, Tub. 1840; and J. G.
MUiler, Erk!,i1·1t1~!f des Bamabas
briefes, Leipzig, 1869. The traditional view is defended in Smith's
Ditt. of Christ. Biogr., art. Barnabas.
"Notwithstanding the above difli2

culties, the writing of the "word of
exhortation" (Heh. xiii. 22) by the
"son of exhortation" (Acts iv. 36) 1
is perhaps at present the favourite I
hypothesis especially among German \
scholars, and is the one to which
we would most readily incline if it
was necessary to fix upon a name.
4
Seep. 13.
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tures" (Acts xviii. 24). He was apparently a fritncl of
Timothy (1 Cor. xvi. ro-12; Heb. xiii. 23), and though
standing in a close relation to St. Paul was yet independent of him ( I Cor. iii. 4). While the retiring disposition with which St. Paul credits him ( I Cor. xvi. I 2)
is in harmony with our Epistle, in which the writer keeps
his own personality so mu.eh in the background. But,
at the same time, when occasion required, A polios could
"speak boldly" (Acts xviii. 26; Heb. iii. 6 ; x. 35), and
the subject of his public disputations with the Jews,
"showing by the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ"
( Acts xviii. 28), might well be taken as the basis of the
teaching afterwards unfolded in the Epistle. Striking,
however, as these resemblances are, in the total absence
of any early tradition in the Church to confirm it, the
suggestion of Luther must remain as at best merely a
happy conjecture, whose wide acceptance "is only explicable by our natural unwillingness to frankly confess
our ignorance on a matter which excites our interest." 1
And yet, apparently, it is to this frank confession of
ignorance that we are in the meantime shut up. 2 Notwithstanding the unwearied labours of many scholars,
and the fresh and varied light which their researches
have thrown on many debateable points regarding our
Epistle, so far as the problem of its authorship is concerned, if we except the negative conclusion that at least
it was not written by St. Paul, or by anyone closely
associated with hirh, the Church to-day is still little
further on than in the days of Origen, taking his words
as applicable to ultimate authorship as well as to present
form: "But who it was who wrote the Epistle, God only
knows certainly.'' 3 It is in this respect, as Delitzsch has
1

Westcott, Comm. p. lxxix.
For a Table of the different
Yiews that haYe been held as to
2

authorship, see appended Note, p.
32.
3

Seep.

JO.

3I
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well remarked, '· like the great Melchizedek of sacred Chap. ii.
story, of which its central portion treats. Like him it
marches forth in lonely, royal, and sacerdotal dignity,
and like him is ay,v,17,1,6 1 11:-0;; we know not whence it
cometh nor whither it goeth." 1
Nor is this conclusion, unsatisfying as at first sight it I Comfensat. l10ut its
· compensatmg
·
asp cc ts
may appear, wit
aspects. " \ii\T as 11
: 11tR
111iis
·it not meet, " as 1,s p ro1essor
c
h
h
]]
11;norance.
Bruce, "t at e who te s , ·
us at the outset that God's last great word to men was
spoken by His Son, should disappear like~ star in the:
presence of the great luminary of day? Was it not i
seemly that he who wrote this book in praise of Christ
the Great High Priest, should be but a voice saying to
all after-time, 'This is God's beloved Son, hear ye Him';
and that when the voice was spoken he should disappear
with Moses, Aaron, and all the worthies of the old
covenant, and allow Christ Himself to speak without
any medium between Him and us?" 2
j
While Dr. \;Vestcott justly claims the anonymous
Epistle as a witness to the spiritual wealth of the Apos- :
tolic age : " We acknowledge the divine authority of I
the Epistle, self-attested and ratified by the illuminated •
consciousness of the Christian Society ; we measure
what would have been our loss if it had not been
included in our Bible; and we confess that the wealth
of spiritual power was so great in the early Church that
he who was empowered to commit to writing this view
of the fulness of the Truth has not by that conspicuous ·
service even left his name for the grateful reverence of.
later ages. It was enough that the faith and the love
were there to minister to the Lord (Matt. xxvi. I 3)." 3
1

j

1
2

Comm. i. p. 4.
Expositor, 3rd Ser. Yii. p. 178.

3 Comm. p. lxxix.

NOTE
The Authorship o.f the Epistle
Note.

I THE following Table, showing the views that have prevailed

as
to the Authorship of our Epistle, is taken with additions from
Holtzmann, Ein!eitung in dus N.T. 3tc Auf'l. pp. 296, 301, and
Menegoz, La Theologie de l' Epitre aux Hebreux, pp. 62, 63 :r.

Luke: (independently) Calvin-(under the influence of
Paul) Stier, Guericke, Ebrard, Delitzsch, Alexander,
among Protestant theologians; Hug, Dollinger, Zill,
among Roman Catholic theologians.

2. Clement of Rome: (independently) Erasmus-(undcr
the influence of Paul) Mack, Reithmayr, Langen,
Bisping, among Roman Catholic theologians.
3. Silas: Mynster, Bohme, Godet.
4. Barnabas: J. E. Ch. Schmidt, Ullmann, Twesten,
Wieseler, V olkmar, Ritschl, Grau, Thiersch, B. Weiss,
A. Maier (Rom. Cath.), Keil, Kiibel, H. Schultz,
Renan, Overbeck, de Lagarde, Zahn, Harnack;
And in England ; Salmon.
5. Apollos: Luther, L. Osiander, Leclerc, Heumann, L.
Miiller, Semler, Ziegler, de Wette, Bleek, Feilmoser
(Rom. Cath.), H. A. Schott, Tholuck, Liinemann,
Bunsen, Kurtz, L. Schulze, de Pressense, Hilgenfeld,
Scholten, Rems, Pfleiderer ;
And in England; Alford, S. DaviJson, Farrar,
Moulton.
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6. Paul : Storr, G. W. Meyer, Steudel, Paulus, Stein,
Gelpke, Scheibe!, Olshausen, Wichelhaus, Jatho,
Hofmann, Volek, v. d. Heydt, Biesenthal, Holtzheuer, Laharpe, Hofstede de Groot, among Protestant theologians ;
The majority of
logians;

the

Roman Catholic theo-

And in England and America; Stuart, Foster,
Bloomfield, Wordsworth, M'Caul, Kay, Angus,
Field.
7. An unknown Jewish-Alexandrian writer: Eichhorn, Seyffarth, Neudecker, Baumgarten - Crusius,
Moll, Kostlin, Ewald, Grimm, Hausrath, Kluge,
Lipsius, von Soden, Holtzmann, Menegoz, Jiilicher;
And in England ; Rendall, Dods, W. R. Smith,
Westcott, Vaughan, A. B. Davidson, and Bruce.

3
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Note.

CHAPTER III
THE DESTINATION, DATE, AND PLACE OF WRITING
OF THE EPISTLE
Chap. iii.

r.

The
Destination.
No help
from the
title.

FROM the inquiry, Who wrote the Epistle to the
Hebrews? we turn naturally to the inquiry, To whom
was it written? Who were the readers for whom it
was m the first instance intended? And here again
we are at once met with the striking peculiarity that
while the Epistle contains no direct mention of its
I writer, neither does it name those to whom he wrote.
I For
it must be kept in view that the familiar title
I
, "To the Hebrews" formed no part of the original
i Epistle,1 and that, even if it did, it would in itself
be ambiguous, as the word "Hebrews" (' E(,pa,01 or
i 'ESpa,o,) is used in the New Testament sometimes of
/ the Aramaic-speaking Jews of Palestine in contrast to
, the Hellenists or Greek-speaking Jews (Acts vi. r), and
i at other times of Jews generally, whatever language
1 they spoke, in contrast to Greeks or Gentiles (2 Cor.
r

!,

i

I)h"II. lll.
... 5).
j
We must turn therefore to the Epistle itself for what
: indications we may gather from it regarding its readers.
/ And here the first point that strikes us is that they
: were evidently members of a definite commzmity. The
I,

•

1 XI. 22;

Evidence
from tlie
Epistle
itself.
T'he readers
7.lli:YC

(r) meml,ers
of a definite
collllllunity:

however in our
(c. 400 A.lJ. ),
/ and still earlier (c. zco A. 1,.) in
r references to the Epistle on the part
1

1

It is found

of writers holding such different
views regarding its authorship as
Tertnllian (see p. 7), and Clement
of Alexandria (seep. 9).

I earliest existing l\ISS.
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absence of any formal introduction,1 such as we find in Chap. iii.
the Pauline Epistles, has indeed sometimes led to the
conjecture that the writing is of the nature of a
theological treatise addressed to Hebrew Christians
generally,2 or even to all wavering and dispirited believers,3 rather than an Epistle written with a definite
circle of readers in view. But the closing verses and
salutations point clearly in the latter direction,4 and
this conclusion is confirmed by the intimate acquaintance which the writer shows throughout with his readers'
state, and the deep personal feeling which underlies his •
practical appeals. 5 No better definition of the writing '
indeed can be given than the author's own. It is a
"word of exhortation," which he has addressed to certain
"brethren" from whom for the time he has been parted,
but to whom he hopes soon to be restored. 6
It would appear further that these brethren consisted (2) in the
same geneof men "in tlze same general circumstances of age, ral circumstances:
position and opinion." 7 They are treated at least as
all holding the same views, and being exposed to the
same dangers. And this has led to the conjecture that
they formed only a part of a larger community, a view
to which a certain amount of support is lent by their
being addressed apart from their leaders. 8 In any case
they must have been a comparatively small body, for
1

1 This has been explained on
different grounds, as that the watchfulness of the writer's enemies made
concealment necessary (Ewald), or
that he occupied no position of
authority in the Church (Weiss).
0
' ' The first systematic treatise
of Christian theology" addressed
to "Jewish Christians, in general,
considered from a theoretical point
of view." Reuss, Hist. of Cllrist.
Theo!. ii. p. 241 f.
3 "Das Schreiben ist an
alle
Schwanken<le und Verzagte gerich-

tet, wenn gleich mit besondrer
RUcksicht auf die Judcnchristen."
Biesenthal, Das Trostchreiben des
Apostels Paulus an die Hebn"ier,

p. 19.
4

C. xiii. 7, 17-19, 22-24.
Con1p. c. v. 11, 12; vi. 9, 10;
x. 32 ff. ; xii. 4.
6 C. xiii. 22, 23.
]\; ote hrhrTnl\a '
(ver. 22 ), itself pointing to a writing I
of an epistolary nature.
!
7 Westcott on c. v. 1 r.
8 C. xiii. 17, 24.
5
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(3) and ef
Jewislt extraction.
This proved
by special
references,

such a general similarity of circumstances to have
existed among them, and this explains further the particularity of the writer's references: "Take heed, brethren,
lest haply there shall be in any one of you an evil
heart of unbelief"; . "Looking carefully lest there be
any man that falleth short of the grace of God." 1
\IVhen we pass to the question of the readers'
nationality, we are at once met with the traditional
view, to which the title gives expression, that they were
of Jewish extracti~n. And numerous indications of
this have been found in the Epistle itself. In his
opening words, for example, the writer, who was clearly
himself a Jew, speaks of "the fathers" to whom God
spoke in the Old Testament prophets, in an absolute
way which impqes that they were not only the spiritual,
but the lineal ancestors of himself and his readers.
And similarly in c. ii. 16, the latter are described as
"the seed of Abraham," in a connexion where to give
the words a metaphorical or spiritual meaning would
both destroy the contrast with · the "angels" of the
previous clause, and break the chain of the writer's
argument which throughout rests on the real oneness
between the Saviour and those He comes to save
·(comp. ver. I I). And so again with the familiar
designations, borrowed from the Old Testament, "the
people" ( c. ii. r 7 ; xiii. I 2) or "the people of God"
(c. iv. 9). It is true that elsewhere we find Gentile
converts described in the same way (Tit. ii. 14; r Pet.
ii. 9, 10). But this is impossible, as Weiss has pointed
out,2 in the case of an Epistle, where, throughout, these
designations are applied to the Old Testament covenant
people,3 whose lineal descendants Christian believers
1

iv.

C. iii. r2; xii. r5.
I.

2

Hebraer Brief, p.

21.

Comp. c.

3 C. v. 3; vii. 5, r 1, 27 ; ix.
7, r9; xi. 25.
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are everywhere represented to be. It is as such, for
example, that in c. iv. the Hebrews are invited to enter
into the rest into which their fathers had failed to
enter; and again are exhorted to "go forth . . .
witho.ut the camp," outside the old limits of Israel,
within which they must first have been, in order to
enjoy the full benefits of the New Covenant offering
( c. xiii. 13. Comp. ver. II). While elsewhere the effect
of that offering is directly represented as "the redemption of the transgressions that were under the first
covenant" ( c. ix. I 5. Comp. xiii. I 2).
Apart however from such special indications of the.
readers' nationality, as these and similar passages contain,
the intimate acquaintance with Jewish ri~es and customs
which is throughout assumed, and still more the whole
tone and argument of the Epistle, unm'istakeably point
to Jewish readers. Only to them would an argument
based all through on a comparison between the Old
Covenant and the New, a setting forth of how much
better Christianity is than J udaisrri, come home with
living force. Only they would hold so closely to the
Divine authority of the Qld Testament Scriptures, that
these could be u~ed, as throughout this Epistle they
are used, as one great means for their instruction and
encouragement. Only they could share in the fond
recollections with which even amidst the glories of the
new, the writer recalls the memories of the vanished
age. Whatever, indeed, the precise relation in which
the author stood to his· readers, it seems impossible not
. to think of them as having these memories as a common
possession, or to regard his Epistle otherwise than as
the direct, personal appeal of one who had himself
proved the superiority of Christianity over Judaism, and
who now desired his believing Jewish fellow-countryll)en
to rise with him to the full sense of their privileges.

37
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and by t11e
general tone
and arg7tment eftlie
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Recent
attempts to
substitute
tlze thouf;-lzt

of Gentile

readers
not esta/J.
lished by the
passa,E;eS
usually

cited.

c.

'lli.

I, 2,

It would be unnecessary to dwell upon this, so
generally has the idea of a Jewish destination for the
Epistle been admitted, were it not for the numerous
attempts which have lately been made to substitute
the thought of Gentile readers. 1 It may be that these
attempts are largely made in the interests of a particular locality, to which it is contended that the
Epistle was addressed, a contention to which we shall
return again; but in any case it is confidently alleged
that there are certain passages in the Epistle, which
only the thought of a Gentile destination can explain,
passages such as c. vi. r, 2; ix. 14; xiii. 4; and xiii. 24.
But a brief reference to these will show that this interpretation is both unnecessary and erroneous.
Take the first of them: "Wherefore let us cease to
speak of the first principles of the Christ, and be borne
on unto perfection; not laying again a foundation of
repentance from dead works, and of faith toward
God, of the teaching of baptisms, and of laying on of
hands, and of resurrection of the dead, and of eternal
judgment" (c. vi. r, 2). Here, it is said, the '' first
principles" enumerated are evidently those elementary
doctrines of Christianity which Gentiles would need to
be taught as a foundation for further instruction. But
were they not equally "first principles" for the Jews?
And what more natural than that the writer should
recall them to his Jewish fellow-countrymen, before
passing on to the "perfection " to which he was
summoning them? The plural ''baptisms" seems
1
The thought of Gentile readers
was apparently first entertained by
Roeth in 1836 (Epistolalll vulgo
"ad Hebraeos" inscriptam non ad
Hebraeos, id est Christianos //enere
Judaeos, sed ad Clt1-i'sti"a11os J:l'nere
Gentiles et qztidem ad Ephesios
datalll esse. Francof. ad Moen.),
I and has since been revived,

amongst others, by Weizsacker,
Das Apostolische Zeitalter, p. 473 f.
(E. tr. ii. p. 157 ff.); von Soden,
Hand-Comm. vi. p. II; Jiilicher,
Einl. in das N. l'. p. I IO ('' an
Christen schlechthin, ohne jede
Reflex ion auf ihre Nationalitat ");
and McGiffert, History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age, p. 465ff.
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indeed expressly used so as to include the various Chap. iii.
"washings" which were customary among the Jews
(comp. c. ix. 10) along with Christian baptism: and
Menegoz has further pointed out that the striking
expression " faith upon God " (~fonr,;; ~c;;; O,ov) implies
more readily the idea of continued trust in a God
whose existence is beyond dispute, and in whom Jewish
Christians had always believed, than the belief in the
existence of the true God in oppositiot1 to heathen
idols, which is adopted by those who favour the _Gentile
address. 1
Nor does this contrast between the true God and c. ix. 14.
idols underlie the correct interpretation of c. ix. 14:
" How much more shall the blood of the Christ, who
through eternal spirit offered himself without blemish
unto God, cleanse your conscience from dead works to
serve the living God?" The writer simply, as elsewhere
in the Epistle (c. iii. I 2 ; x. 3 I ; xii. 22 ), adopts the
expression, so familiar to the Jews in the Old Testament, of "the living God" to denote God as He is in
Himself, or as He is now manifesting Himself in His
Son.
Similarly the exhortation of c. xiii. 4, "Let marriage c. xiii. 4.
be had in honour among all," is directed not, as is
alleged, against a certain ascetic tendency which had
begun to show itself among Gentile converts (comp.
r Tim. iv. 3), but rather against all unlawful and impure relations, as the remaining words of the verse
clearly prove, "And let the bed be undefiled: for fornicators and adulterers God will judge."
\Vhile once more, the closing salutation, " They of c. .riii 2 4 .
Italy salute you" (c. xiii. 24), whatever bearing it may
be found to have upon the readers' locality, in no way
determines their nationality.
1

],a '.{'!tJologie de l' Epitre aux HJbreux, p. z5.
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There is then, it appears to us, no direct evidence in
the Epistle itself in favour of a Gentile destination.
The whole possesses rather what Mcnegoz well characterises as a so thoroughly Jewish "flavour of the
soil," 1 that we are at once led to think of Hebrew
readers, and of Hebrew readers only.
I For neither is it possible to imagine, as many are
i tempted to do, a mixed community of Jews and GenI tiles. Had this been the case, must there not inevitably
have been some reference in the Epistle to the vexed
questions which were at the time agitating all such
communities, and with which St. Paul deals so fully in
his Epistles? But of any such reference there is not
the slightest trace. 2 Not because the writer is blind to
the needs of the Gentiles, or for a moment thinks of
them as altogether outside the pale of salvation, but
because he is primarily concerned with the needs of
certain fellow-countrymen to whom he is writing, and still
more because, in accordance with his whole theological
system, he regards the Jewish Church as the seed-corn,
out of which the universal Church is developed. 3
We conclude therefore that, whoever the first readers
of the Epistle may have been, they were neither Gentiles,
nor a mixed community of Jews and Gentiles, but Jews,
men of Hebrew race and upbringing, who had been
1

Nor can we
think ef a
mixed com111unity ef
Je7.us and
Gentiles.

·1

1
-

Conclusion.

1 "Ce qui nous frappe, au contraire, dans cette Epitre, c'est, dans
tou tes ses parties, un ' gout de
terroir' juif tellement prononce et
I une absence si complete de toute
· allusion au culte pa\en, que nous
I avons quelque peine
comprendre
I qu'on puisse y decouvrir la moindre
I indication
revelant des lecteurs
sortis du paganism e." Menegoz,
Theo!. de l'Ep. aux Hebr. p. 26 f.
2 Not even in c. xiii, 9 where
the "divers and strange teachings"
and th,; '' meats" do not refer to

a

such ascetic tendencies as St. Paul
condemns (Rom. xiv. 15, 20; I Cor.
viii. 8), but rather to those Judaistic
principles and practices, from which
the writer would have his readers
come forth. " The real point is,
that the Apostle connects these
teachings with the 'camp,' and
sees an antithesis between them
and 'grace,' the principle of the
new covenant." Davidson, Comm.
in lot.
" Comp. Riehm, Der !,ehrb~g-rijf
des Hebrderbriefes, p. 168 ff,
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converted from Judaism to Christianity, but who required I Chap. iii.
further instruction in the true character of their new faith. 1 '
~
When, however, we pass to the question of where these 11. The
Locality o.f
Jewish Christians were located, it is not so easy to come 11,e readers.
to a definite conclusion, and it will be necessary to
examine somewhat in detail the claims that have been
put forward on behalf of three separate places.
From the earliest times it has been customary to look
Jerusafar them at or near Jerusalem, principally on the I tem.
grounds that there we shall most easily find a Jewish Arguments
Church free from Gentile admixture; that there Jewish! '):{:;;7e~,
Christians would be most readily exposed to the!
attacks of their Jewish fellow-countrymen; and, above
all, that it is in the immediate vicinity of the Temple i
that we most readily look for that too great dependence 1
upon Jewish rites and customs which the readers of the /
Epistle are supposed to manifest. 2
·
But the first two reasons can in no sense be regarded but these uo1
conclusive.
as conclusive arguments in favour of Jerusalem, for there
are many other places which would suit these conditions
equally well; while, as regards the third, nowhere in the
Epistle, as a matter of fact, have we any evidence that
those addressed were engaged in the practice of Templeworship. For the present tenses, under which the old
Jewish ritual is described, and which are appealed to in
this connexion, 3 are the presents not of actual observ- i
1

,.

1

0

{

I

I

1

Westcott dismisses the idea of
a Gentile destination as nothing
more than " an ingenious paradox "
( Comm. p. xxxv). And in the
same connexion so advanced a
critic as Beyschlag writes, " In
spite, therefore, of all the wanderings of recent criticism, we must
rest content with the statement of
the old superscription 1rpils 'E(3palous;
and only by clinging to this is the
letter illuminated, while the view
which makes it to be addressed

elsewhere thrusts it into complete
darkness" (New Testament Theofogy, Eng. tr. ii. p. 287),
" Comp. Bleek, Hebriier Brief,
i. pp. 28 ff., 55; Lllnemann, Comm.
pp. 42, 56 ; Riehm, Lehrbegrijf,
PP· 33 ff.
Other supporters of this destination are Hug, de Wette, Tholuck,
Thiersch, Delitzsch, Godet, Weiss,
\Vestcott, Vaughan, and Bruce.
"C. viii, 4, 5; ix. 6f[, 18; x. I ff.;
xiii. JO ff. In almost all these cases

.
·
·
:
•
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,
.
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Reasons
against the
Jerusalem
address.

ance, but what we may call Scripture-presents. The
writer speaks from the point of view of the record in
Scripture. 1 While a further blow is given to this whole
theory by the fact that the references throughout are not
to the services of the Temple at Jerusalem at all, but to
the old Tabernacle ritual of the wilderness.
And so again with the assertion that the Hebrews are
evidently treated as if they regarded participation in the
sacrificial ritual "as a necessary requirement for the
complete expiation of sins," not only is there no direct
evidence for this, but so far from underlying " the whole
argumentation of the Epistle as an everywhere-recurring
presupposition," as Lunemann would have us to believe, 2
it is rather directly contrary to it. For had it been the
case, how then, as Zahn has well pointed out, could the
writer have praised his readers' early faith and love
(c. iii. 14; vi. 10; x. 22, 32 ff.) without going on to indicate in the clearest manner why what had formerly been
a permissible part of true faith could no longer be so
regarded, and, above all, without demanding their separation from the Temple cultus, which they had come so
to misunderstand, with something of the same energy
with which St. Paul called upon his converts to separate
themselves from their old idolatry (1 Cor. x. 14-22;
2 Cor. vi. 14-17).~
Apart moreover from these considerations, there are
not a few reasons which seem wholly to exclude
Jerusalem from amongst the possible destinations of the
1. Epistle. Thus it is difficult to think of an Hellenist,
like the author, standing in so close a relation to the
Jerusalem Church, as is here supposed, or addressing its

1
•

I

the translators of the A. V. have
erroneously substituted past tenses.
1 For a similar use of the present
I tense see Jos. Ant. iii. 6; c. Apio11,
', i. 7, ii. 23; Clem. Rom. I Cor. 40,

41 ; Ep. ad Diogn. 3 ; Just. Dial.
c. TrJ,Ph. I I 7.
2 Comm. p. 56.
3 Real-Encyc!. .f. pro!, Theo!,
2te Aull. v. p. 662.
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members in such terms of strong reproach as, " When I
by reason of the time ye ought to be teachers, ye have
need again that some one teach you the rudiments of the i
first principles of the oracles of God" (c. v. I 2 ; comp.
Rather if Jerusalem is the destination, we
vi. 1-3).
would expect some indication, which is however wholly
wanting, of its position as the Mother-church of.
Christendom, from which already teachers had been
"scattered abroad . . . preaching the WQrd." 1 Nor
can we easily reconcile c. ii. 3 with a Church in which
many of those who had seen the Lord must still have
been alive (comp. I Cor. xv. 6).
The fact too that the Epistle is written in Greek,
and that singularly pure Greek,2 and that its Old
Testament references are based throughout on the
LXX, and not on the original Hebrew,3 is hardly what
one would expect in an Epistle addressed to the
Aramaic-speaking Jews of Palestine. While again it i
would be strange, to say the least, to find a Church
which elsewhere we hear of only as requiring to be '
ministered to, here described as ministering to others. 4
If too the statement, " Ye have not yet resisted unto
blood, striving against sin " ( c. xii. 4 ), is to be taken as
meaning that in their history as a Church the Hebrews
had not yet been called upon to shed blood, this would
be impossible in the case of a Church which had already
furnished as martyrs St. Stephen and St. James. 5
f

1

Acts viii. 4, 2 5 ; xi. I 9 ff.; Rom.
27 : contrast Heb. v. 12.
2
There arc fewer Hebraisms in
Luke and the Epistle to the
Hebrews than in any other parts
of the N. T.
See Schaf!; Companion to the Greek Test. p. 27.
3 Seep. 22.
4 Acts xi. 30; xxiv. 17; Gal.
ii. 10 ; I Cor. x,·i. 1-4 ; 2 Cor.
viii. 4; ix. 1, 12: contrasted with
Heb. vi. 10.
1

xv.

5 This difficulty is often got over
on the plea that the reference is only
to the Hebrews' present troubles, to
them as the second generation of
the Church : and the recollection of
previous martyrdoms is then supposed to add point to the present
exhortation (so Westcott). But the
author's mode of regarding the
community to which he writes as I
having an historical identity (c. ii. 3; .
v. 1 I ff. ; vi. 9 ff. ; x. 32 ff.) is, as ·
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In view of these and similar difficulties, many have
accordingly sought the destination of the Epistle in
Alexandria. 1 In the Temple of Onias, at Leontopolis,
a few miles distant from Alexandria, if not in the
Temple at Jerusalem, may be found, it is said, those
surroundings of Temple-worship and ritual which the
circumstances of the readers require.
And Wieseler, one of the strongest advocates of this
destination, thinks that he has found conclusive proof
of it in the correspondence of certain supposed deviations in the Epistle from the arrangements of the
Temple at Jerusalem with what from other sources he
believes to have been the constitution and practice of
the Temple at Leontopolis. 2 But in this he has been
conclusively shown by Grimm amongst others, to be
who!Iy wrohg. 3 And it is the less necessary to repeat
the refutation, because the whole position, while otherwise untenable, 4 falls to the ground in view of the fact
already alluded to that the references in the Epistle are

Chap. iii.
Alexandria.
2.

lYieseler' s
proof un-

tenable.

Davidson well points out, decidedly
against this view. The words must
accordingly mean, not that in the
Hebrews' present troubles persecui tion had not gone the length of
I bloodshed, " but that in their history as a church they had not yet
been called upon to shed their
blood" ( Comm. p. 235). Davidson
himself favours the idea that the
Epistle was addressed to some community of the Dispersion in the East,
and so Rendall, who thinks specially
of Antioch.
1 The external evidence claimed
in support of this view from the
Canon of Muratori is quite untenable. See p. 7, note I.
2 See his Chrono!o.~ie des aposto!.
Zeitalters, p. 479 ff.; and especially
Eine Untersuchung iiber den
; Hebriierbriif in the Schriften der
I Universit,it zu .l,ie!, 186 I, 1862.
' The passages from the Epistle
,1

on which he relies are c. vii. 27;
ix. 1-5 ; and x. I I ; all of which
are capable of other explanations.
3 See the elaborate article in the
Zeitschrifl fiir wissenschaft!iche
Theo!ogie, 1870, pp. 57-67. Grimm
himself thinks the Epistle may have
been addressed to Jamnia (p. 71).
4
Thus, so far from the Alexandrian Jews themselves holding the
temple at Leontopolis in peculiar
honour, we know that they were in
the habit rather of sending their
yearly temple-gifts to Jerusalem, and
even of going pilgrimages there, so
long as Herod's temple continued
lo exist. (Comp. Philo, Opp. ed.
Mangey, ii. p. 646 : KaO' 6v xp5vov
£is TO 1raTp<pov lepov i<YnAMµ'1v
•v~oµ,vo, TE Kai Ov<Ywv.) The temple
at Leontopolis was finally closed in
the time of Vespasian (Joseph.
B.Jud. vii. JO. § 4).
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\-~hap.

throughout not to any temple at all, but to the old
iii.
Jewish Tabernacle.
Stronger support for the Alexandrian address of the i Otherargu. 1e may b e 1oun
c
d m
. its
. use o f t he LXX accor d"mg .I men/snot
decisive.
E p1st
to the Alexandrian Codex, in its word-correspondences I
with the Alexandrian Book of Wisdom 1 and the Second
Book of Maccabees, 2 and in fact in its generally-admitted i
Alexandrian tone and colouring. It is allowed how- i
ever that these considerations point to the personality !
of the writer as well as to the locality of the readers.
And though Dr. Samuel Davidson, one of the few
English scholars who favours, though not decisively,
this address, thinks that only in Alexandria could
readers be found able to appreciate our writer's reasoning, or follow his spiritualising of J udaism, 3 it must not
be forgotten that Alexandrian culture was widely spread,
and could be looked for at Jerusalem, or any other
great centre of Jewish influence. 4 While what seems
almost decisive against Alexandria itself as the destination is the fact that though the Epistle was so early
known and valued in the Church there, that Church,
according to a very consistent tradition, believed it to
have been addressed to the Hebrews of Palestine.5
There remains still the conjecture that the Epistle 3. Rome.
was addressed to Rome, a conjecture which may be
said to be the favourite at present, at anyrate among
1

1 Compare e.g. 1r0Xvµ.epws c. i. I :
Wisd. vii. 22 ; d.1ra.vyarrµ.a. c. i. 3 :
Wisd. vii. 2 5 f. ; v1roura.cm c. i. 3 :
Wisd. xvi. 21 ; Oepri1rwv c. iii. 5 :
TYisd. x. 16.
__ 2 C. xi. 35 f. : 2 Mace. vi. 18 ff.,

vn.
3 Introd. to the Study of the N. 7'.
(1868) i. p. 267.
4 We
read, for example, of a
Synagogue of Alexandrians at Jerusalem, Acts vi. 9.
5 Amongst
upholders of the

Alexandrian address in addition to
\\lieseler may be mentioned Ritschl,
who, after maintaining the Jerusalem
address (Enst. d. Alt. Kirche,
p. 159), came round to this view

(Stud. u. Krit. 1866, H. 1, p. 9off.);
and R. Kostlin ( 7heol. Jahrbb. of
Baur and Zeller, 1854, H. 3, p.
388 ff.).
Plumptre regards the
Epistle as addressed to the Jewish
Christian ascetics in Alexandria
( Expositor, 1st Ser. vol. i. pp.

428-432).
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German scholars, and which certainly meets many of
the circumstances of the case. 1
Thus it agrees well with the external evidence which
goes to show that the Epistle was well known in Rome
i from the earliest times, and further that the Roman
I Church knew that it was not written by St. Paul. 2
And its anonymous character may even find an explanation in the fact that the author modestly shrank
from putting himself into apparent rivalry with St. Paul,
by whom an Epistle had directly been addressed to the
Roman Christians. 8
On this same hypothesis too not a few of the internal references in our Epistle gain a fresh significance.
Take, for example, "the great conflict of sufferings,"
through which the Hebrews are represented as having
formerly passed (c. x. 32 ff.). By those who think that
the Epistle was addressed to Jerusalem, these are usually
referred to persecutions undergone by the Hebrews at
the hands of their unbelieving fellow-countrymen on
account of the new faith they had adopted. But the
expressions used point more naturally to persecutions
at the hand of heathen persecutors,4 and are very
usually referred to the Neronic persecutions in 64 A.D.
1 It was first made so far as we
can discover, by Wetstein in 1752
(Nov. Test. ii. p. 386 f.), and after
receiving the strong support of
H. Iloltzmann (Stud. u. _Krit.
1859, H. 2, p. 297 ff.) has been
adopted by, amongst others, Kurtz,
Renan, A. Harnack, Mangold,
Schenkel, Zahn, and von Soden.
In England it found a warm supporter in Alford.
Prof. Bruce
refers to a recent and able contribution in support o_f it in Reville's
Les Origines de !'_Ej,iscopat, Paris,
1894, which we regret we have been
unable to see.
" Euseb. H. E. iii. 3 : 1rpos T?]S

'Pwµaiwv fKKA7Ja-ias ws µ~ llau?..ou
oVO"av aVr+w UvrLAf-yEa-0at.
3 Alford, Comm. iv. pt. i. eh. i.
~ II. 36.
For our writer's acquaintance with the Epistle to the Romans,
see Chap. IX. of this volume.
4 0earpii"oµevo, ro'is /5ea-µiois ~T~v ap~a-y~v rWv v~apxUvrwv VµWv
(c. x. 33 f.). The last was we know
a common Roman punishment, and
is specially mentioned in connexion
with the persecution of the Jews
under Domitian (Euseb. H. E. iii.
I 7 ).
The ver.l: fac;; too, tha_t there
were "possessions to spml suggests the inhabitants of a wealthy
town like Rome rather than the
poor saints at Jerusalem.
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and after.1 But for these again, with their hitherto
unexampled horrors, they are not strong enough.
How, for example, of a Church that had come through
them could it be said, "Ye have not yet resisted unto
blood" (c. xii. 4)? 2 And we are led therefore to think
rather of the expulsion of the Jews under Claudius
about the year 50 A.D.
Of the circumstances attending this expulsion, which ·
is expressly referred to in the Book of Acts ( c. xviii. 2),
we know very-little; but the words of Suetonius, which
ascribe it to tumults that had arisen in the Jewish
quarter "at the instigation of Chrestus," are generally
taken as alluding to the effect of the early preaching
of Christianity. 3 Whiie the fact that the expulsion
from Rome was not wholesale, as we can gather from
the precise statement of Dio Cassius,4 enables us to
imagine the unbroken continuance of a small JewishChristian Church in the Capital, then, as ten years later,
"everywhere spoken against" (Acts xxviii. 22); and
upon which, at the time of our Epistle, fresh sufferings
were apparently falling, 5 sufferings which may afterwards have developed into the terrible persecution
under Nero.
Another particular which gains a fresh meaning
from the Roman address is the mention of Timothy
in c. xiii. 23. That the Church at Jerusalem had any
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1 Others again, as Harnack, refer
them rather to the persecutions
under Domitian about 95 A.IJ.
" Ewald feels this difficulty so
much that he understands the
destination of the Epistle to be not
Rome, but Ravenna .(Das Semischreiben an die Hebnier, p. 6 ).
3 ' ' J udaeos
impulsore Chresto
assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit."
Claud. 25.
For similar
riots resulting from the preaching
of Christianity, comp. Acts xiii. 50;

xiv. 19; xvii. 5: and see Sanday
and Headlam, Comm. on Romans,
p. xxi. f.
4 Dio Cass. Ix. 6 : Tovs TE 'IovOalovs, 1rAEov&.a-avras aVOts WcrrE
xaA.€11"WS' av &vEu rapaxY}S' inrO TOD
ax:>.ou u<j,wv TrjS 71'0A€WS elpxOi)va,, OUK
fi:;1J:>.aue ph, T'I' M iii, 7raTpi4J va/Uf!
/3i4' xpwµ,cvov, fKfA€V6€ /J,') 6VVa0poifEo-0at, rO.s 0€ EratpdaS' bravaxOeiuas v7ro roiJ l'afov od:>.vue.
5 Comp. c. x. 25; xii. 4 ff., 26 f.;
xiii. 13.

and to
Timothy,
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special interest in him, we have no reason to believe;
but we can at once understand how eagerly his return
would be looked for at Rome, where he was already so
well known.
And so again, with the salutation in the following
verse, "They of Italy salute you." 1 On any hypothesis
, which does not connect the Epistle in some way with
; Italy, it is difficult to understand why the greeting of
i these Italian Christians should thus be specially sent in
j an Epistle which is peculiarly free from personal touches.
I But if the author is writing·, as we have been imagining
I to the Church in Rome, what more natural than that
I he should associate with him in his closing salutations
2
I certain Italian Christians who are with him at the time.
It is true that the words are grammatically capable
of another interpretation. They may mean, "Those
who are in Italy send greeting from Italy": 3 in which
case they would indicate the place from which the
Epistle was written, rather than its destination. But if
this were so, would not the writer naturally have used
some more specific designation, and spoken of "those
from Rome," or whatever the particular town where
he was at the time? In any case the words can hardly
be set aside as contributing nothing to the solution of
the question now before us. And any theory which
enables us to give them a full and natural meaning
may justly claim their support.
On the other hand, there are certain grave objections
to the Roman destination, as it is commonly understood, which cannot be lost sight of. Thus, we have
1 'Acr,rdfov~at. VµB.s
'Ira;\lac (c. xiii. 24).

oi cbrO rijs

" For a similar use of a,r/, as indicating absence at the time from
the place spoken of, comp. Matt.

xv. I ; John i'. 45 ; Acts vi. 9 ; x. 23;
xxi. 27 ; xxiv. I 8, etc.
3 Winer-Moulton,
Grammar o.f
.IV. 7: Creek, 8th ed. p. 784, where
however the first rendering is also
admitted to be possible.
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seen that there is every reason to believe that our
Epistle was addressed in the, first instance to a purely
Jewish-Christian Church, whereas the Epistle to the
Romans "implies a mixed community, a community
not all of one colour, but embracing in substantial
proportions both Jews and Gentiles." 1
As a Church, too, it would seem to have owed its
origin to the congregating in Rome of believers from
all parts of the world, rather than to the direct influence of individual teachers, as was the case with the
Hebrews. 2
And once more, it is very difficult to reconcile the
vigorous faith of the Church, which St. Paul describes as
"proclaimed throughout the whole world" (Rom. i. 8 ;
comp. xvi. 19), with our writer's description of his
readers as having" become dull of hearing," and "such
as have need of milk, and not of solid food" (c. v. 11, 12 ).
If therefore the Roman hypothesis is to be maintained, some modification of it must be found to which
the above-named objections do not apply. And that is
possible if in "the Hebrews" we see neither the whole
nor a part of the great Roman Church, as it meets us
for example in St. Paul's Epistle, but a smaller Christian
community with an older origin still, and which had
continued to maintain an independent existence.
Nor is the existence of such a community in Rome
wholly conjectural. Jn the Book of Acts we are ex1 Sanday and Headlam, ut s. p.
xxvi. It may be noticed however that
many scholars belieYe the Jewis!t
element in the Church of Rome to
have been particularly strong, as
Sabatier ( Tlie Apostle Paul, Eng. tr.
p. 190 ff.), who refers for what he
considers to be decisive proof to
Mangold, Der Romerbrief und die
A11fiinge der riimisclien Gemeinde
(Marburg, 1866),
Comp. also
4

Renan, Hibbert Lectures, 1880, p.
57 ff. Alford's argument in the same
direction from the frequency with
which St. Paul strikes in his Epistle
the note "To the Jew first" ( Comm.
iY. pt. i. eh. i. § II. 25) has little or
no weight, as this simply embodies
the rule of Christian expansion our
Lord Himself laid down.
2
C. ii. 3, 4; comp. x. 32 rj,wr«rOlvres, a definite historical event.
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pressly told that amongst those who listened to St.
Peter's address on the Day of Pentecost were "sojourners
from Rome, both Jews and proselytes " ( c. ii. 10). And
what more natural than that these on their return to
Rome should proceed to evangelize their fellow-countrymen, amongst whom there was in fact "a synagogue
of the Hebrews." 1 And if so, was it not inevitable that
the imperfect acquaintance with Christianity, which alone
these new teachers had been able to acquire, should
result in an equal ignorance on the part of those they
taught of the deeper aspects of the faith-an ignorance
which, as we shall see more fully afterwards, it was the
great object of the writer of this Epistle to dispel? 2
I
We are very far indeed from maintaining that the
1 Roman destination of our Epistle is thus conclusively
established. All that we would say is that in the form
in which we have endeavoured to present it, it rests on
certain definite historical grounds both external and
internal to the Epistle, and is free from the grave objections which attach themselves to such destinations as
Jerusalem or Alexandria. 3
1 2:vva-yw-ylJ Alf3plwv.
Schiirer,
Hist. of Jew. People in the time of
Jesus C!trist, Eng. tr. Div. II. vol.
ii. p. 248.
" In further support of the generally J udaistic character of the early
Christianity in Rome, and which
may possibly be traced to some such
circumstances as we ha,·e been describing, the words of Ambrosiaster,
, a fourth-century writer, may be recalled. They are quoted by Sanday
' and Headlam (p. xxv f.), who
however think that he exaggerates
the strictly Jewish influence on the
Church. "Constat itaque temporihus apostolorum Iudaeos, propterea
qnod sub regno Romano agerent,
]{omae habitasse : ex quibus hi qui
crediderant, tradiderunt Romanis ut
Christum profitentes, Legem ser-

varent . . . . R. omanis auten1 irasci
non debuit, sed et laudare fidem
illorum ; qnia nulla insignia virtutum videntes, nee aliquem apostolorum, susciperant fidem Christi
ritu licet Iudaico" (S. Ambrosii
Opp. iii. 373 f., ed. Ballerini).
3
As showing the extraordinary
variety of opinion that has always
existed regarding the destination of
our Epistle, it may be interesting to
mention a few of the other places
that have heen suggested, as-Antioch (Bohme, Hofmann), Cyprus
(Ullmann), Galatia (Storr and
l\fynster), Laodicea (Stein), Ephesus
(Baumgarten - Crusius,
Roeth),
Corinth (Michael Weber, Mack,
Tobler), and Spain (Nicolaus a
Lyra, Ludwig).

THE DATE OF THE EPISTLE

If we have been correct in the arguments on
which we have rested the probable destination of
the Epistle, the question of Date narrows itself down
within certain well-defined limits.
It must fall between the expulsion of the Jews from Rome under
Claudius in 50 A.D., and the Neronic persecution
which began in 64 A.D.
And there are two considerations which incline us to place it nearer to the
second or later date, than to the earlier: One is that
what we have been led to regard as the suffering of the
Jews under Claudius is distantly referred to in the
Epistle as "the former days" ( 'Z'a.; '71'pfr,pov r;p,ipar;, c.
x. 32). The other that, as we have seen (p. 47), there
are not a few indications in the Epistle that other and
severer sufferings were actually commenced, sufferings
which, in the lack of other information, it is natural to
identify with the first threatenings of the Neronic
persecution itself. The year 63 or 64 A.D. seems
therefore to meet best the whole circumstances of the
case.
And even if the Roman hypothesis has to be
abandoned altogether, we would not be inclined to
place the Epistle more than a very few years later.
Though there is nothing in the Epistle itself actually
to determine that the Temple was still standing at
the time of writing, its whole argument is better
adapted to the state of mind which would exist before,
rather than after, the overthrow of Jewish national
hopes and expectations in the terrible catastrophe of
70 A.D. Nor indeed is it easy to imagine that that
event could have occurred without leaving some distinct trace on our writer's pages, in view of its close
connexion with his theme. All theories therefore which
place the Epistle as late as the time of Domitian
(c. 90 A.D.), or even of Trajan (c. r r6 A.D.), seem to
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be out of keeping with the general conditions of the
writing. 1
I As regards the Place of Writing, absolutely nothing
' can be determined with certainty. The subscription,
which is found in our AV.," Written to the Hebrews,
from Italy, by Timothy," has, it need hardly be said,
no independent authority. 2 And though the greeting,
"They of Italy salute you" (c. xiii. 24), has often been
supposed to point in the same direction, the words are
capable, as we have seen, of a different interpretation,
which expressly places the writer in some place outside
of Italy.
Where, however, this was, is quite uncertain. The
only point on which there appears to be any sort of
agreement is that in all probability it was a seaport
town, as the writer seems to have been on the point of
setting out to rejoin the Hebrews, and Corinth, Ephesus,
Alexandria, and Caesarea 3 have in consequence all been
suggested. But no definite evidence can be brought
forward in support of any one of them, and in these circumstances it is wisest simply to confess our ignorance.
I

1 See Westcott ( Comm. p. xliii),
who himself places the Epistle between 64 and 67 A.D. (in which
he is at one with the majority of
modern writers, as Tholuck, Liinemann, Wieseler, Riehm, Kurtz,
Keil, B. Weiss, Menegoz, A. B.
Davidson, and Vaughan), and most
probably just before the outbreak of
the Romish-Jewish war in the latter
year. Rendall and Bruce think that
the war had actually begun.
2 In the form given above it is
not found in any MS. of the Epistle
earlier than the ninth century. The

Alexandrian MS., however, reads,
1rpos 'Ef3palovs eypaif,'f/ &.iro Pwµ'f/s.
3
Caesarea was favoured by Ewald
(Das Sendschreiben a. d. Hebrder,
p. 8), and it is interesting to find
the same conclusion recently arrived
at, on apparently quite independent
grounds, by the Rev. W. M. Lewis
(in the Thinker, 1893, 1894; and
The Biblical World, Aug. 1898)
and Prof. W. M. Ramsay (in the
Expositor, Nov. 1898, p. 330). The
last two writers also, though differing as to authorship, agree in fixing
the date as early as 58-60 A.D,
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CHAPTER IV
THE READERS, AIM, CHARACTERISTICS, AND ANALYSIS
OF THE EPISTLE

WE have already seen that the Hebrews formed a small
community of Jewish Christians, located probably in
Rome, who owed their first enlightenment in Christian
truth to certain teachers, who had come under the direct
influence of the Lord's followers. And we have also
ventured the conjecture, that if these teachers can be
identified with the "sojourners from Rome," whom we
hear of as being in Jerusalem on the Day of Pentecost,
we have at least a possible explanation of the rudimentary character of the Hebrews' first faith. The
imperfect acquaintance with Christianity, which alone
from their circumstances these teachers would be able
to acquire, would necessarily reflect itself in their
disciples, and result in their faith continuing to be
largely tinged with the spirit of the Synagogue.
vVhether however this be the exact cause of the
Hebrews' condition or not, there can be no doubt as to
their need of further instruction in Christian truth, or as
to our writer's intention to supply this in the Epistle
before us. He recognises gratefully indeed the practical
proofs of their sincerity which, on their first enlightenment, the Hebrew Christians had afforded. They had
proved themselves active in the exercise of Christian
love, ministering to the necessities of the saints
53
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( c. vi. ro): when persecution had arisen, they had
endured resolutely "a great conflict of sufferings," and
shown a ready compassion towards them that were in
bonds: they had even welcomed with joy the spoiling
of their possessions, realising through trial ( 1 ,vw<1xovr.,;)
that they had their own selves for a better possession
and an abiding one (c. x. 32-34). But, notwithstanding
all this, the writer sees that the Hebrew Christians were
in a very critical state. Owing to their imperfect apprehension of the true nature of Christianity, they had not
only not made the progress that might have been
expected of them, but had " become dull of hearing";
and instead of being teachers, as from the time they
might well have been, they had need rather that some
one teach them again '' the rudiments of the first
principles of the oracles of God " ( c. v. I r, r 2 ).
Their failure in spiritual grmvth too had been accompanied, as is ever the case, by failure in practical life.
There was no longer the same zeal in frequenting the
Christian assemblies, and discharging the consequent
responsibilities (c. x. 25). And the ministering to others'
needs, though it had not whol1y disappeared ( c. vi. ro ),
was apparently in danger of being weakened, if not
supplanted, by a spirit of covetousness ( c. xiii. r, 2, 5).
This is not, it must be admitted, the account of the
Hebrews' state which is always, or even generally, given.
By many writers, and more especially by those who
favour the Jerusalem address of the Epistle, their
! peculiar danger is thought to lie rather in a threatened
1
apostasy to Judaism.
Exposed on all sides to the
attractive influences of their old worship, threatened
with persecution at the hands of their unbelieving
Jewish fellow-countrymen, taunted it may be with a
lack of patriotism amidst the imminent perils which were
overhanging their land, and disappointed on their own
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account at the delayed Second Coming of the Lord, the
Hebrews, we are told, had lost heart, and were on the
point of relapsing from Christianity altogether. The
practical compromise which they had hitherto attempted,
superadding the acceptance of Christian truth to the
observance of many Jewish customs, seemed to them no
longer possible, and in the choice to which they now felt
themselves shut up, it was Judaism that was proving the
stronger power. 1
But of this state of things, plausible though it sounds
on the assumed premises, there is no direct evidence in
the Epistle itself.~
Nowhere, whether in the elaborate contrasts which he
draws between the New Covenant and the Old, or in the
practical appeals with which he accompanies them, does
the writer warn his readers against falling back into the
religion of Moses. 3 The lessons which he draws are of
an entirely different and more general kind. 4 "How
shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation?"
" Take heed, brethren, lest haply there shall be in any
one of you an evil heart of unbelief, in falling away from
the living God." " Let us therefore draw near with
boldness unto the throne of grace, that we may receive
1 For a recent statement of this
view comp. Hort, Judaistic Cltristianity, p. I 56 ff.
"Thus Maurice, who himself
frwours the Tcrusalem address of the
Epistle, notices that " it is remarkable that these Hebrew Christians
are not charged with open and conscious departure from any truth
which had been delivered lo them
by their early teachers, with any
apparent abandonment of the duties
belonging to their own peculiar
position.
The one complaint of
them is, that they had been content
with their first imperfect apprehensions, that they had not laboured

after a fuller and deeper knowledge" (Warburton Lectures on
Tlte Epistle to the Hebrews, p. II).
3 Even in c. xiii. 9 where the
'' divers and strange teachings,.
and the " n1eats" are to be under•
stood of Jewish practices (seep. 40),
the incidental way in which this
danger is referred to at the close of !
the Epistle shows it to be "only a I
symptom of the general retrogression of religious energy" (Jlilicher,
Einleitzmg in d. N. T. p. r II).
4 Comp.
McGiffert, History of
Christianity in tlte Apostolic Age,
p. 466f.
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mercy, and may find grace to help in time of need."
" And we desire that each one of you may show the
same diligence unto the full assurance of hope even to
the end: that ye be not sluggish, but imitators of them
who through faith and patience inherit the promises."
"Let us run with patience the race that is set before us,
looking unto Jesus the leader and perfecter of faith." 1
And even in the solemn ,varnings against the worst
of all sins, the wilful denial and repudiation of Christ
after once accepting Him (c. vi. 4-8; x. 26-31), there is
not only "no sign," as has been well pointed out, that
the writer "thinks of such apostasy as due to the
influence of Judaism, or as connected with it in any
way," 2 but, what is often lost sight of, he expressly
excludes the Hebrews from the number of those who
had fallen into this sin. " But, beloved, we are persuaded
better things of you, and things that accompany salvation, though we thus speak" (c. vi. 9). "But we are not
of shrinking back unto perdition ; but of them that have
faith unto the gaining of the soul " (c. x. 39).
At the same time, the very fact that the writer thinks
it necessary to draw attention to this sin, combined with
the earnest tone of exhortation which runs through the
whole Epistle, proves in what real danger the Hebrews
were, not only of not understanding the full significance
of the doctrine they held, but of allowing it to lose its
power over them altogether. \Vhile if, as we have
already seen, fresh persecution against them was
imminent, if not actually commenced, we have a still
further reason for the anxiety felt on their account, as
1

C. ii. 3 ; iii. 12 ; iv. 16; vi.
xii. I, 2.
2 McGiffert, ut s. p. 467. 1\IcGifferl
further cites Heb. xii. 16 as instruc" Esau
tive in this connexion.
sold his birthright not because he
did not believe it had value, but
I I, I 2 ;

because of the weakness of the
flesh.
He gave away a future
blessing for a present good. This
is a fault not of sceptics and unbelievers, but of a weak people
who need inspiration and encourage111ent."

THE AIM OF THE EPISTLE

well as a natural explanation of the references to their
and their leaders' former steadfastness under similar
trials.1
In these whole circumstances then, our writer sees
that what the Hebrews require is to have brought
home to them the true meaning and power of Christianity, for that only thus will they be strengthened
to hold .firm to the knowledge they already possess,
as well as be urged onward to another, and a higher
stage of progress. And it is, accordingly, to this unfolding of the true glory of their new faith in contrast
with the old, in which they have been brought up, that
he sets himself.
And in doing so, he makes free use of that aspect
of religion as a covenant, which was so familiar to his
readers from their early upbringing, and assumes, what
no one will think of denying, that this is the perfect
religion, in which the covenant-relationship of communion between God and man, and man and God, is
perfectly and finally accomplished. The text indeed
of the whole Epistle may be found in the twice-quoted
prophecy of Jeremiah: "Behold the days come, saith
the Lord, that I will make a new covenant with the
house of Israel, and with the house of Judah." 2 For
it is in Christianity adequately understood, that the
writer claims that the New Covenant has at length
been fulfilled, and its consequent blessings of spiritual
obedience, and universal knowledge, and forgiveness of
sin completely realized.
God, he recalls, has always been revealing Himself
that by the revelation of His character and plan He
may lead men into that communion and fellowship
with Himself, in which alone they can find the true
1

C. x. 32 ff.; xiii. 7.

e Jer. xxxi. 3 I ff. ; Heh. viii. 8 fl:;
x. 16f.
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satisfaction of their nature, and the true happiness
of that state in which His love designs that they
I shall live. Only now, however, has He done so with
a fulness and perfection which have reached their
culminating point. It follows, therefore, that previous
revelations are to be regarded less as inferior to the
present, than as shadows of it, and preparations for it.
It follows also, that those who have been favoured with
the later revelation are not to think of it as a mere
I step in an upward progress from which they may rise
· to another and a higher. No future revelation will or
, can be given. And the duty of such as live in the
present light is to let the light shine into them, and so
to realize the fulness of the blessing which is already
theirs. Once the Hebrews have done so, once they
, have laid hold of the "solid food" which is being held
out to them, and for which they are now prepared, they
will see the propriety of ceasing to speak of the first
principles of Christ, and be borne forward to that
. perfection which is the believers' true goal (c. vi. I).
We shall see again what are the principal arguments
I
•
on which
our writer d epends for accomp j'1sh'mg t h'1s.
In the meantime certain general Characteristics of the
Epistle as a whole may be noted.
Thus, the outstanding facts of the Christian Revelation are throughout taken for granted. Nowhere does
the writer offer any proof of them. Nor is this necessary,
for the Hebrews, whatever their sins and shortcomings,
are still Christian believers, and it is in the true significance, and not in the credibility, of the Christian
facts that they require to be instructed.
And for the purpose of this instruction, the writer,
I
like a skilful apologist, falls back upon the help of that
j older revelation, which is still to him and to his readers
the direct Word of God. And in the utterances of
/
1

1
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Psalmist and Prophet and in the Divine institutions Chap. iv.
and ordinances of the First Covenant, he teaches the
Hebrews to find not only evidence of God's gracious
dealings with His people in the past, but also preintimations of the great salvation which had first been
assured to them in Christ. The words of Ps. ex. 4,
for example, " Thou art a priest for ever after the
order of Melchizedek," are made the basis of the
demonstration of the true character of Christ's Highpriesthood upon which the main argument of the
Epistle depends. While again, the services of the great
Day of Atonement, in which the whole Jewish sacrificial system was, as it were, summed up, are expressly
stated to be "a parable for the time then present"
(c. ix. 9), a pointing forward therefore to the inward
and spiritual cleansing, which in themselves they were
unable to accomplish.
The whole Jewish economy is thus treated as symbolic,
and it is by the contemplation of "the anti type," alike
in its glory and its failure, that the Hebrews are taught
to rise to the full meaning of" the type." For it cannot
be too clearly kept in view, that the writer's ultimate
aim is not merely to show that Christianity is better
than Leviticalism, but that in itself it is the absolute,
the perfect religion. Behind "the apologetic better"
we are always led to see "the dogmatic best." 1
At the same time, the directly practical character of (3) Practzcat charthe whole Epistle is very marked-so marked that by acteroftlze
st
many it has been regarded as its leading aim. And I Epi 'e.
though we have preferred to keep the doctrinal exposition in the foreground, it is readily admitted that the
writer's chief interest in his great theme is the effect it
will have upon those to whom it is presented.
1

1

Bruce, art. Hebrews, Epistle to,

in Hastings' Diet. of t!te Bible, vol.
ii. p. 327.
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So far, indeed, is he from regarding the truth as a
mere matter of theory, that he is not able to wait, as
St. Paul frequently does, for the conclusion of his
doctrinal argument before enforcing his practical
I appeal.
With him rather, the doctrinal and the prac1 tical are intermingled
throughout ; and at each step
• of his exposition he pauses to press home upon his
readers the vital significance for them of the truths he
has been unfolding. 1
This feature of the Epistle, however, while adding
so much to its personal interest, makes it very difficult
to formulate any detailed plan of its contents. vVhen
. doctrine and appeal are so closely intermingled, and
I when the author is constantly recalling some truth in
1
. order to emphasize it, or cautiously preparing the way
I for some idea strange to his readers, which he desires
afterwards to develop, there must necessarily be differences of opinion as to the exact division of the argument. At the same time, nothing can be more certain
than that the author had before him from the first a
definite conception of the course he was to follow. The
general progress of his thought is clear, and with a
true literary instinct he uses even his practical appeals
to pave the way for what is to follow. 2 In the Note
appended to this chapter we have accordingly attempted
to indicate in a tabulated form the relation in which
the principal parts or divisions of the Epistle stand to
each other. 8 Here we may content ourselves with a
brief resume or analysis of its contents as a whole.
It will prepare us for the closer examination of its
teaching or doctrine, to which we are next to turn.
1

1

(4) fts
general
method.

!

1 Witness the practical exhortations in c. ii. r-4, iii. 7-19, iv. 1416; v. I r-vi. 20; x. 19 ff.
2 Seep. 20.
Von Soden regards
the whole Epistle as constructed

according to the laws of ancient
rhetoric, and finds in this another
proof of the writer's Greek culture
(Hand-Comm. vi. p. 6ff.).
3 See Note, p. 66.
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The main theme of the Epistle, as we have already chap. iv.
seen, is the perfection and finality of the Christian IV. Analysis of Con~
religion, conceived as a covenant - relationship which tents.
Tiu 111ain
God has established with man. And as in every theme.
covenant the important point is the person by whom
it is mediated, the writer in his opening words strikes
the keynote of all that is to follow in a contrast
between the prophets through whom of old time God
spake to the fathers, and a Son in whom at the end The superiority of the
o f these days H e h as spo k en to us. It is this Son, Son
the effulgence of His glory, and the very image of His
substance, whom God has appointed heir of all things,
and who, having made purification of sins, is now set
down at God's right hand, there awaiting the complete
(ulfilment of His work (c. i. 1-4). Already therefore
it is to the Son as King-Priest, though the title is not
actually used, that our thoughts are directed. But
before he proceeds to develop this, the leading idea
of his Epistle, the writer pauses to emphasize the
glory of the Son's Person as compared with the agents
by whom the Old Covenant had been mediated.
The first comparison is between the Son and the overangels,
angels by whom, according to Jewish belief, the Law
was given ; and the Son is shown to be superior to
the angels both from what in Himself He is (c. i. 5-14),
and from the glory to which through humiliation He
has been raised (c. ii. 5-1 8) ; while a short practical
appeal is inserted between these two arguments
warning the Hebrew Christians of the danger of
neglecting the "so great salvation" that has been !
secured to them (c. ii. 1-4).
A second comparison is then instituted with Moses, and over
llfoses.
who occupied an altogether unique position in the
Jewish economy, but who, in his turn, is shown to be
inferior to the High-priest of the Christian confession,
1
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even Jesus. For faithful though he was, Moses was
only a servant within God's house, while Jesus was a
Son over it. And through Him consequently believers
in their turn become the true house of God, if they
hold fast their joyful confidence firm unto the end
(c. iii. 1-6).
Another practical appeal naturally follows, in which
the writer first of all impresses upon his readers the
need of this continued faith and perseverance ( c. iii.
7-19), and then shows them that there is still a true
Sabbath-rest after which to strive, of which the rest
of Canaan offered to their fathers had given them the
promise (c. iv. I-I 3).
Having thus paved the way by shm, ing the supreme
excellence of the Son, the writer enters upon the main
section of his Epistle (c. iv. 14-x. 18). Its theme is
the High-priesthood of the Son, to which incidental
reference has already twice been made ( c. ii. 17 ; iii. I) ;
and the leading thoughts are (1) the Person of the
Son as High-priest, and (2) the nature of the Highpriestly work which in consequence He is able to
perform.
As regards the first of these points, we are first shown
that Christ possesses the qualifications of every Highpriest, seeing that He has been appointed by God, and
is able to sympathize with man ; and further, that, while
sharing these qualifications with the Aaronic highpriests, He stands on a very different footing from
I them.
His Priesthood belongs to another and a
: higher order altogether, an order which the writer,
, making use of an Old Testament illustration, describes
) as "after the order of Melchizedek" (c. v. r-ro).
No sooner however has he introduced this thought,
than he again pauses, to rouse his readers from the
l dulness of apprehension into which they have fallen,
J
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and to remind them, that the solid food which he
desires to communicate is only for full-grown men,
who have ceased to occupy themselves with merely
the rudiments of the faith, and have their spiritual
senses trained by means of use to discern what is
best fitted for the strengthening of the soul ( c. v.
r r-14). Such men, considering the time, the Hebrews
must be held to be, and therefore with them he desires
to be borne onward unto perfection. Their former
Christian life, and the love which they continue to
show to the people of God, are to him sufficient
guarantee that, notwithstanding all their shortcomings,
they are still in the way of salvation. And his great
wish is, that they give diligence to have their hope
full, and to sustain it in this fulness to the end
(c. vi. I - I 2 ). In this constancy of hope they have
an example in their great ancestor Abraham who,
having patiently endured, obtained the promise. To
them, as to him, is the same encouragement held out,
encouragement in their case all the greater, because
their hope is anchored in heaven itself, whither as
forerunner Jesus has entered, "having become a Highpriest for ever after the order of Melchizedek " (c. vi.
13-20).
Having thus ingeniously brought his practical appeal
round to the point in his argument where he had broken
off, the writer proceeds to unfold the meaning of Christ's
Melchizedekean Priesthood, using for that purpose both
what Scripture says regarding Melchizedek, and also
what it leaves unsaid (c. vii. 1-ro).
And then when the glory of this new Priesthood has
been fully established, falling back upon his favourite
method of contrast, he shows the relation of what he
has been saying to the ancient Levitical priesthood.
If this latter had succeeded in effecting the end at
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which all priesthood aims, the perfecting, namely, of the
worshipper, and bringing him into a true and abiding
relation with God, no other priesthood would have been
necessary. Only because it had failed is the promise
given of another Priesthood, not only new, but of a
wholly different type from the old.
For the Melchizedekean order is not legal but spiritual, not carnal
and consequently transitory, but eternal ; while, as
confirmed by an oath, it is immutable, and inviolable,
because it is embodied in one, and does not pass on to
another (c. vii. I r-25). It is because Christ is Highpriest after this order, that He perfectly meets the needs
of humanity, and is able to discharge a perfect ministry
(c. vii. 26-28).
In describing this ministry, the writer indicates first
generally the conditions under which Christ discharges
it, and which determine the nature of the New Covenant He has set up (c. viii. r-13).
And then he
contrasts it in detail with the ministry of the Levitical
high-priest. Alike in scene, and in priestly service, it
excels it.
For the Tabernacle which the Levitical
priests serve, glorious though it is, is only the shadow
of an eternal reality, and into its inmost shrine the
high-priest alone can enter, and that only once a
year after offering for himself, and for the people.
But Christ, the eternal High-priest of a greater and
more perfect Tabernacle, has entered once for all in
His own blood, and so obtained eternal redemption
(c. ix. r-14). Thus, through the outpouring of His
blood, a New Covenant has been inaugurated.
At
"the consummation of the ages" Christ hath been
manifested to put away sin by His sacrifice, and men
now await the return of their great High-priest to
announce the complete accomplishment of His work
( c. ix. I 5-28).
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The culminating point of the writer's argument has
now been reached: but a new difficulty starts up before
him which he fears may prevent his readers from
entirely acquiescing in the conclusion to which he has
come. May not the Hebrew Christians say," W.e can
understand your argument, but it is a strange thing, is
it not, that in that case the Almighty should ever have
prescribed the Levitical ministry at all. Does not the
fact that its rites are part of this Divine 'and glorious
Law, prove that you have not done them justice?" To
meet this, accordingly, the writer turns from the special
rites with which he has been dealing in order to show
that this want of finality and completeness belongs to
the very nature of the Law, and that in express Divine
utterances it looks forward to the Christ that is to come.
And this he proves first in relation to the work of
Christ (c. x. 1-10), and secondly in relation to the
effect His work produces on us (c. x. I 1-18).
The remainder of the Epistle is mainly hortatory,
though even here, so close is the relation in our writer's
mind between doctrine and practice, that two summaries
of his preceding arguments, couched in the loftiest possible language, are introduced (c. xii. 18-24; xiii. 8-12).
The whole concludes with a personal Epilogue in
which, after expressing the hope that he will soon
see them again, the writer conveys to the Hebrews
his final greeting, " Grace be with you all. Amen."
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Moses: c. iii. 1-6.

Practical Exhortation : c. iii. 7-iv.
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II. The Consequent Glory of the Son's High-priesthood: c. iv. 14-x. 18.
Exhortation introducing the subject: c. iv. 14-16.
1.

The Son as High-priest: c. v. 1-vii.

( 1) The Son possessed of the general qualifications
of all priesthood: c. v. 1-10.
Renewed Exhortatz'on preparing for the main
truth : c. v. 1 1-vi.

( z) The Son an absolute High-priest, because a Highpriest after the order of Melchizedek : c. vii.
2.

The Son's High-priestly Ministry: c. viii. 1-x. 18.

(1) Its general conditions: c. viii. 1-13.
( z) Its relation to the Old Covenant : c. ix.
(3) Its finality: c. x. 1-18.
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High-priestly Work: c. x. 19-xii.
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CHAPTER V
TUE COVENANT-IDEA AND THE PERSON 'OF THE SON

WE have seen already, that the great theme of our
Epistle is the Finality of the Christian Revelation, and
that, in supporting his theme, the writer approaches the
consideration of all God's dealings with men from the
old Jewish standpoint of a covenant, the underlying
idea of which may be summed up in the words of the
prophet Jeremiah : " I will be to them a God, and they
shall be to me a people." 1 In accordance moreover
with the regular Biblical practice this covenant is
regarded not as an agreement entered into between
God and man, but rather as a saving provision instituted
wholly by God, 2 who further, in keeping with the
covenant-idea, is conceived not so much as a King or
righteous Ruler, whose law is to be obeyed, but as a
God of holiness (c. xii. 10) to be worshipped or served
(c. ix. 14; xii. 14). While those with whom He enters
1
Jer. xxx1. (xxxviii.) 33; lleb.
viii. ro,
" This aspect of the Old Covenant
is emphasized in our Epistle by the
substitution in c. ix. 20 of the
strong ev,rel\aro for od0ero of
Ex. xxiv. 8 ; while in c. viii. 6
it is expressly said that the New
Covenant " hath been enacted
(v,voµo0h7Jra,)," or constituted by
Divine legislation, "upon better
promises."
According to Professor A. B.

Davidson: "By the time of the
LXX translation blritli had become
a religious term in the sense of a
onesided engagement on the part
of God, as in P and late writings ;
and to this may be due the use of
the word om01JKTJ, disposition or
appointment, though the term was
then somewhat inappropriately applied to reciprocal engagements
among men." Art. Covenant in
Hastings' Diet. of t/ie Bible, i.
I'· 514.
6!)
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into covenant are not individuals, but a nation or people,
who in virtue of the provision He has made draw near to
Him (c. x. I, 22).
Such a people Israel became under the First Covenant,
but it was only on condition of their keeping the law,
and here they failed. They" continued not" (c. viii. 9),
and "a consciousness of sins" (,wveior;,m a,uap-;-1wv, c. x. 2)
was awakened in them by their failure. 1
If therefore the covenant was to be maintained,
means had to be sought by which this sinful defilement
might be removed, and the barrier that had been raised
up broken down. And these were found in the divinelyappointed order of priests and sacrifices, and, above all,
in the services of the great Day of Atonement, in which
the high-priest entered immediately into the presence of
God, as the representative of the people, embodying as
it were in his own person the continuance of the covenant
relationship, and making an ideal atonement for the
whole nation.
But, gracious as these provisions were, they were not
sufficient to accomplish fully the desired end. "The
law made nothing perfect" (ouMv 1 r'q ~ni.eiwm i, v6,u.o';,
c. vii. 19). The First Covenant was not "faultless"
(&11,,µ'lrro;, c. viii. 7), and, conscious of its own imperfection, gave promise of another priest (Ps. ex. 4; Heh.
vii. 17), and a better sacrifice (Ps. xl. 6, 7; Heh. ix. 23;
x. 9), by means of which a Second Covenant was
established, which was not only "new " in point of
time (via, c. xii. 24), but "new" in point of quality
(um~, c. viii. 8 ; ix. r 5), and which could also be
1 It is important to notice that
these sins, as committed within
the covenant, are regarded as sins
of weakness or ignorance (c. iv. r 5 ;
v. 2), or negatively as "dead works"
(c. vi. r; ix. 14); and that in their

effect they are thought of not so
much as bringing down the wrath
of God upon those who commit
them, as of hindering their free
approach to God.
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described as "eternal" (alwv10;, c. xiii. 20). For while
under the First Covenant the priests were " having
infirmity" (c. vii. 28), that is, men mortal and constantly-changing (vv. 8, 23), the Priest of the New
Covenant was made " not after the law of a carnal
commandment, but after the power of an indissoluble
life" (c. vii. 16). And while the sacrifices of the First
Covenant effected at most a purification of the flesh
(c. ix. I 3), and had constantly to be repeated (c. x. I),
the offering of the High-priest of the New Covenant
"hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified"
(nni.eiwim ,l; -:-/, 011,v,,d; ,ov~ ay1a~oµ,ivour, c. X. 14).
The Epistle thus resolves itself largely into a comparison between the two Covenants, or, as the covenantrelationship rested on the priesthood as its foundation
or basis CJ'"' au-r~s mo,u.o0i-rri1w, c. vii. I 1 ), and any change
in the priesthood carried with it a corresponding change
in the covenant or economy of which it formed a part
(c. vii. I 2 ), into a comparison of their respective priesthoods.
But the character of the priesthood, in its turn,
depended upon the personnel, or, to use the common
phrase in the Epistle, the " order" of those of whom it
And consequently it is round the
was composed.
" order" of the High-priest of the Christian confession
that our writer's argument principally turns. His
place of ministry, the nature of His offering, and the
efficacy resulting from it, all depend upon the kind of
Priest He is. And it is because He is a High-priest,
not after the " order of Aaron," but after the
" order of Melchizedek," that the Covenant which He
has established is final and eternal. Before however
he comes to that, the writer has to show that both
by nature and training Christ is fitted to be a Highpriest of this "order," and it is to these two points
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accordingly that the opening chapters of the Epistle
are directed. 1
And, in approaching them, we cannot perhaps do
better than try to group their teaching, along with later
passages in the Epistle bearing on the same points,
round the distinctive title of SON as applied to Christ.
It is a title which we find in the ordinary combinations, "the Son of God" (c. vi. 6; vii. 3 ; x. 29), and
"Jesus the Son of God" (c. iv. 14), and once by itself,
" the Son " ( c. i. 8) ; but in addition, it is also used here,
as nowhere else in the New Testament, without the
. article-the intention being evidently to lay stress on
. the nature or character, rather than the personality, of
Him who is so designated.
Thus, in the opening verses of the Epistle, the writer
begins by reminding his readers that while God has
spoken to the fathers "in the prophets," in itself a title
of honour, to us He has made use of a higher messenger
still. He has spoken "in a Son." Or, as the words
may be paraphrased, in order to avoid any possible
ambiguity of suggesting that there may have been more
sons than one," in one that is Son," one who possesses
all the lofty characteristics and qualities to which the
title Son points. Similarly, in the comparison which is
instituted between" the Apostle and High-priest of our
Confession, even Jesus" and Moses, while the faithfulness of both is recognised, the faithfulness of Moses is
shown to be only that of "a servant" in the house, but
Christ is faithful as "a Son" over the house (c. iii. 1-6).
In c. v. 8 again, with reference to the earthly discipline
through which Christ passed, we are expressly told that
"though He was a Son" He "yet learned obedience by
1

1 "That
which gives eternal
validity or absoluteness to the new
covenant is the person, the Son of
God, who in all points carries it

through-who reveals, mediates,
and sustains it." Davidson, Com11t.

P· r65.
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the things which He suffered," and so attained that
perfect sympathy with man required for His Highpriestly office. While once more, when we reach the
consideration of that office itself, the writer lays special
stress on the fact that, while the high-priests appointed
by the law have " infirmity" (a0"0,v,fav), and are consequently unable to fulfil the highest ends of their office,
our High-priest is " a Son, having been perfected for
evermore " ( vi6v, ,l,; 'l'OV alwva, 'l',,,.,1c,1wµ,ivov, c. vii. 28).
We shall have to return to these passages again in
different connexions. In the meantime we are content
to gather from them that the Sonship is regarded by our
author as lying at the basis of the whole of Christ's
Person and Work ; 1 and further that he associates it
with Hirn alike in His pre-existent, His earthly, and
His exalted states. In none of the passages indeed is
the name Son expressly given to Christ in His preexistent state; 2 but it is clearly implied in c. i. 2 that it
was applicable to Hirn, for it was the same Son, through
whom God spoke to us, who also made "the ages" ;
while in c. i. 2, v. 8, the title is directly applied to the
incarnate Christ, and in c. iii. 6, vii. 28, to the glorified
Redeemer. The name " Son " may thus be taken as a
kind of connecting link between the three states, and
help to remind us that, according to the uniform teaching of Scripture, it is one unchanged Personality who
exists through them all. 3
1 "The Sonship of Christ is the
fundamental idea of the Epistle.
It is this relation to God that
enables Him to be the Author of
salvation to men."
Davidson,
Comm. p. 79 ; and see the whole
of the valuable Note on t!ze Son,
pp. 73-79.
2 Delitzsch, \Vestcott, and others,
apply the title to the Eternal Son
in c. v. 8 ; but by the preceding
clauses the reference there seems to

he limited to what befell the " Son
in the days of His flesh."
3 Comp. Holtzmann, who finds all
three states in c. i. 3 : " Immer der
gleiche Eine tragt vor der Zeit
schon alle Dinge, bewirkt in der
Zeit Reinigung von SUnden und
fohrt nachzeitliches Dasein droben
znr Rechten Gottes" (Lehrburh
der Neutestamentlichm Theolo/{ie,
ii. p. 297).
.
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The Son in the days of His flesh was the same in His
inmost being as the Son in His state of pre-existence :
it was only the outward form of His manifestation that
was changed. And if the glory of Divine Sonship was
hidden for a time in the lowliness and humiliation of a
suffering life, it was only in order that the same glory
might shine forth with renewed brightness when He
who was crucified in weakness was raised by the power
of God.
Keeping this before us, let us see what our Epistle
has to teach us regarding the Son in each of the three
states just indicated ; and then we shall be better able to
understand the comparisons, which are instituted between Him and the other mediators of God's purposes.

I. The Son in Himself.
I. The Son
in Himself.
I. The pr'eexistent
Son.

We begin with the pre-existent state of the Son, the
fullest and most significant reference to which is found
at the very opening of the Epistle. For no sooner has
the writer made mention of a Son as the supreme organ
of God's present-day revelation, and referred to the
Heirship to which in consequence He has been appointed, than he proceeds to emphasize His fitness for
the office by a lofty encomium upon His Person. This
Being, in whom all things are consummated, is the
same, through whose instrumentality "the ages "-the
successive periods of the world's history, have already
been called into being, and who therefore existed
before them. While in relation to God He is described
as "being the ef(ulgence of His glory, and the very
image of His substance," and hence,1 in relation to the
world, as "upholding all things by the word of His
1 <Pepwv re, where the simple re,
as distinguished from Kai, indicates

that there is a close connexion and
affinity between the two clauses.
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power," where the present participles "being" and
"upholding" describe "the eternal, unchangeable, and
absolute background" 1 of the whole of the Son's
historical action.
And so in several other passages, this condition of
pre-existent glory is clearly pointed to. Thus in c. ii. 9
the writer, quoting the words of Ps. viii., finds for them
an unexpected fulfilment in Him "that hath been made
for a little lower than the angels, even Jesus:" Evidently
this was not His natural estate; but He stooped to it,
in order that through Him man's promised supremacy
over all things might be reached. In the great comparison again with Melchizedek, which occupies c. vii., it
is noticeable that though in His historical manifestation
Christ was long subsequent to Melchizedek, He is
brought before us as the original to whom Melchizedek
is compared. It is not Christ who is made like to Melchizedek, but Melchizedek who is'' made like unto the
Son of God" ( c. vii. 3),2 the power of whose "indissoluble
life" is later in the same chapter shown to lie at the root
of His Priesthood. And similarly in c. x. 5 we read of
'' the body" that has been prepared for Christ, and
which becomes His "when He entereth into the world."
He did not belong to the world : He came into it.
In none of these passages indeed does the writer
describe how he came by this belief in the Son's preexistence. He is content with simply presenting it as
the condition or background of His subsequent historical
manifestations ; but that in his 01, n mind he associated
the pre-existence \vith the essentially Divine Being of
Comp. Acts ii. 37, xxvii. 5; arnl
see Blass, Grammar of,\T. T. Gree!.-,
§ 77. 8, p. 263.
1 Delitzsch, in loc. ; and comp.
\Vestcotl, '' The wv in particular

~uards against the idea of 111ere

' adoption'

in

the Sonship, and

affirms the permanence of the diYine essence of the Son during His
historic work " (Comm. p. 9 ).
:..i ");on dicitur ftlius Dei assi1nilatus :\Iclchisedeco, sec! contra, nam
filius Dei est antiquior cl archet ypus." Dengel.
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the Son, the remarkable expressions of c. i. 3 appear
clearly to indicate. For although the exact interpretation to be given to the words "the effulgence of God's
glory and the very image of His substance" is much
disputed, and though in dealing with such transcendent
mysteries all human language is necessarily imperfect,
the relationship which they imply can hardly be satisfied
by mere general dependence or likeness between the Son
and God, but can result only from oneness of being.
The Son is" the effulgence" (a,.auyarrw1.) of the Father,
because not by any isolated ray, nor even by the continual shining forth of rays, but completely and fully He
manifests His source.
He is His "express image"
(x,apax'1'r;p) because, along with this unbroken connexion
of Being with the Father, He is yet possessed of a true
Personality, in which the "essence" of God finds perfect
expression.1
Similarly, when we pass to the clause which determines the Son's relation to the world. The guiding and
controlling of all things, and the carrying of them to
their appointed end, which the Jews were accustomed
to attribute to God (Isa. xlvi. 4), are here attributed
to the Son. As One who had made "the ages," He
consciously sustains them: and He does so further

,
I

1 Origination from God, independent existence, and likeness to
God are, according to Riehm (Lelzrbegrijf des Hebriierbriefes, p. 282 f.),
the characteristics of the Son in His
pre-existent state here brought before
us. And it is not uncommon to
find in ,brav-ya<Tµa the equivalent of
the theological term ''co-essential"
(oµoov<Tw~), thus excluding Arianism,
and in xapaKr~p the equivalent of
" only-begotten" (µovo-ya~~ ), thus
excluding Sabellianism.
But we
must beware of attempting to define
the worcls loo closelv. Calvin savs
wisely, "When th~u hearest that

the Son is the brightness of the
Father's glory, thus think with thyself, that the glory of the Father is
invisible to thee, until it become
refulgent in Christ : and that He
also is called the impress of the
Father's substance, because the
majesty of the Father is hidden,
until it show itself, as it were impressed, in the image of the Son.
They who overlook this reference
of the expressions, and go higher in
their philosophizing, fail to apprehend the design of the apostle, and
therefore fatigue themselves in rnin"
( Co!ll/11, in !oc. ).
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by "the word of His power" (<rcji p~µan <r1j; ouva,U.EWe
a!mu), again the peculiar attribute of Jehovah in the Old
Testament, and by which later in this same Epistle
God's own creative power is described ('il.a,71pri60a1 <rou,
alwva; p~,u.an 0,ou, c. xi. 3).
Nor is the proof of the Son's Divinity limited only to
such incidental expressions as these. It may be said
rather to underlie the whole argument regarding the
final nature of Christ's High-priestly work, the main
argument therefore of the Epistle; for it is the character of Christ's Person which, as we have already
noticed, and shall frequently see again, lends its true
meaning to that work. And the force of the writer's
reasoning regarding it would, to say the least, be very
much weakened, unless we are allowed to infer that in his
mind the Son occupied towards God an altogether unique
position, or, in a word, is thought of as Himself God.
On these grounds then, though in the Epistle the
name God is never actually applied to the Son in
His pre-existent state,1 and though here, as elsewhere
throughout the Scriptures, God is regarded as the
ultimate cause of all things, and even the Son stands
in a certain position of eternal subordination to
Him, it seems to us clear that it is only the essential
Deity of the Son which can justify the expressions
which are used regarding Him, or give its true
meaning and power to His appointment 2 by God
1 In c. i. 8 it is the title of Christ
as exalted King. The ascription of
glory in c. xiii. 21 which, applied to
the Son, is often cited as a proof of
His Divinity (see for example
Riehm, Lelzrbegrijf, p. 286 ), is better
applied to God Himself (so Bengel,
Delitzsch, Westcott, Rendall).
2 C. iii. 2, 1ro,1Jrravn.
It is of
course possible, adhering to the
more ordinary meaning of the word,

to translate " created " or " made "
with reference to our Lord's humanity (Bleek, Liinemann); but the
reference to appointment to office
seems here more natural (comp.
Mark iii. 14; Acts ii. 36; I Sam. xii.
6).
According to Philastrius (de
Haer. lxxxix.) this Epistle was not
read in certain churches, "quia et
factum Christum dicit in ea."
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(1) real:

to the office of "the Apostle and High-priest of our
confession." 1
As to how he reached this belief, our writer nowhere
gives us any hint. It is a favourite theory that he
reasoned back from the thought of the glorified Redeemer, who is the centre of all his teaching. But more
probably it came to him from a study of certain Old
Testament passages, particularly from the Psalms,
which, in accordance with his regular practice of
searching the Old Testament "not for its original meaning" but for its "pre-intimations of his own Christian
thoughts," he everywhere ascribes directly to the Messiah, and in which a certain peerless pre-eminence is
bestowed upon Him.~
But the mere possession of Divinity does not make a
perfect Priest: it must be accompanied by humanity.
Only one who was Himself incarnate, true and perfect
man as well as God, could truly represent God to man
and man to God. And so it was that the Son, in th~
preparation for His Priestly office, was '' in all things
made like unto His brethren" (c. ii. I 7). Upon the
manner of the Son's Incarnation, the author nowhere
dwells. He is content simply with the fact. But he
emphasizes that so often, and from so many different
points of view, as to leave us in no doubt regarding
the importance he attached to it.
How clearly, for example, the reality of the Son's
humanity comes out in the constant use of His human
name, Jesus. It occurs no fewer than nine times, and
1 There have been many attempts
recently to weaken the full force of
this conclusion. Thus even Beyschlag, who finds in om writer's
Christology "superhuman declarations which go beyond those of any
other N. T. teacher," speaks of the
name Son as only " the name of a

unique higher being next to God"
(N. T. Theo!. ii. pp. 305, 309); and
for statements to much the same
effect, see Holtzmann, N. 7: Theo!.
ii. p. 298, and Menegoz, 7 heo!. de
I' .h,p. aux Hebr. p. 84 ff.
2 Comp. Weiss, Bib!ische Theolo!{ie
des N.T.§118b(Eng. tr. ii. p. 184ff.).
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on every occasion but one (c. xiii. 12, which is a simple
historic statement) it furnishes the key to the argument,
and in consequence occupies the emphatic position at
the end of the clause. 1
Equally noticeable are the repeated references to the
events of Christ's earthly life. His descent after the
flesh (c. vii. 14), His active ministry ( c. ii. 3), the
opposition He encountered (c. xii. 3), the intensity of
His personal sufferings (c. v. 7 f.), the Cross (c. xii. 2 ;
xiii. 1 2 ), the Resurrection ( c. xiii. 20), and the Ascension
(c. i. 2, 3), all are brought before us in a manner the
more striking that it is so largely incidental.
But significant as these references to the outward
events of Christ's life are, still more interesting are
those which bring out the true humanity of His inner
life. Thus we find Him spoken of as exercising faith
or trust in God (c. ii. 1 3 ; xii. 2) ; as moved by mercy
and sympathy towards His brethren on account of
His likeness to them (c. ii. 17; iv. 15); as giving
utterance to His needs "in prayers and supplications
with strong crying and tears" ( c. v. 7); as heard
because of the "godly fear" by which His prayers
were marked (c. v. 7); and most remarkable perhaps
of all, as Himself the object of God's " saving power"
( c. v. 7). Now it need hardly be said that this thought
of "saving" is not connected in the slightest degree
with sin on Christ's part. On the contrary, there is
perhaps no book in the Bible in which His absolute
sinlessness is more emphatically asserted (c. iv. I 5 ;
vii. 26), and yet at the same time so asserted as to
show that not even here have we any limitation to
that perfect oneness with humanity on which the
efficacy of His High-priestly work depends. For, in
the first place, Christ's sinlessness is not a mere nega1 C. ii. 9; iii. I ; vi. 20; vii. 22; x. 19; xii. 2; xii. 24; xiii. 12; xiii. 20.
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tive innocence, arising from immunity from that trial
which is a necessary law of human life. 1 That He was
tried, and that "in all points like as we are, sin excepted" (c. iv. T 5), is rather one of the writer's most
emphatic statements. And, in the second place, it must
not be forgotten that it is just this experience of the
strength of trial or temptation, and not of the yielding
to it, which constitutes the true ground of all sympathy.
Not because Christ hath sinned, but because He "hath
suffered being tempted "-the tenses of the verbs employed point to the permanent effect of the suffering
after the temptation itself has passed away-He is
able to succour men in their present and continuous
temptations. 2 Whether, therefore, we regard Christ's
life from the outside or the inside, it is the life of One
who in the path of actual experience and trial was
prepared for His great work.
This will become clearer if we pass to a second
aspect of Christ's humanity, arising out of what has
just been said, and which is even more characteristic
of the teaching of our Epistle, and that is, that it was
a perfected humanity. 3
The expression is not a very happy one, but it is
difficult to find any adequate English translation for
the Greek word employed. " Consummated " would
perhaps come nearer to it, but even it is not free from
1 One may be allow·ed to recall
Dean Church's great sermon on this
subject in his Cathedral and University Sermons, p. 97 ff.
2 C. ii. 18, €P 4} -yap 7r£1rOPIJ€P
Q,IJTOS 1r«pa1TIJels, iivvara, TOLS 7re<pafoµfro,s /3o'T}!Jfi1Ta,. "Avvara,, nicht
nur subjectiv, weil er sie versteht,
wie 4 15, sondern objectiv, weil sein
Leiden den 14 f. geschilderten
Erfolg hat." Von Soden, HandComm. in foe.
3 The nearest approaches to this

thought elsewhere in the N. T. are
St. Luke's statements in c. ii. 40, 52
of his Gospel, and our Lord's
own words regarding His Resurrection-glory, where He makes use
of the same verb as here (n?\ewOv)
in c. xiii. 32. But even these are
scarcely parallel, for they refer to
the Person of Christ in Himself,
while in our Epistle the reference is
to Him in His character of Highpriest.
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ambiguity, and we retain "perfected" with the proviso Chap. v.
that it is not moral perfection which is here thought
of, but, if the expression may be allowed, official perfection - a growth into that state in which alone
Christ can fully discharge the duties of the Highpriestly office, for which He has been designed. A
brief reference to three leading passages will make
this clear.
Thus in c. ii. 10, the writer, after spec/,king of the c. ii. 10.
humiliation to which for a little while Jesus had been
subjected in His redeeming work, goes on, "For it
became Him [God], for whom are all things, and through
whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory,
to make the leader of their salvation perfect through
sufferings," where the manner of Christ's perfection
and the reason for it are both clearly indicated. It
was reached "through sufferings"; and it was so reached
because, as man's lot lay in a sin-stained, disordered
world, and in consequence only through suffering could
his goal be reached, He who would lead him to that
goal must first of all tread the same path.
The same truth is even more pointedly put in c. v. 8, 9, c. v. s, 9•
where we are told that Christ," though He was a Son,
yet learned the obedience by the things which He
suffered." Not, mark! "learned to obey," as if He had
ever been disobedient, but "learned the obedience" ( l'"~v
u-:rar.ohv), obedience in all its completeness, the spirit that
is of complete self-surrender which came from making
the Father's will His own at each step of His earthly
experience; and whose result in His own case was
seen in this, that "having been made perfect, He
became unto all them that obey Him the author of
eternal salvation" (ver. 9). As His" perfection" resulted
from "the obedience" which He had learned amid the
sufferings of earth, it was in its turn the condition, so,
6
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far as disposition went, of His being able to apply the
benefits of His work to all who in their turn "obey.,
Him ('7/'0.61v 'f'OJ; u,;.ait0Gou61v aimjJ).
While in our third and last passage, the true significance of Christ's work for men is shown to consist in
this, that in Him, our eternal High-priest, we have "a
Son, perfected for evermore" (c. vii. 28).
It may seem as if in all these passages, more particularly in the last, we have passed altogether out of
the range of Christ's humanity to His exalted and
glorified state: and no doubt it is only to Him in that
state that the term "perfected" fully belongs.
But
the point on which at present we wish to insist, and to
· which all the foregoing passages bear evidence, is, that
this "perfection " was not reached all at once, but was
realized step by step in the experiences of Christ's
earthly life.
He has been "made perfect," and the
true nature of His humanity is seen in this, that each
stage of His earthly life was intended to fit Him more
completely for that state to which it became God to
raise Him,1 and in which He could "perfect" others
! through fellowship with Himself.2
I For, once more, neither the reality nor the perfection
! of the Son's humanity can be properly understood,
unless we associate with them a third trait: it is a
representati71e humanity.
The main interest of Christ's human life in the eyes
of our author lay in this, that it was the life not
merely of an isolated individual, but of One who
came as "the leader of salvation" (Tov ap-x,'IJyo, ,,.;i;
r,,;'1''1Jpia;, c. ii. ro ), and whose sufferings and death w<::re
rendered necessary by the fact that they formed the
lot of the men He came to sd.ve. Starting from the
I
1

I gen~~~\i.~~'n:~~,1=~:,~at "both

I:~.~~:: ;c~~1;; ~a~~~1~3

and
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they that are consecrated are all out of one," 1 he goes
on to show that this spiritual oneness to which Christ
leads His brethren requires to be preceded by a
physical oneness. For it was "since the children are
sharers in blood and flesh" that "Christ also Himself
in like manner partook of the same ; in order that
through the death "-the death which was really death,
and which came to Him in the fate of His own human
experience-" He might bring to nought him that had
the power of death, that is, the devil; and might deliver
all them who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage." 2 Or, as it is stated still
more emphatically a few verses further on, Christ "was
bound" (w:pf/1.,v) in all things to be made like unto His
brethren, that " He might become (yivnrn,) a merciful
and faithful High-priest in things pertaining to God"
( C. ii. I J).
It is a part of the proprieties of the Divine government
-so the general argument may be stated-that, in order
to the gaining of a victory over any ill that troubles us,
the victor must enter the sphere in which the evil
existed, that we who are in that sphere may be made,
not by outward gift, but by inward experience, partakers of that victory. \Ve arc human: he who would
save us must also be human. \Ve suffer: he must

c.

ll. I 1, ,!f EVJS (comp. iiq,'
c. xi. I 2 ). By some referred
to Adam, by others lo Abraham,
and by many modern commentators
to God (Delitzsch, Kurtz, Keil,
\Vestcott, Yaughan); but best left
indefinite as the author has left it.
Bruce translates "of one piece,
one whole" (Expositor, 3rd Ser. ix.
p. S7).
" C. ii. 14, I 5.
There is no
reference as ycl to Christ\; a!un/1~f
death. That will come later. In
the meantime the writer is content
l

evo,,

with slating that by Himself experiencing death Christ conquered
" the fear of death " for all who
stood to Him in the relation of
brethren. "While the Holy One
stands apart from us in the isolation
of His sinlessness, we, sinners, fear
lo die; when we see Hirn by our
side, even in death, which we have
Leen accustomed lo regard as the
penalty of sin, death ceases to
appear as penalty, ancl becomes
the gate of heaven." Bruce, Ex}ositar, 3rd Ser. ix. p. 93.
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suffer. We die: he must die. If Christ is to consecrate every domain of man's lot, so that man may
in it become the child of God, He must enter into
it, and there prevail, that in the same sphere we may
afterwards prevail. But this, as we have just seen,
Christ did, and in virtue of the perfect human nature
which He voluntarily assumed,1 His life touched ours
at every point, and Himself "Son," He was instrumental "in bringing many sons unto glory" with and
in Himself.2
We shall have other opportunities of considering this
truth when we come to think more particularly of the
i Son's High-priestly work, and of its direct application
to ourselves. In the meantime, let us pass on to what
the Epistle has to tell us regarding the exalted Son.
It is the main aspect in which He is presented to
us in the Epistle; and all that has been said regarding
His pre-existent and incarnate states is only introduced,
as we have more than once hinted, for the light which
they throw upon it. It is indeed upon Christ, as so
exalted, that the very name "Son" is principally bestowed (comp. c. iii. 6, vii. 28) ; and even in c. i. 2,
where the thought of the historical Son is prominent,
the writer proceeds immediately to describe Him as
having "sat down on the right hand of the Majesty
on high." "Christ" and "the Christ" have been simi1

Prominence
o/tkis
aspect in the
Epistle.

1

I
I

C. ii. 14, µ,frHrX'" : comp. c.
vii_; cl3...
" ,
. , , • ,_
..

• 11. 10, 11'0/\t\OVS

vtovs

€LS

uo~av

a-ya-yovra . . . reXnwcra,.
The
I aor. participle a-ya-yovrn has been
: variously understood. Bruce, foll lowing Bleek, regards it in effect
, as a future, and as expressive of
intention ; but it seems rather to
refer to an action in a general way
coincident in time with the action of
the verb reAE<wcra, (Burton, il:loods
and Tenses in N. 7: Gree/.:, § 149,

p. 68) ; or, more exactly, the two
actions are regarded " as absolute
without reference to the succession
of time. The perfecting of Christ
included the triumph of those who
are sons in Him" {\Vestcott, in foe.).
It may be further noted that "the
many are not in contrast with all,
but in contrast with few, and in
their relation to one" {Delitzsch).
The magnitude, not the limitation
of the number, is thought of.
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larly claimed as belonging in our Epistle only to this
state.1 And when we read of "the Lord" absolutely,
it is unquestionably the glory of the ascended Redeemer which is recalled to us. 2 So strong indeed is
the hold which the thought of the exalted Lord's glory
has taken of our writer, that on two occasions in a very
striking manner he uses this title to invest with their
full significance the events even of Christ's past earthly
life. " How shall we escape," he asks, "if we neglect
so great salvation? which having at the first been
spoken through the Lord, was confirmed unto us by
them that heard" (c. ii. 3). The thought of what
Christ is now, that is, may well lend a most solemn
meaning to the message He once declared.
And
again with His descent according to the flesh.
He
who "hath sprung out of Judah" is He whom now
we know as "our Lord" (c. vii. 14)-a passage which
has the further interest that it is the first time in the
New Testament that we find the expression" our Lord,"
now so familiar, standing alone as a name for Christ. 3
Apart moreover from these common titles, there
still remain two other designations applied to the Son
in this Epistle, which help us to understand the true
significance of His exalted state. One is " Heir":
the other is " Forerunner.''
As regards Christ's Heirship, it meets us on the
very first mention of Him as Son. No sooner has
the writer reminded us of tpe Son in whom God
spake to men, than he goes on to describe the glory
with which at the Ascemsion the Son's earthly ministry
1 " Christus . . . stets nur von
<lem im himmlischen Heiligthum
waltenden Hohenpriester."
Von
Soden, Hand-Comm. p. 32.
• "The Lord means for the Hebrew readers Christ seated on His

heavenly throne." Bruce, Expositor, 3rd Ser. viii. p. 97.
3 " It is from this passage that
the designation [our Lord] now so
familiar to Christian lips is derived."
Farrar, in Ioc.
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was crowned-" Whom He appointee! Heir of all
things." 1 It is tempting indeed at first sight (and a
strong list of authorities might be quoted in favour
of the view),2 to refer this appointment back to the
eternal counsels of God, and to think of it as having
been bestowed on the pre-existent Son; and it must
be admitted that there is nothing in the words themselves to forbid this. On the other hand, the immediately preceding mention of the historic Son leads us
rather to think of the appointment itself as an historic ,
act. 3 Just as in Gal. iv. I, 2 the heir "though he is
(ideally) lord of all" does not come to his estate "until
the time appointed of the father," so Christ, though
Heir, does not gain possession of what has all along
awaited Him, until, after having executed His work on
earth, He enters the heavenly world. Nor need the
application of the word " Heir" to Him in this state
occasion any surprise. For in Scripture the heir is not
so much one who is looking forward to a future possession, as one who is enjoying a present possession in
virtue of a rightful title to it. 4 And though in the
case of the Son, the actual realization of His lorclship
over all things has not yet taken place (c. x. I 3), He
may still be regarded as inheritor in possession of the
kingdom to which God has raised Him: while His
people in their turn, as joint-heirs with Him, already
: "inherit the promises" (c. vi. 12).
i For in this matter o~ inheritance, as in everything
1

C. i.

2,

/lv {01JKEV K'J.:1pov!Jµov

1rd.vrwv.

" For example, Bengel, Bleek,
Liinemann, Kurtz, Westcott.
"So Tholuck, de Wette, Ebrard,
Riehm (Lehrbegri.Jf, p. 295 ff.),
Delitzsch, Moll, Keil, Weiss, and
Moulton.
4
Thus in LXX KA7JpovuµM is
I used as a translation of ci-i_i• (J udg.

xyiii. 7; 2 Sam. xiv. 7; Ter. viii. ro;
Mic. i. 15) and K'A't]pov~µia of
(Kum. xxiv. 18; Deut. ii. 12; iii':
20; Josh. i. 15).
See Keil on Heb.
i. 2 (" K'A7Jpovoµos = der ein K'AfJpos
oder eine KA7Jpovoµla inne hat, dem
ein K'AfJpos Jure oder facto zugeteilt ist "); and Westcott's extended
Xote, Comm. pp. 167-169.

,,.p,,
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else, the glorified Redeemer does not stand alone. It Chap. v.
is as "Forerunner" for us that "Jesus "-and the use
of the human name is very instructive as connecting '
the present exaltation with the fulfilment of the I
Saviour's work on earth-" entered" Heaven, entered!
once for all; 1 and in so doing "inaugurated" (imia,mm) !
for His brethren "a fresh and living way " of approach
to God (c. x. 20).
i
Professor Bruce therefore does not go too far when
he says that the one word Forerunner "expresses the
whole essential difference between the Christian and
the Levitical religion-between the religion that brings
men nigh to God, and the religion that kept or left .
men standing afar off." 2 True the Levitical high-'.
priest entered the Holy of holies once a year, but it I
was in the people's stead, and the whole circumstances I
attending his entering in were such as to suggest to the :
people that this was a privilege which they could never
hope to enjoy. But the Christian High-priest's entering in carries with it the assurance of His people
following. They enter along with, or rather in Him.
The Son's Exaltation is thus as representative as His
perfect humanity, and as "the Firstborn" He invites the
whole family of mankind to share in the new birth, the
triumph into which at the Ascension He was begotten. 3
The picture of the Son, which our author presents to General
picture of
us, is thus a very striking one. Carrying us back to the Son.
'1

1

C.

71µ,wv

Yi. 20, 51rou 1rpJ<5poµor; inr€p
ei!Iijl\0,v 'l'l)!IOVS.

Expositor, 3rd Ser. vii. p. 167 f.;
and see further x. p. 48 ff.
3 C. i. 5, 6.
There can be Ji ttle
doubt that the quotation of ver. 5 is
to be referred not to the day of
eternal, timeless generation (as
Hleek, Liinemann), or of Baptism
(as Beyschlag), but to the eternal
sovereignty established at the Resurrection and Ascension (as De2

litzsch, Westcott). This is in accordance with the original reference of
the words to the begetting into
royal existence ( Ps. ii. 7), and to the
usage elsewhere of the same words .
by St. Paul (Acts xiii. 33). In any i
case the emphatic "to-day "-a
favourite word of the Epistle-must
not be deprived of its full meaning,
as if the second clause were simply
an amplification of the first (as
Riehm, Davidson).
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I the thought of One, originally existing in the full glory
of oneness with God, he shows us how "for us men
/ and our salvation He became man." From none of
'. the trials, the temptations, the sufferings of our human
lot, not even from death itself, did He shrink. Rather
through all He was "perfected," fully equipped and
furnished to act as our Representative, the Representative of a suffering and dying race. And consequently
it now becomes His privilege to bestow on those, whom
He is not ashamed to call His brethren, the glory and
I honour with which His own sufferings and death have
been crowned.
We do not, howe\·er, exhaust the teaching of the
Epistle with regard to the Person of the Son, if we
think of Him only as He is in Himself, or in His
relation to us. His glcry is also proved by a threefold comparison which is instituted between Him and
the other agents or mediators in God's revelation to
men. He is superior (1) to Angels, (2) to Moses, and
to the Levitical Priests. The first two comparisons
will occupy us briefly in the remainder of this chapter:
the third, which forms the main argument of the whole
Epistle, will require more detailed examination.
I

1

II. The Son in Relation to other Mediators.
II. Tlze Son
in relation
to otlier
mediators.
r. TheSon
superior to
angels:

The author begins then by proving the Son's superiority to Angels, though such a proof may well seem
to us at first sight altogether unnecessary: the fact is so
self-evident. 1 But we must keep in view the state of
mind of those to whom in the first instance the Epistle
was addressed.
1 On this whole comparison see
Professor Robertson Smith's suggestive papers on Christ and t.1te

Angels in the Exjosito,·, 2nd Ser.
vols. i. and ii.
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In the Je\vish Economy angels occupied a very
prominent place. There is no evidence indeed, that
they were ever regarded as possessing any independent
authority. All that they did, they did simply by command of God, and as His ministers towards men. At
the same time the functions in which they are represented to have taken part are of the loftiest kind. They
were held to have been associated with God in the
creation of man. It was believed that the Law was
mediated by them, and that they acted as its administrators.1 While the attributes ascribed to the Angel of
the Lord in the Old Testament were such as tended to
raise men's conception of the character of angels in
general,2 and to lend peculiar emphasis to the contention
that the Son in His mediatorial Exaltation has "become
better" or rather "mightier" (xptfrnJJv 1 ev6,r1,no;) than
they. 3 For it is superiority in power and administrative
dignity, rather than in moral excellence, that is here
thought o( 4 And the proofof this superiority the writer
finds, where his readers would most readily recognise
its force, in the Old Testament Scriptures themselves.
1 Comp. Acts vii. 38, 53 ; Gal.
iii. 19; Joseph. Ant. XY. c. v. § 3.
And see also Deut. xxxiii. 2 (LXX) ;
Ps. lxviii. 17 (comp. 2 Kings
vi. 17).
:J Comp.
Ex. xxxii. 34 ; xxxiii.
14; Josh. v. 14; Isa. !xiii. 9.
3 C. i. 4. The order of the words
in the original is a striking example
of the writer's oratorical skill-

roCTollrctJ Kpfirrwv -y£v0µ.£vos -rWv
a-y-yO,wv O<T4' li,arf,opwTEpov 1rap'
avrovs K€KA,TJPOVO/J,'f/K€V 6voµ,a, where

the required emphasis is given both
to ar1D,wv and tvoµ,a, and the
latter serves as a connecting link
with the next clause. See Dlass.
G'ramm. of N. T. Grk. § 80. 2, p. 288:
4 There is no evidence
in the
Epistle of the actual existence
among the Hebrews of the heretical

tendencies against which St. Paul
directs his warnings in Col. i. l 5-20.
The writer simply selects the angels
as the most exalted beings he can
think of in order to bring out the
Son's still greater power. But as
showing how readily a narrow
J udaistic Christianity lent itself to
false conceptions of Christ's Person,
Dr. Hort's words with regard to the
Colossian reactionaries may be
quoted: "To accept Jesus as the
Christ without any adequate enlargement of current Jewish conceptions as to what was included in the
Messiahship could hardly fail to
involve either a limitation of His
nature to the human sphere, or at
most a counting of Him among the
angels." (Judaistic Christiani!)',
p. 125.)
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I 'vVe cannot examine in detail the seven quotations
; which he advances for this purpose, but must be content
with summarizing their main conclusions, remembering
that, in accordance with the writer's general custom,
they are all treated as directly Messianic,1 and further,
that they are all applied to the Son in His present
i glorified and exalted state. 2
I
Thus while angels, as a body, might be described as
the "sons of God" CJ ob i. 6 ; xxxviii. 7 ; Ps. xxix. I ;
! lxxxix. 6), or Israel, the chosen nation, called God's
· son (Ex. iv. 22 ; Hos. xi. r), on no individual angel
I or Jew does God bestow the distinctive title" My Son,"
i but only upon the glorified Messiah.
While the Son's
· dignity is further brought out in this, that He is the
: "Firstborn," the Representative, the Son-heir, in whom
'
: all the privileges of the family are summed up, and
before wnom, when God shall again have introduced
Him 3 into the world, even the angels must worship. 4
Nor is it only in essential dignity that the Son is
superior to the angels; but also in the nature of His
sovereignty. Angels belong to the material world, and
•are frequently transformed into " winds " or " a flame of
fire" in the fulfilment of their office ; but the Son exercises
a personal and moral rule ( c. i. 7, 8).'' " God is His
I
'I

1

I,

1.

(2) in the
nature of
I/is sovereignty.

1

Comp. Riehm, Lehrb. p. I 78 ff.
Davidson ( Comm. pp. 44, 45)
, admits that the only doubtful pas: sage in this connexion is Ps. ii.,
I cited in c. i. 5 ; but we have already
: shown that there is good reason for
I applying it too to the exalted Redeemer ; aee p. 87.
3 "Orav ... da-a-y6.-y17. "Orav with
,
the aorist conjunctive corresponds
to the Latin futur11m e.){actum,
(Winer-Moulton, § xiii. 5, p. 387.)
4
The quotation in c. i. 6 is apparently from Dent. xxxii. 43 (LXX
Vat. Text). Somewhat similar words
are found in Ps. xcvii. (xcvi.) 7.
:

2

1

5 That it is to the material rather
than the variable nature of angelic
service that attention is here directed
seems clear from the explicit reference to wind and fire ; a conclusion
which is further borne out by the
fact (ignored by Westcott in his note,
in loc.) that in later Jewish Theology
"the angels of service," who are
here alone thought of, are expressly
distinguished from the fleeting, passing angels, and regarded as possessed
of independent and lasting existences. See Weber, J1idisdze Theo/ogie (Leipzig, 1897, p. 166ff.).
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Throne," and consequently He stands above the world : Chap. v.
and apart from it. His position is one of dominion ; I
theirs one of service. 1
\Vhile, once more, His supreme dignity is seen in this,
that it is towards His dominion that t!teir service is
directed. God, who rules all things, sends even the
angels forth " as ministering spirits ... to do service
for the sake of them that shall inherit salvation," 2 and
so have their part in bringing all things into subjection
under the feet of the Son, who is their aim and goal,
and who now awaits His ultimate triumph at God's
right hand.
Unquestionably then the Son hath inherited "the
more excellent name." And if sure punishment followed
disobedience to " the word spoken by angels," "how
shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation," which
was first fully made known to us in Him (c. ii. 2, 3)?
The writer's purpose may be held to have been Tiu Son's
superiority
accomplished ; but he skilfully avails himself of the reached
through
mention of the "so great salvation" to confirm his main sujft:ring.
argument along another line of thought. In Ps. viii.
this salvation, or God's ultimate purpose for His people,
had already been described as the inheritance of all
things ; and the same Psalm had further shown that
"not unto angels," but unto man, was this lordship to
be granted. Hitherto, according to universal experience,
man had failed in reaching his high destiny. " Not yet
do v.re see all things put under him." But now, " we ,
behold Him, who hath been made for a little lower [
than the angels, cuen Jesus, because of the suffering of
1

1 "

Service is not an incident in
the history of angels ; it is their
whole history." Bruce, Expositor,
3rd Se1. viii. p. 94.
:! c. i. 14, A.ElTOl'P')'lKa 7rV€Uµara
€ls Ow.Ko11ia;,, d1rot5TEXA..0µ£va Oia rolls

µ0,)1.ovra.s

KAr7Povoµe,v

/JWT'Y/pia.v.

" The difference between the :
general office of the angels as :
spirits charged with a social ministry '
(ver. 7, '/1.nrovp-yous), and the particular serYices (c. vi. ro, OtaKovoDvres) in which it is fulfilled, is
clearly marked." (\Vestcott, in foe.)
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death crowned with glory and honour, that by the grace
of God He should taste death for every man" (c. ii. 9).
The verse is one of the most difficult in the Epistle,
and we must refer to the Note at the close of this
chapter for a defence of what we believe to be its
correct interpretation (see p. 96). Here it is enough
to notice that, according to our writer, the very sufferings and death to which " for a little" Jesus was
subjected, and which to the Hebrews had seemed a
proof of His inferiority to the angels, were in reality
I the means of His final exaltation over them.
Along
• the line of a perfect human experience He reached the
i lordship for which man, and not angels, had been
! designed, and so in His own
Person fulfilled that which
was predicted of man in general in the Psalm. In the
manner therefore, no less than in the fact of His Exalta: tion, the Son proved His superiority to the angels.
There remains the second comparison, the comparii son of the Son with Moses.
It is a comparison again
. which strikes us as unnecessary. But, as before, we
must try to place ourselves in the position of the
, Hebrews, in whose eyes, from long associations, and
• according to the express declaration of Scripture itself,
Moses had been raised to an almost unique position of
dignity (Num. xii. 6 ff.).
And that he was deserving of all honour the writer
frankly admits. In the Covenant or Economy of God,
j which is here conceived as a great House fully prepared
1 with all things needful for man's salva! and equipped
; tion, both he and "the Apostle and High-priest of our
, confession, even Jesus," 2 were found faithful, and they
I

1

Both were
faund
faitliful;

1

l The verb used is KaTa<J"K€Va,f€LV,
which means not merely build, but
' su pp! y with all necessary furniture
I and adornment. (See Bleek, Hebriier
I Brief, ii. p. 398.)
,

i

2 Of the double office here ascribed
to Christ Bengel says : qui Dei
causam apud nos agit, causam nostram apud Deum agit. But, as
Davidson well points out, even in
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were faithful further "in all God's House." While other I Chap. v.
priests, or prophets, or kings dealt only with particular ]
aspects or parts of the truth, they dealt with it as a]
whole.
I
But here the agreement ceased. Owing to considera- but Moses
1
tions arising out of their respective personalities, Moses 't:i,ac'f:X.t"
could not be more than " a servant in" the House ; '::,,~,~";;
whereas Christ-the human name Jesus now giving i House.
place to the prophetic title-was " a Son over" the i
House.
The point of contrast thus lies neither in the degree
of faithfulness exercised, nor in the sphere in which it is
exercised, but rather in the character of the persons who ,
exercised it, and their consequent attitude towards God's i
House. As a servant, Moses could only be identified '
with the system of which he formed part-a system
moreover which confessed itself preparatory, and as
I
existing only "for a testimony of those things which I
were afterwards to be spoken" by Christ. 1 Whereas i
Christ as Son over the House was related not so much '
to the House, as to its Builder. "As 'heir of all things'
(c. i. 2) He stands in the same line with Him who has
' established' or ' prepared' all things ; whatever is the
Father's is also His." 2
"\,Vhose House," continues the writer with one of Consequent
practical
those sudden practical turns so characteristic of the apj,eais.
Epistle, "are we"; but only, "if we hold fast our boldness and the glorying of our hope firm unto the end."
It was just this confidence which the Hebrews, like the
Israelites of old, were in danger of forgetting, instead of
the case of Christ's High-priestly
office it is faithfulness lo God, and
not to us, that is thought of, for it is
God who has appointed Him to
be High - priest (ver, 2 ; comp.
c. ii. 17).

c. iii. 5, Ei, µaprupwv 7{;,y
Blcek completely
obscures the sense, when he refers
r/,, "/\a\.r,Or,rroµeva to things spoken
by l\loscs himself.
"Delitzsch, Comm. i. p. 163.
1

"/\a]\:r10r,rroµivwv.

1
1
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recogrns111g it as the peculiar privilege which belonged
to them as "partakers in the Christ," 1 the great Leader
in whom at length the hopes of the fathers have been
, realised.
/ And so in the long practical exhortation which
· follows, it is still the superior efficacy of Christ as a
Leader, and the consequent need of a diligent hearkening to His voice which is prominent. Moses had not
been able to lead the people as a whole into the
promised land '' because of unbelief."
Nor had his
I successor Joshua, the comparison wit:1 whom gains
;I fresh point through the identity of meaning between
the names Jesus and Joshua. The rest therefore still
remains open : nay, now it is a true Sabbatismos ( rru(3/3unrr1;,l.), a true keeping of the Sabbath, a commonly
accepted type in Jewish Theology of the rest of the
world to come. 2 "Let us therefore," concludes the writer,
"give diligence to enter into that rest." And the more
so, because the word of God, which offers the rest, is like
God Himself, a living word-" active and sharper than
any two-edged sword, and piercing even to the dividing
of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and quick
to discern the thoughts and intents of the heart."
In God's sight nothing is hidden: but "all things are
naked and laid open before the eyes of Him with whom
we have to do" (c. iv. 12, 13).
The threatenings of God therefore uttered under the
Old Covenant are still in force, as well as the promises ;
1
,

1

1 C. iii. 14, µ,eroxo, roD Xp,noO.
Others translate '' partakers with
the Christ," that is, follow-sharers
along with Him in llis victory.
But the bontl of union seems to lie
rather in what is shared, than in
those who share it, from the use of
µ,froxo, in c. iii. I (comp. c. ii. 14;
v, 13 ; vii. 13 ; xii. 8). For the
thought see c. xiii. JO,

2
C. iv. 9. Schoettgen and others
quote the following passage : "The
people of Israel saitl : Lortl of the
whole worltl, shew us the world
to come.
Goel, blessed be He,
answered : Such a p.ittcrn is the
Sabbath'' (Ja!!.-. Rub. p. 95, 4).
Cmnp. \-\-eber, Jtidisc/Li; I lzcu!ogit:,
PP· 349, 373•
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a fact which still further confirms the main truth of
the whole section, that '' whatever is best in the Old
Testament has been assimilated and inspired with new
energy by the Gospel." 1 And this, as we have seen,
because of the superior dignity of the Mediator who not
only reveals, but who Himself is, the Gospel. In contrast alike to angels and to Moses, the Son occupies a
position of unique honour and glory.
1

Edwards, Tlze Epistle to the Hebrews, p .. 54.
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NOTE
On the Interpretation of c. ii. 9
Tov 8~ (3paxv n 7rap' ayyl,\ov, ~,\aTTwµlvov (3,\t_7roµ£v 'l'Y]CTOVV
8ia. TO 7ra0'Y]µ"- TOV 0avaTOV 86fn Kal nµfi ECTTE<pavwµtvov, 07rW<;
xapin 0rnv V7rEp
~ate.

7rUVTO<;

')'EVCT'YJTal 0avarnv.

IN turning to the interpretation of these admittedly very difficult words, it may be well to recall their exact place in the
writer's argument. In order to emphasize his contrast between
Jesus the Mediator of the New Covenant, and angels the
mediators of the Old, he has drawn attention to the fact that
"not unto angels did He [God] subject the inhabited earth to
come," but to man-the proof of which he has found in a
passage of Scripture which, while fully recognising that man
has for a little been made lower than the angels, at the same
time clearly foretold his future sovereignty. Nothing however is
more certain than that, as regards man as a whole, this promise
has not yet been realized. The promise has not however failed:
it has been fulfilled in Jesus. For "we behold Him that hath
been made for a little lower than the angels "-who in His
humiliation therefore has occupied a position corresponding to
that of the ideal man of the Psalmist-" even Jesus, because of
the suffering of death crowned with glory and honour, that by
the grace of God He should taste death for every man."
The general connexion of the verse is thus clear; but the
exact interpretation to be given to it has been keenly debated,
more particularly with reference to the point of time to which
"crowned with glory and honour'' is to be referred, and the
consequent meaning of the last clause, "in order that ];le should
taste death for every man." Before however turning to these
Vo
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points, there are one or two expressions m the verse, which
claim our attention.
1. ( 1) Thus, in the first clause, it seems impossible to give
f3paxv n any other meaning than that which it has in ver. 7, and
there, with R. V. margin, it is best understood of time rather
than of degree (comp. Tindale N.T. 1526, "for a season")
In any case the phrase must have the same meaning in both
clauses. To argue with Bruce (Expositor, 3rd Ser. viii. p.
3 7 1) that on the second occasion, " The ' little ' of degree becomes a 'little' of time," is only to introduce needless confusion into an already sufficiently obscure passage. (2) In the
same way (as against Weiss), it seems equally clear that a difference of meaning is to be attached to the writer's pointed substitution of f3ic/.1ro1Hv (ver. 9) for opwµ,,v (ver. 8): and further that
this difference does not consist so much in the contrast between
a continuous (opav) and a particular (/3Afrnv) exercise of the
faculty of sight (Westcott), as rather in the fact that /3ic/.1r,iv
brings out the spirit of reflection and contemplation in which
the object is regarded, and is therefore peculiarly applicable
here to the ascended condition of the Son (comp. Davidson).
(3) Are we to connect oia -ro 1ra0~µ,a (and it may be noted
that here only in the N.T. do we find the singular 1ra0YJp,a;
elsewhere it is always the plural 1ra0~µ,arn) with the preceding
11Aa-r-rwµ,/.vov or with the following <e<r-r,cf,avwµ,/.vov? The Greek
Fathers adopted the former view, but it seems to be forbidden
by the interposition of 'IYJ<rovv, and also by the fact that the
main thought of the whole passage is that it is only through
suffering that glory is reached. The words thus connect,
though hardly in the sense of reward, an idea which is foreign
to our writer, the Son's state of Exaltation with His life in the
flesh. (4) Of that life in the flesh, the last clause of the verse
makes "to taste of death" a leading part : and at present it is
enough to draw attention to the fact that the phrase (y,v<rYJrni
0ava-rov) brings out not so much the shortness (Chrysostom and
others), or the bitterness (Bleek, Delitzsch, Kurtz), as rather
tlze actual experience of the dying hour. It sets forth more
fully than the simple expression "to die " could have done the
fact that, not in life only but in death, Christ was experimentally a partaker of the human lot.
7
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I
2. Keeping these points before us, we are now prepared to
: turn to the exact reference in E<rTE<pavwJJ-EFov. From what has
already been said, it will be at once felt that it is natural to
think here of the crowning of Christ at His Exaltation or
Ascension. And indeed this would probably never have been
. questioned, had it not been for the difficulty thus presented by
! the last clause.
How can we think of Jesus as being "crowned
, . . . in order that by the grace of God He should taste death
for every man," when the tasting of death was previous in point
of time to the crowning?
The difficulty has been keenly felt by the commentators,
and has led to the suggestion first made, we believe, by HofI mann (Sclzrijtbeweis, zte Aull ii. p. 46 ff.; Die Heilz/;-e Schrijt,
I v. p. r r 5 ff.), and which has since found a warm advocate in
, Prof. Bruce, that the 'glory and honour ' spoken of is that of
' dying for others. "For," according to the latter writer, "while
it is a humiliation to die, it is glorious to taste death for others;
and by dying, to abolish death, and bring life and immortality
to light. To be appointed to an office which has such a
purpose in view, is ipso facto to be crowned with glory and
honour, and is a mark of signal grace and favour on the part of
God. And this is precisely what the writer of the Epistle
would have his readers understand (The Humiliation of
Christ, p. 39)." 1 But this view, according to which the
glory and the humiliation are practically contemporaneous,
or rather a glory in the humiliation, striking and interesting
though it is, is foreign to the main drift of the passage,
which is directed not to glory in self-sacrifice, but to a
dominion over angels and all things which has been won
Not 'in' humiliation, but 'because
through self-sacrifice.
of' humiliation, has Christ been crowned; just as elsewhere
we read of H:m that He " glorified not Himself to be made a
High-priest" (c. v. 5), where the glory is directly connected
with the High-priestly office, which, throughout the Epistle,

1 See also Expositor, 3r<l Ser.
viii. p. 372 ff. : an<l comp. Dr.
Matheson in the fofonthly .Interpreter, i. p. I ff., who thinks that
the glory preceded the humiliation,
and Renclall (Comm. in !or.) and

the Rev. R. A. Mitchell (Expository Ji"mes, iii. p. 455 ff.), who
understand the frr«pavwµivov not
of the crucified or exalted, but the
pre-incarnate Son.
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Christ is represented as exercising in heaven. There seems
nothing for it, therefore, but to abide by the long-established
interpretation which understands EO"n<pavwµhov of the historical
act of Exaltation in heaven, though we thus lose the help,
which the view we have been criticizing lends to the interpretation of the last clause.
3. How are we to understand it? Does it not now involve
a very manifest lzysteron-proteron ?
( r) It will not do to try to escape the difficulty by giving
01!"W<; the meaning of 'so that,' or 'after'; such renderings
are grammatically impossible. It must be used in its ordinary
telic sense: 'in order that.'
( 2) Nor can we connect the last clause not with iO"n<pavw/lhov alone, but also with /3,ii To 1ra.0YJ/La Tov 0ava.Tov. nleek,
for example, who adopts this view, rearranges the sentence as
follows : " 86tn Kai TlfLYJ f.O"T£<pUVWfLEVOV Dla TO 1rd.0YJfLU TOV
0avaTov," and theri, the idea being supplied, 1\ i!1ra0£v-" 01!"W<;
xa.plTl 0wv 1J7rEp 1!"fJ.VTD<; Y£VO"YJTal 0av,frov." But if this were
what our writer meant, why did he, who paid such close
attention to style, not say so distinctly, instead of adopting
a mode of expression, which Bleek himself admits to be
harsh and inexact (' nicht ohne Harte und Ungenauigkeit ')?
Besides it is Exaltation, and not humiliation, which, as we
have repeatedly seen, is the leading idea in the whole passage;
and it is with the thought of it that in some way the last
clause must be connected.
(3) And this we are enabled to do if, with Alford, we keep in
view that it is upon "the triumplzant issue" of Christ's sufferings that their efficacy depends. " His glory was the consequence of His suffering of death ;-arrived at through His
suffering : but the applicability of His death to every man is the
consequence of His constitution in Heaven . . . the triumphant Head of our common humanity." Their full weight
must therefore be given to the words v1rep 1ravT6,, whose position distinctly marks them out for emphasis, not as if they
decided the question whether Christ's atonement-of atonement indeed in the strict sense of the word the writer can
hardly be said to be thinking at all-is universal or limited in
extent; but :,is reminding us that only when Himself glorified
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was Christ in a position to apply to man, as man, the benefits
of His death. 1
We can hardly leave this verse without at least noticing the
remarkable reading xwpl, 0wv for xapm 0wv. In itself it has
little or no MS. authority, but it was well known to the Fathers
(see the authorities in Westcott and Hort, Appendix, p. 129),
and, as the more difficult of the two readings, there is also a
certain presupposition in its favour. Nor is the sense which
it yields so unjustifiable, as at first sight might appear. It certainly does not mean that Jesus tasted death for every being
except God ; nor that the Divine Being separated Himself
from the Person of Jesus before He suffered. But may there
not be an allusion in it to that being forsaken by God in the
moment of tasting death, to which the cry in the Gospels bear
witness (Matt. xxvii. 46; Mark xv. 34)? The reading however
is a bold one, and it is not easy to see its connexion in the
present circumstances.
1 In deference to the opinion of
almost all modern scholarship, we
have proceeded on the supposition
that, strictly speaking, "fEV<T7Jrni
0a.vci:rov can refer only to the future.
But the preterite sense "may have
tasted" has found supporters (Ebrard, Keil, Edwards), and if it
could be adopted would at once
remove every difficulty. It is not
easy, however, to find a clear parallel to such a rendering unless it be
in John xii. 7 (with the true reading
,va. r11pfwv), where the sense seems
to require the thought -of Mary's
havin~ kept, not of her continuing
to keep, the ointment. For to the

mind of Jesus the day of evrn<f,ia.<Tµo~
was then present ; and besides the
ointment was already poured out,
and could no longer be kept. But
such a rendering both there and in
the passage before us is, to say th~
least, exceedingly doubtful: and, if
the relation of the clauses we have
given above be accepted, not required.
Comp. \Veiss, Hebriier
Brief, p. 74 ; and see further on
the whole passage Prof. A. B.
Davidson in the Expositor, 3rd
Ser. ix. p. I 55 ff., and Prof. Milligan
in the Homiletic Review, Aug. and
Sept. 1893.

CHAPTER VI
THE SON AS HIGH-PRIEST ,

WE have seen what is our writer's view of the Person
of the Son; and how consequently he presents Him to
us as superior alike to the angels, and to Moses, honourable as was the position of both as mediators under the
Old Covenant. We pass now to his third and most
important comparison, the comparison, namely, between
the Son the true High-priest of men, and the highpriests of the house of Levi.
The comparison is, in a special sense, characteristic
of the Epistle. Nowhere else in the New Testament
are the titles Priest or High-priest applied to Christ,
though the underlying thought is to be found, more
particularly in the Johannine writings. 1
In stating
and developing therefore this aspect of the Saviour's
Person, the writer renders a signal service to the cause
of Christian truth, and one which in itself demands
for his Epistle the closest attention. It was by it, as
is well known, that Luther was specially attracted to
the Epistle ; 2 and it is still upon those passages in it
which reveal to us "a merciful and faithful Highpriest," "touched with the feeling of our infirmities,"
and "able to save to the uttermost them that draw near
1 Comp. John xvii. 19; Apoc.
i. 13.
2
"Eine ausbiindige feine Epistel,
die vom Priesterthum Christi meis-

terlich und grlindlich aus der Schrift
redet." Walch, Ausg. Thi. xiv. p.
147.
101
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unto God through Him" (c. ii. 17; iv. 15; vii. 25), that
the majority of readers nowadays most fondly dwell.
All then that our writer has to tell us regarding
Christ's High-priesthood must be most carefully considered. And it will put us at the proper point of
view for understanding his teaching, if we keep clearly
before us that this truth is not only a new truth to us,
as readers of the New Testament, but that it was also
at the time a new truth to the first readers of the
Epistle themselves. They were, as we have already
seen, believers in Christ; they trusted in His atoning
work for their salvation; but they had apparently
never been accustomed to regard that work as a
priestly work. 1 And yet, as the writer sees, it is just
this aspect of it which ought to appeal most to them
brought up, as they have been, under the influence of
the priestly ritual of the Old Testament. If only he
can show to them how in Christ they have a Highpriest of an altogether pre-eminent character, they can
no longer have any excuse for lingering looks backward, but will be led to press forward resolutely to the
perfection, which is offered to them in Him.
The appropriateness and power of this view of
Christianity are thus undeniable. At the same time
its novelty and magnitude make the writer careful not
to introduce it all at once, and it is very instructive
to notice how gradually he prepares his readers for it.
Thus, though in his opening summary Christ's work
as Priest is clearly pointed to in the words, "when
He had made purification of sins " ( c. i. 3), the word
itself is not used. And though it is abruptly introduced
in c. ii. 17, "a merciful and faithful High-priest in things
pertaining to God," and again in c. iii. 1, "the Apostle

ne'W also to
its readers,

and conse•
quently
,r,·adually
introduced.

1 See this well brought out by

Dr. Bruce, Expositor, 3rd Ser. Yii.
p. 169f.
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and High-priest of our confession, even Jesus," it is
not dwelt upon until, by means of more familiar
comparisons, the writer has raised the Hebrews' mind
to a proper sense of the greatness of their Christian
privileges. No sooner, however, has he done so, than
he boldly strikes the keynote of all that is to follow
in the words: "Having then a great High-priest, who
hath passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of
God, let us hold fast our confession" (c.,iv, 14).
To the enforcing of this truth then, alike on its
doctrinal and practical sides, the remainder of the
Epistle may be said to be devoted.
But in the
meantime we are concerned with the writer's argument,
only in so far as it deals with the High-priestly Person
of the Son, an argument which is in the main dealt
with in the section extending from c. iv. 14 to c. vii. 28,
and in which two points stand prominently out The
first is, that the High-priesthood of the Son is marked
by the general qualifications which distinguish all highpriesthood ; and the second, that in addition it possesses
certain features altogether peculiar to it, for that it is a
High-priesthood after the order of Melchizedek When
we have seen what our writer has to teach us on these
two points, we shall be ready to answer two questions
which naturally suggest themselves regarding the Son's
High-priesthood as a whole-(1) Was He always a
High-priest after the order of Melchizedek? or, Could
He be said to have belonged at any time to the order
of Aaron? and (2) When did His High-priesthood
proper begin?

Chap. vi.

Points to be
considered,

1

I. The Son's general qualifications for the Highpriestly Office.
We turn then to the Son's general qualifications for
the High-priestly office, and here we find that the

! r.
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writer proceeds at once to remind his readers, whose
acquaintance with the nature of the high-priestly office
in general enabled them thoroughly to understand his
argument, that the first and greatest qualification of
every high-priest is that he be appointed by God
to his office. 1 The honour of representing his fellowmen, and of mediating for them before God, is one
which no man can take to himself. Himself sinful, his
right of approach to God can only be the result of
Divine favour, and of a direct call thereto by God
Himself. It was so in the case of Aaron (Ex. xxviii. 1):
it must be so in the case of "every high-priest, being
taken from among men."
But while this is the main point, the high-priest
whom God appoints must also be fitted for his office,
and that fitness consists in this, that he shall be able to
"bear gently with the ignorant and erring" (r1$·p101ra0d,)
on whose behalf he is to act. This sympathy is not
indeed his action as high-priest: it is what enables
him so to act-his qualification for his office. And
accordingly, in connexion with this thought, the important words of c. v. 3 are introduced, "And by reason
thereof is bound, as for the people, so also for himself,
to offer for sins" ; where the object is, not to tell us
that every high-priest must offer for his own sins, as
well as for the people's, for such a statement would
destroy the analogy when we apply it to Christ, but
to tell us, that the provision of the law, demanding on
the part of the high-priest an offering not for the
people only, but for himself, and his house, is a proof
1 That this is the main point, and
thatthe "calledofGod,"and "sympathy with men" do not, as is
generally asserted, form two parallei qualifications is proved by (I)
the prominence given to "is ap1 pointed" in c. v, I ; (2) the return

lo the same truth in ver. 4 at the
close of the statement, with the
appeal to the example of Aaron;
and (3) the introduction of the sympathy in ver. 2 not in an independent
statement, but in a subordinate
clause.
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that he and the people occupied the same ground, and
that, amidst all the wonderful glory of his priesthood
on the Day of Atonement, he was yet in reality as one
of them. To his office as appointed by God, he thus
came with the spirit of sympathy.
Up to this point, everything has been said in relation
to the general nature of all high-priesthood. But now
the writer goes on to show that these same qualifications are fulfilled in the case of Christ, and he takes
them in the same order. 1
The principal statement is contained in ver. 5 : "So
the Christ also glorified not Himself to be made a
High-priest," 2 where its proper emphasis must be given
to the official title here bestowed upon the Son, " the
Christ." In Himself the Son, perfectly sinless, could
at all times draw near to God, but in undertaking a
new function, such as the representation of sinful men,
He too required a special commission. It must fall in
with the Divine purposes that He should so represent
man, and therefore He could only do so in response to
a distinct call from God. 3
The proof of this call the writer finds in two
passages from the Book of Psalms, both of which were
treated by the Jews as Messianic. In the first passage
there is no direct mention of the Priesthood ; but the

Chap. vi.

1 The chiastic division of vv. l-IO,
so much in favour, by which vv. 5, 6
correspond to ver. 4, the Divine
call, and vv. 7-10 to vv. 1-3, the
human sympathy, may be altogether
set aside. As before the main point
is, that Christ is appointed by God
to His office, and this is developed
in precisely the same manner as the
writer has just described the appointment of every high-priest: (r) the
emphatic appointment by God, vv.
5, 6; (2) the reiteration of the
same truth strengthened by an
appeal to Scripture, ver. IO; and (3)

the sympathy introduced in a subordinate clause, vv. 7-9.
2 Note
ioo~a,n in contrast to
r.aµ(,avEL r71v nµ,71v of ver. 4. What
to other high - priests was an
"honour," to Christ was a "glory."
3 Comp. c. ii. 17, "High-priest in
things pertaining to God"; where
the last words show that it was in
the performance of that which was
necessary towards God, and not in
priestly privileges towards man,
that the essence of Christ's Priesthood lay (comp. von Soden, HandCo111m. p. 30).

These quali~
fications
/ul.fil/cd in
Christ.

(1) He 1uas
divinely
called.
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Christ is brought before us as One whom God can
address as:
"Thou art My Son,
This day have I begotten Thee." 1

And the recurrence of the words in this connexion is
an interesting corroboration of how closely in the
writer's mind Sonship and Priesthood are connected. 2
It is as the Son that Christ has all the qualifications
fitting Him to be High-priest. In His Divine and
human natures, He combines all that is essential to
perfect mediation between God and man. His relation
of Sonship makes His appointment to the Priesthood
natural and possible. 3
And not only so, but in yet another particular the
writer's use of this Psalm in present circumstances is
very instructive. Psalm ii. speaks of Christ as King;
but God, who constituted Him King, made Him also
Priest, and the proof that He was made Priest is here
found in words that originally made King. It is therefore not only as Priest, but as King-Priest that He is
thus brought before us.
And so in the second quotation, it is still Christ in
His kingly, as well as His priestly dignity whom our
writer is thinking of, as he recalls how God addresses
Him in Ps. ex. 4:
" Thou art a Priest for ever
After the order of M elchizedek " (c. v. 6 ).

The words, as we shall see again, are of the greatest
possible importance in enabling us to understand the
V. 5 ; I's. ii. 7.
Only a filial priest can satisfy
the idea of a priest." Maurice, Tlze
Ep. to tlze Hebrews, p. 50.
3 It is not meant however that
Christ's Priesthood is "co.:eval
with " or " inherent in" His SonI

C.

2 "

ship (as Bruce), or "involved" in
it (as Alford).
Such an a p,-iori
method of conception is, as Dr.
Davidson has pointed out, wholly
foreign to the Epistle ( Comm. p.
III).
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view our writer takes of the nature of Christ's High- Chap. vi.
priesthood ; but in the meantime he notes them
only as an emphatic proof that Christ did not take
His Priesthood upon Himself, but that it was conferred
upon Him by the direct word or act of God. And
then satisfied that his readers will accept this proof,
he proceeds at once to his next point, that again, as
in the case of other high-priests, our High-priest "in
the days of His flesh" has been divinely prepared for
the work to which He has been called.
" Son though He was " He "learned obedience by (2) He was
divinely
the things which He suffered" (c. v. 8). It is not prepared.
meant of course that the disposition of obedience was .
ever wanting to Christ. We have already learned
that He was "without sin" ( c. iv. I 5), and it is impos- i
sible therefore to imagine that His learning obedience
consisted in acquiring a spirit of obedience not hitherto I
possessed. In conformity rather with the whole drift i
of the passage, the meaning can only be that, as man i
is a sufferer, our Lord entered in to his sufferings by
sufferings of His own (these being also divinely [
appointed), so as practically to learn what human i
needs are. Christ's sufferings are therefore still re- '
garded under the most general aspect. There is no
thought of their vicariousness, or of their direct influence upon the sins of men. The argument simply
is :-A man suffers, and needs a sympathizing highpriest to help him: sympathy can only be thoroughly
felt by one who has himself also suffered: Christ
therefore, though Son of God, so entered in to our
suffering state, as to be able to sympathize.
And that His oneness with us was complete, two
subordinate clauses still further illustrate-( I) " Having
offered up prayers and' supplications with strong crying and tears unto Him that was able to save Him
1
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out of death," and (2) "Having been heard for His
godly fear."
The language of the first clause naturally suggests
the scene in Gethsemane, and is often supposed to
refer exclusively to it. But the mention of "the loud
cry" recalling the '' cried with a loud voice" on the
Cross (Matt. xxvii. 46, 50), and "the tears," of which
we do not hear at Gethsemane, though they meet us
elsewhere in the Saviour's life (Luke xix. 41 ; John
xi. 35), suggest a wider application. 1 But whatever
the exact reference of the " prayers" here spoken of,
the important point to notice regarding them is, that
they are addressed to Him" that was able to save Him
out of death," and not "from death" (r.po; ,,-1,v ouvafu)ov
O'w~eiv a:,.rov h
&av& ..ou ).
Christ is thus represented as
praying, not that death may be averted, but that He
may be saved "out of it," when it comes-brought,
that can only be, to the glory and honour which are
to be His on the full accomplishment of that work, of
which His death formed a necessary part. 2 It may be
objected that it is difficult to conceive of our Lord as
praying for what He must have known would certainly
be His. But is it not the very essence of that personal
trust in God which lies at the bottom of sympathy
with others, that it leads us to cast ourselves upon God
with earnest or even impassioned prayer, not so much
1 The word used for " offered
up," 1rpo<J'eve-yKas (c. v. 7), cannot
be passed oYer.
Occurring very
frequently in this Epistle it is
always used elsewhere in a sacrificial sense (except in c. xii. 7,
which is not in point), and it must
therefore have that sense here. No
real parallel howeYer is intended
between Christ's prayers and tears,
as His offering for Himself, and
the high-priest's offering for himself (as Hofmann, Schriftbeweis,

ii. p. 399). To introduce such a
thought is to forget the main object
of the whole passage, namely, the
showing how Christ was prepared
to be the High-priest we need,
One who can effect all, including
offering, that a priest on our behalf
is required to do.
2 Moulton draws attention to the
striking correspondence of the petition thus understood, and St. Peter's
quotation of Ps. xvi. ro in Acts
ii. 24 ff. ( Comm. in !oc. ).
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that He will grant us one particular petition, as that
He will completely carry out in our case that will of
His which is perfect love, as well as perfect wisdom?
The whole frame of mind here brought before us is
thus that which we find in our Lord's own words:
" Therefore doth the Father love Me, because I lay
down My life, that I may take it again. No one taketh
it away from Me, but I lay it down of Myself. I have
power to lay it down, and I have power to take it
again. This commandment received I from My Father"
(John x. 17, 18).
Besides it is to be observed that the prayers of our
Lord are answered-" Having been heard for His godly
fear." 1 The writer has no thought of prayers which
are in part answered, and in part not.
Nor is the j
"being heard" a mere fact of which we may well be!
told, and the omission of which would leave the reasoning intact. It is in itself part of the discipline through
which our Lord passed, which confirmed His trust in I
God, and which, made known to us, is our guarantee
that He to whom our thoughts are directed can
sympathize with us in a way so effectual, as to bring
to us the deliverance which He Himself experienced.
Christ's general qualifications for the office of Priesthood are thus established. The voice of prophecy had
proclaimed what He was to be. Through discipline
and training He had become what He had been
1 Elo-aKovo-0eLs ci1rO rfjs eVXaf3eias.
Weiss (Hebriier Brief, p. 137), who
confines the prayer to deliverance
''from" death, is compelled to
understand ev'/\a.f3e,a as meaning
fear, such fear as the thought of
death awakens, while the answer
is deliverance from that fear (von
dem Grauen vor dem Tode); but
this is contrary to the regular usage
of the word and its cognates in

the N.T., which have always the
thought of a careful and reverent
piety of disposition associated with
them. The preposition ,bro in the
sense which it then bears here is
abundantly justified by Matt. xh-.
26; Luke xxi. 26; xxiv. 41;
passages which also show that the
pronoun auroD, said by Weiss to be
necessary to the rendering now
defended, may be dispensed with.
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designed to be.
And in consequence He had been,
so the writer skilfully sums up his preceding argument,
and prepares the way for what is to follow, "named,"
or rather "saluted" (,;;po11ayopwO,,f;) of God a High-priest
after the order of Melchizedek.
So conscious however is he still of the difficulty he
will have in bringing home this truth of the Melchizedekean Priesthood to the Hebrews in their present
dull state, that, before enforcing it, he turns aside once
more, and in a long practical exhortation (c. v. 1 rvi. 20) impresses upon his readers the need of abandoning "milk," the food of babes, for "the solid food,"
which he has now to offer as alone suitable for fullgrown men, those, that is, who have reached the
maturity of their powers (ri1.,foJV, c. v. 14). Nor is he
afraid, so he continues with that exquisite mingling of
reproof and encouragement, which characterizes all his
appeals, to offer this solid food to them.
For, notwithstanding all their backwardness, he rejoices to
think that the Hebrews have not yet fallen into the
state of those who have deliberately apostatized, and
whom it is impossible to renew to repentance, so long
as they thus continue to crucify to themselves the Son
of God afresh, and put Him to an open shame. 1 On
the contrary their general Christian activity and love
are to him proof of the "better things" of which they
are capable, if they will only show "the same diligence
in respect to the fulness of the hope," in respect, that
is, to the inner as contrasted with the outer life. And
it is in order to help them to this, that he reminds
them of the illustrious example afforded them by their
1 C. vi. 6, civaa-ravpoVvral . . .
, 1rapao£<-yµari[ovras.
The present
participles (as contrasted with the
definite past act of apostasy 1rapa1 1reCJonas) bring out the moral cause

'
I

of the impossibility of renewal.
" It is impossible to renew . . .
the while they crucify" (R. Y.
margin), or "if they persist in
crucifying."
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great ancestor Abraham who," having patiently endured
obtained the promise" ( c. vi. I 5)-a promise further,
which has been confirmed by an oath. For just as in
every dispute of man's what finally settles the matter
is the oath,1 so God, in His anxiety to leave nothing
undone, that according to the nature of man might
lead him to the desired end," mediated "-condescended
to sist Himself as one of the parties to the covenant
-" with an oath ( i,u,rri,wm op%<f )." Let them see to it
then, that they "lay hold of the hope'' set before
them, a hope both "sure and stedfast," because it
enters within the veil, and which so enters because,
and the skill with which the writer catches up once
more the thread of his main argument which had been
interrupted at c. v. 1 I is very noteworthy, "as forerunner
there entered for us Jesus, having become a Highpriest for ever after the order of Melchizedek" ( c. vi. :
I 8-20).

IIl
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II. The Son a High-priest after the order of
Melchizedek.
We are ready now to turn to our writer's second great
truth regarding our Lord's High-priestly Person, namely,
that He is a High-priest after the order of Melchizedek.
It is a truth of which he offers no proof, beyond reaffirming the statement that He is so described in Ps.
ex. where it is witnessed of Him:
" Thou art a priest for ever
After the order of Melchizedek" (c. vii. 17).

He knows that for his readers, with their belief in the
Divine permanence of the Old Testament Scriptures,
this will be proof enough. And accepting the fact there1

C. vi. 16, 1repas ds f3ef3alw,nv o
Note the emphatic position

opKos.

of o opKos at the end of the sentence.

r. Tlze
nature of
the Melchizedel..·ean
Priestlzood.
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fore as incontestable, he sets himself in c. vii. to unfold
its significance,
From its important bearing upon the whole argument
of the Epistle, we shall have to examine this chapter
somewhat in detail. And in doing so it will be necessary to keep clearly before us the following points : ( 1) That in the writer's mind the important point
about Melchizedek is the nature of his personality, what
is described as his" order." No special stress is laid upon
his priestly ministry or acts. These are rather regarded
as being substantially the same in all priests, and any
special significance they may possess in Melchizedek's
case can only result from the order of him who performs
them.
(2) That the order of Melchizedek is viewed not
merely as superior to the order of Aaron or Levi, but as
an order which in its fundamental characteristics is essentially different. A priest "after the likeness of Melchizedek" is " another," that is a "different," priest (irpav;
fr,po;), seeing that his priesthood rests upon a wholly
different basis, not "the law of a carnal commandment,"
but" the power of an indissoluble life" (c. vii. I 5, 16).
(3) That in illustrating this, it is not the actual, the
historic Melchizedek, regarding whom the writer argues,
but Melchizedek, as he stands before us in the Scripturerecord, interpreted not only in the light of what is said
about him, but also of what is not said. How indeed
could the writer have presented the leading particulars
of the priesthood of Melchizedek otherwise than negatively? To have ascribed positively to Melchizedek the
spiritual, heavenly, and ever-living qualifications, which
belong to Him whom he foreshadowed, would have been
to change the shadow into the substance. He could
only gain his end by fixing on certain points in the
history of Melchizedek, regarding which Scripture was
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silent, and which might be used therefore to prepare us Chap. vi.
for grasping the full positive truth.I Melchizedek is
thus not first in possessing certain characteristics which
the High-priest of the New Testament afterwards possessed. Christ is first. Melchizedek is compared with
Him: not He with Melchizedek. 2 It is Christ who is ]
clothed with the eternal qualifications exhibited in a .
shadowy manner in the king-priest of the days of
Abraham. To the Christian High-priest belongs essentially, ideally, and in the mind of God, from the moment
when He resolved to constitute for Himself a seed of
Abraham, the High-priesthood of humanity.
Keeping then these points before us let us turn to the The Scrijtun: porScripture portrait of Melchizedek, as the writer recalls it trait of
Afelchizedek.
to us:" For this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of
God Most High, who met Abraham returning from
the slaughter of the kings, and blessed him, to
whom also Abraham divided a tenth part of all
(being first, by interpretation, King of righteousness, and then also King of Salem, which is, King
of peace; without father, without mother, without
genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor
end of life, but made like unto the Son of God),
abideth a priest continually" (c. vii. r-3).
The description is taken in the main from the LXX
version of Gen. xiv.; and though a number of different
particulars may seem to enter into it, there can be no
doubt that the writer's main point is contained in the
statement " Melchizedek . . . abideth a priest continually." 3 To that everything else in the sentence is sub1 Reuss goes the length of saying
that to our writer "the record in
Genesis was not a narrative, but a
doctrinal statement" (Hist. ofClzris.
7'/zeol. ii. p. 248); but it is sufficient
8

to say that he treated it typically and
ideally.
2
Seep. 75.
3 Eis ro i'i,71veKes. In c. vi, 20 the
expression for eternal duration is €ls

Heisa
priest "far
C7.ler."
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And his
,Priesthood
isfierther
(,) royal;

(2) personal;

ordinated. We shall however deprive the words of much
of their meaning, if we think that all that is meant is the
endlessness in point of time of Melchizedek's priesthood.
That no doubt is included; but, in accordance with the
whole teaching of the Epistle, in the thought of eternity
is included the thought of spirituality, finality. To be a
priest "for ever" is to be freed from all the limitations
and weaknesses which beset the ordinary priests of
earth. And it is with the object of further enforcing this
. that the other points mentioned are introduced.
(1) Thus, with regard to Melchizedek's person, on the
only occasions when he is brought before us in Scripture,
he appears as king as well as priest. The very name
Melchizedek- and to Jews to whom the name was
accompanied by the thought of the Divine history and
destiny of the person or place to whom it belonged there
would be nothing strange in such an argument 1 -meant
"King of righteousness" ; while as King of Salem, he
was also " King of peace." The rule of the king-priest
thus shadowed forth the very two qualities under which
Psalmist and Prophet had announced the highest form
of rule, the rule of the Messiah. 2 And not only so, but
their very order was significant. "First" King of righteousness, and "then also" King of peace. Because he
, reigned in righteousness, he reigned also in peace.
I (2) But the glory of Melchizedek's person is seen
further in this, that he was "without father, without
mother, without genealogy," where the last term explains the true sense in which the first two are to be
1

rov alwva, and the difference be-

tween the l wo expressions seems to
be, that in the latter we have
; brought before us the idea of eternity in its oneness and absoluteness,
: as a whole, while the former rather
· j suggests that idea of eternity which
. is gained by eliminating the conI ception of any close lo the succes-

sion of the parts by which it is constituted (comp. x. 1, 12, 14, the only
other passages of the N.T. where
the phrase is met with).
1 Comp. John i. 38, 41, 42; ix. 7.
2 Righteousness Ps. lxxii. 3 ;
lxxxv. 10-12; Isa. ix. 7; xxxii. 1,
17, etc. Peace--Ps. lxxii. 7; Isa,
ix. 6; l\Iic. v. 5, etc.
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taken. In contrast with the members of the Levitical
priesthood, whose line of descent had to be traced with
the utmost care, an Aaronic descent on the father's side,
3:n Israelitish on the mother's (comp. Ezra ii. 61 f.), while
such as could not produce their " register among those
that were reckoned by genealogy" were " deemed polluted, and put from the priesthood" (Neh. vii. 64). Melchizedek needed no register to justify his claims. These
rested upon God's own appointment of him in a way
that showed that he was independent of all the arrangements in the case of ordinary men. 1 The mere circumstance that he was fatherless or motherless, supposing
for a moment that it could be predicated of anyone not
Divine, would have been insufficient to establish the
writer's point, for this is not the manner of Melchizedek's
birth, but the manner of his appearing in the priesthood.
It may be thought indeed that, were this all that was
intended, mention of his want of genealogy would have
been enough. But this is not all. The writer is concerned to find in him not simply a legitimate, but an
eternal priest. And so he avails himself of the fact that,
as the Book of Genesis tells us nothing of his genealogy,
so it tells us nothing of his father or mother; and thus
brings him before us as if he stepped out of another, and
eternal world.
(3) And if so, we can at once understand how he can
further be spoken of as " having neither beginning of
<lays, nor end of life." 2 Suddenly and mysteriously he
1 The thought of this Divine appointment clearly underlies the
emphatic reference to "God Most
High" (ver. I). For this designation
as applied to God, comp. l\Iark v. 7 ;
Acts xvi. I 7; and for its significance see
the interesting discussion by Plumptre in his Biblical Studies, p. I 7 ff.
2

M,jre apx1Jv 71µ,epwv µ,fJre i"wi/s

re'/\os lxwv.

The remarkable varia-

lion of language may perhaps be
due to the fact that the thought of
succession, and therefore of a possible termination to the succession,
belongs to the word "days," so
that after it has been used, it becomes desirable to substitute the
word " life,'' to the deeper meaning
of which the idea of endlessness
belongs.

I I
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appears before us: as suddenly and mysteriously he
passes out of our sight. So far as the Scripture-record
is concerned, he appears before us as a " timeless"
being, of whom neither birth nor death can be predicated, in this again "made like unto the Son of God."
Up to this moment the greatness of Melchizedek in
his own person has been the leading thought, but that
is by no means sufficient to answer the purposes of the
sacred writer. The Hebrew Christians addressed might
have said, " Melchizedek was no doubt a great priest ;
but the economy of the Law had also priests whose
appointment had a Divine validity. It does not follow
therefore that we are to turn wholly from them to the
priest of another, and we admit of a nobler order."
In answer to this state of mind, it is not enough to
say with the commentators generally, that we now
enter upon a proof of the superior nature of the priesthood of Melchizedek to that of Aaron. Such superiority
is indeed implied in the argument, or may rather be
said to be taken advantage of for its purpose. But the
real point is, not that the priesthood of Melchizedek is
superior to that of Aaron, but tha:t in its essential
characteristics it is entirely different. Nothing therefore
that this writer says is intended unduly to disparage
the Levitical priests. On the contrary, he reminds his
readers of their dignity, as he records how according to
law they have the privilege of tithing conferred upon
them, a privilege all the greater when it is kept in view
that those thus tithed were their "brethren," who might
be supposed to possess the same rights as themselves;
while the lofty nature of the brotherhood was still
further implied in the common descent from the
patriarch Abraham.
But, great though this dignity
thus was, Melchizedek stood on a still loftier footing.
For though his "genealogy is not counted from them,"

Melchizedek
stands
therefore on
an entirely
different
.footing .from
the Lem"tical
priests.
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though he had no connexion with this priestly caste,
and stood therefore outside the special enactment, he
nevertheless exercised the same priestly duties of
tithing and blessing.
And not only so, but he exercised them towards
Abraham himself, and that at no ordinary moment in
the patriarch's history. 1 At the very time rather when_
Abraham appears before us in the full magnanimity of
his character, and in all the greatness· of triumph,
Melchizedek met him, and having received tithes,
proceeded to exercise towards him his most priestly
act. " He blessed him " : not with an ordinary blessing,
or one in which he only "assumed the position of a
superior," but with that official blessing which as priest
he was authorized and empowered to give, a blessing
doubtless similar in substance, though it may have
been different in words, to that afterwards committed
to the priests of Israel (Num, vi. 24 ff.). To the writer
of the Epistle therefore, the giving of this blessing
must have seemed the highest and most priestly act,
and the fact that he mentions it alone, omitting all
notice of the bringing forth of bread and wine (Gen.
xiv. 18), is sufficient to show that this latter act was
not regarded by him as in itself priestly.
Nor is this all. While the Levitical priests are
mortal men, Melchizedek is " one of whom it is
witnessed that he liveth. And, so to say, through
Abraham even Levi, who receiveth tithes, hath been
tithed (o,ikx.a..r,mu); for he was yet in the loins of his
father when Melchizedek met him." The argument is
apt to appear to us, it must be admitted, at first sight

Chap. vi.

1 In the original /, 1raTp,6.px71•
occupies the emphatic place at the
end of the sentence-" unto whom
Abraham gave a tenth out of the
chief spoils-and lie the patriarch "

(c. vii. 4). "A whole argument
about the dignity of Abraham is
condensed into the position of one
emphatic word." Farrar (in loc.),
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somewhat fanciful ; but if we keep clearly before us
that the main point which the writer desires to illustrate
is the everlasting nature of Melchizedek's priesthood,
we can better appreciate its force. As the father of
the faithful, Abraham included all his descendants in
himself. Levi, therefore, coming out of the loins of
him who was at once his earthly and his spiritual
father, and showing by the course that he pursued that
he adopted and approved his father's action, might thus
be said to have in Abraham paid tithes to Melchizedek,
and in so doing made ever fresh acknowledgment that
he was rendering homage to a priest superior and more
enduring than himself.
It is thus a very remarkable picture which the writer
: conjures up before us. He beholds generation after
• generation of the Levitical priests during the whole
period of the Mosaic economy passing before him, and
exercising the privileges of their divinely-appointed
order. Each generation is maintained by its tithe ;
and as, man after man, each member of the priesthood
dies, another steps into his place, claims his rights, and
is honoured with the cheerful submission of the people
to his claims. But in the midst of all this change,
exalted above all this frailty, he beholds another figure,
a venerable priest of an altogether different kind, not
indeed the real Melchizedek of flesh and blood, but the
Melchizedek who is the shadow of the coming Highpriest of God's final dispensation of grace, floating as it
were in a heavenly, not an earthly, atmosphere, and
receiving tithe from the father of the faithful of all
ages, not dying, not changing, expressing the idea of
an eternal world, by which that dying world was even
then surrounded, and which was in due time to super. sede it by the actual manifestation of Him of whom
those shadows spoke.

Remarkable
nature of

the picture
thus presented.
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The glory of Melchizedek, in whom might be seen
the shadow of the glory of the heavenly High-priest
of the New Testament dispensation, has now been fully
illustrated and explained. It has been taken for granted
throughout, that this heavenly High-priest is the one,
the. true, the eternal Priest whom Melchizedek only
shadowed forth, bringing before us in the shadow the
outline of the reality. To point out the superiority of
the shadow to the Levitical priesthood has not been, as
we have noticed before and notice again, the writer's
main object. He has rather introduced illustrations of
that superiority in order to show that the Priesthood of
Christ, to whom Melchizedek pointed, was of a different
kind from that of those of the tribe of Levi who were
priests. And the same line of thought is pursued in the
verses upon which we now enter. No proof is offered
that the Levitical priestly service ought to have passed
away. It has passed away, and all that the writer is
concerned with is, to bring out the different and higher
character of the Priesthood by which it has been superseded. Could the readers of the Epistle be brought to
realize this, they would not me!"ely be preserved from
the danger of falling back ; but, what was of far
greater importance, they would, in view of the glorious
character of the new dispensation, gladly allow themselves to be borne forward into all its depths of spiritual
meaning.
( 1) And the first mark of the Melchizedekean Priesthood of Christ in this connexion is, that it is a new
Priesthood. In itself that may not seem to us at first
sight very significant; but when we remember the
relation in which, according to our Epistle, the
priesthood stands to the law, its full force will
be at once recognised. For it is upon the priesthood as a basis or foundation that " the law hath been

Chap. vi.
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given," 1 and consequently any change in the priesthood
I brings with it a corresponding change of law. But such
a change can only have been permitted for very imperative reasons. And it must have been because the
Levitical priesthood as founded upon and embodying
the law, has failed in accomplishing the end of all
priesthood, "a bringing to perfection," 2 an intimate and
close state of communion between man and God, that
another Priest hath arisen who from the very nature
of the case cannot have had any connexion with the
Aaronic priesthood.
For, looking at Him even in His human descent, in
that Personality in which He entered upon His priestly
functions, the circumstances of His case forbade -it. It
was essential to the constitution of the Aaronic priest
that he should belong to the tribe of Levi. No one,
not belonging to that tribe, could give, or in point of
fact ever gave, attendance at the altar. Christ therefore,
not belonging to that tribe, could not, according to the
Divine order verified by fact, have discharged any
priestly function of an Old Testament dispensation.
He "belongeth to," or better, as bringing out the
voluntary assumption of humanity underlying the word,
"hath partaken of" 3 another tribe: "out of Judah hath
our Lord sprung" (c. vii. 14).
(2) But not only is Christ's High-priesthood thus
new in point of outward descent; it is also new in
principle, indissoluble. For while the Levitical priest
1

1

'E,r' ailri)s vevoµo0fr71ra, ( c. vii.

l l), where the perfect tense brings

out not so much that '' the Law is
regarded as still in force" (Westcott), an admission inconsistent
with the argument, but that the
idea of the law has a permanent
position in the Divine plan, or is an
essential part of the development of
God's purpose for our salvation.

2 Te;\e/w,ns (c. vii. !I)-less perfection absolutely, than the process
by which man is carried on to perfection. Comp. Luke i. 45.
3 MerE<TX'l)KEV.
The word denotes
not merelv an external, but an
internal ~nd close connexion.
Comp. c. ii. 14; v. 13; l Cor. x.
17, 21 ; and see note l, p. 94.
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is made "after the law of a carnal commandment," the i
Melchizedekean High-priest is made " after the power
of an indissoluble life." 1 Each particular in the contrast
thus suggested is full of meaning. The Levitical priest
owes his appointment to a" law," a norm or rule, something outside of him, and which determines the kind of
priest he will be. But the Priest after the likeness of
Melchizedek has been made according to a "power," a
power which is inherent in Him, and to which consequently His Priesthood corresponds. Further, the law
regulating the appointment of the one is "carnal," or
rather" fleshen." 2 For no idea of moral blame attaches
itself to the word, but simply the want of spiritual,
heavenly, and eternal power, which is characteristic of
"flesh," as representing the things of this world alone,
in contrast with " spirit," as representing the things of
the world to come, of the kingdom of God. It is the
changing that is thought of as opposed to the unchanging, the temporal as opposed to the eternal. 3
Whereas the power out of which the Melchizedekean
Priesthood springs is the power of an " indissoluble "
life, not merely "endless," but" indissoluble" ( charnA6rou ),
in the sense that it can never be checked or overcome
in the execution of the task committed to it. A
Priesthood possessed of such life cannot change as the
world changes, or be conquered by the death which
reigns over all things.

Chap. vi.

c.

1
vii. 16, as- oU Kara 115µ011
cvro)\i)s ffapKiv7JS "(E"(OVfV d,)\)\a, KaTa
ovvaµ,v i'wfis aKaTaAVTOV.
~ "J;apKiVTJS. The adjective ffapK<vos

occurs only here in this Epistle, but
is found in Rom. vii. 14; r Cor.
iii. I ; 2 Cor. iii. 3, and is to be carefully distinguished from ffapK<Kas,
fleshly or fleshlike. See Trench,
New.. Test. SJ'110ll)'llls, 2nd Ser.
~

~

XXll.

3 To limit the word, with Weiss,
to the thought of family descent is
to deprive of any proper force the
" more abundantly evident " of
ver. I 5, for the import of such descent has already been exhausted.
While, with Keil, to refer it only to
such outward things as the clothing,
anointing, bodily requirements of/
the priests, is to lose any proper
contrast to "indissoluble."
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Considerable difference of opinion exists among
commentators as to what particular time in our Lord's
life the word "indissoluble" is to be applied, whether
to His life as Eternal Son, or to His life after His
Glorification.
And though the latter view seems to
fall in naturally with much of the other teaching of
the Epistle, and has received the support of many
weighty names,1 the former seems upon the whole
correct. 2 We have before us One of whom, as in the
case of Melchizedek, we cannot predicate either "beginning of days or end of years." His life is life in
its highest and most perfect sense, and it preceded
His appointment to the Priesthood, just as the "commandment" preceded the appointment of the sons of
Aaron to their priesthood. It must therefore be a life
which did not begin with the Resurrection and Ascension, but which was self-existent, independent, and
eternal with reference to the past as well as to the
future.
It does not however follow, to advert for a moment
to a point that will meet us again, that because our
Lord was from eternity, and therefore also during
His sojourn upon earth, in possession of the indissoluble life which was an essential element of a perfect
Priesthood, that He was therefore alike before His
Incarnation, and between His Incarnation and Glorification, Priest. Professor Davidson has pointed out
that the expression '' bath become" ( 1+11,1,~) priest
points to an historical event, the tense further implying
that the state then initiated continues. Besides this it
is to be remembered that the possession of Divinity
: alone does not make a perfect priest. It is an essential

I
i

I It is the Yiew of Hofmann, Delitzsch, Moll, Keil, Kurtz, Alford.
"It is the Yiew of ]{iehm (/,ehr-

begi-i{f, p. 458), Liinemann, \\'eiss,
\\'estcott, Moulton.
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requisite, but it must be accompanied by humanity, Chap. vi.
and, if it is to be perfect, by that humanity also
perfected. The question as to the time at which our
Lord entered on His Priesthood is thus not determined
by the admission that the life here spoken of is eternal:
it can only be settled on other considerations. All in
the meantime that we learn is, that Christ's Highpriesthood is conditioned by His inherent nature, "the
indissoluble life" which is His, with the inevitable
consequence that "there takes place (yivErn,) on the
one hand, a disannulling of a commandment going
before on account of its weakness and unprofitableness
(for the law made nothing perfect); and, on the other
hand, a bringing in thereupon of a better hope, through
which we draw nigh to God" (c. vii. 18, 19).
(3) Moreover, as "not apart from the taking of an . (3) immutable.
oath" ( o~ xwpi; op;t.w,11,0<1ia;) is the bringing in of this better I
hope accomplished, we have the assurance given us '
that the Priesthood of Christ rests upon a firm and
immutable foundation. An oath stamps that to which
it is applied with the element of eternity. And the
very fact that the Levitical priesthood was appointed
without an oath was in itself a proof of its provisional
and temporary character. But it was different with
Him to whom the testimony is borne:" The Lord sware and will not repent Himself,
Thou art a Priest for ever " {c. vii. 2 l ).

The Word of God, for it is God's part in the covenant
that is spoken of, needed nothing to make it sure;
but in His great ~ood-will to man, and that He might
leave him no excuse for thinking that the covenant
might not be fulfilled, He gave in One, whose eternal
Priesthood was confirmed to Him with an oath, an
assurance that all the blessings promised in the
covenant would be bestowed. \Vith such a Priest it
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(4) inviol·
abll'.

was impossible any longer to associate the idea of
change: rather in Him, in all the glory and permanence of His exalted state, men have the "surety" 1
not only of a better Priesthood, but "of a better
covenant." In what way this covenant is better we
Ishall learn again more particularly. "For the present,
I we only know that the foundation is stronger in proportion as the oath of God reveals more fully His
sincerity and love, and renders it an easier thing for
men laden with guilt to trust the promise." 2
(4) Once more, as Christ's High-priesthood is secure
in its foundation, equally is it inviolable in its continuance. The Levitical priests "have become many
in number"; for the frailty of human life required that
in succession to one another they should occupy their
office. They could not continue, and in consequence
could offer no assurance of a life which conquers death.
But the Christian High-priest "because He abideth
for ever, bath His Priesthood inviolable (a;.apa/3arov),"
not only unchangeable in the sense of non-transferable,
but inviolable, because it cannot be overstepped, or
transgressed by another, but is in itself absolute.
Hence too, as Christ's Priesthood is complete in itself,
He is able to save completely. Nothing is left undone
that is required for a deliverance that meets every
want. 3 While the life which He bestows is a life of
which the believer can never be deprived, seeing that
He Himself ever liveth "to make intercession"; 4 not
1 'E-y-yvos (c. vii. 22).
The word
is used only here in the N. T. Bruce
thinks that there may be an allusion
to ini!;oµev of ver.19, so that we may
render l-y-yvos, the one who enszwes
permanently nearrelationswit!,God.
Expositor, 3rd Ser. x. p. 200. It
should be further noticed, that
Christ is not said here to be a
surety for man to God, the sense

in which the verse has been claimed
by the Federalist School of divines,
but a surety on behalf of God to
n1an.
2 Edwards,
The Epistle to the
Hebrews, p. 126.
3 The phrase cis ro ,ravnAes ( c.
vii. 25) occurs elsewhere in the
N. T. only in Luke xiii. I I.
4
'Evnryx;civELv. It is unfort1mate
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resting from His work as if it were over once for all, Chap. vi.
but bestowing life always and uninterruptedly, because
His own life is of that character.
Such then are the characteristics of the High-priest- , Summary
of Christ's
hood of the Son.
Before, however, he leaves the Hi~l,priestly
thought of it, the writer proceeds to show in a trium- attributes.
phant summary that the Christian High-priest, being
what He is, is completely fitted for His great work:" For such a High-priest became ~s, holy, guileless, undefiled, separated from sinners, and made
higher than the heavens" ( c. vii. 26).
And when we keep in view the light in which throughout this whole chapter our High-priest is held up to us,
as absolutely and perfectly embodying a fulness which
the Levitical high-priest did not possess, we can see
why these five particulars are selected. 1 That highpriest was required to be free from every bodily defect,
that he might represent the people in that condition
of outward and fleshy perfection, at which alone the
nature of the Old Covenant enabled it to aim. The
Christian High-priest was inwardly, spiritually holy.
The Levitical high-priest was to have a fellow-feeling
with his people, to be guileless in all his dealings with
that no better translation can be
suggested for this word, for we have
come to limit the thought of intercession entirely to prayer: while
the verb means rather to meet or
transact with one person in reference to another (comp. Westcott,
in Zoe.).
In the case of Christ
therefore, "we are to understand it
of every act by which the Son, in
deprndence on the Father, in the
Father's name, and with the perfect
concurrence of the Father, takes
His own with Him into the Father's
presence, in order that whatever He

Himself enjoys in the communications of His Father's love may become also theirs." Prof. Milligan,
The Ascension and Heavenly Priesthood of our Lord, p. 152.
1 They may be most naturally
divided, not into groups of three
and two (as Weiss, Davidson, Westcott), but of four and one, the four
referring to Christ's nature, the one
to His state. The four again divide
themselves into two groups of two
each, the first particular in each
group bringing out a relation to
God, the second a relation to man.
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them. The Christian High-priest was guileless m that
deeper
sense in which love is the fulfilling of the law.
1
The high-priest of Israel was to be absolutely free from
.I all ceremonial impurity. Christ was in the sight of
I God free from every outward and inward stain. The
; high-priest in Israel, even though taken from among
men, had, according to the later ritual, seven days before
the great Day of Atonement to remove from his own
house to a chamber in the sanctuary that he might be
separated for a time from sinful men. 1 The Christian
High-priest was, even while sharing our humanity, in
His nature completely separated from sinners. Finally,
with all his qualifications, the Levitical high-priest was
still the minister of a "worldly sanctuary." The Christian High-priest was at His Exaltation to the Priesthood, and that in His human as well as His Divine
state," made higher than the heavens." How much less
glorious then even in the midst of all his greatness was
the Jewish high-priest, and how less worthy of love
and reverence the dispensation represented by him than
that which had now come in!
But the comparison is not yet finished, and from the
personality of the Christian High-priest, the sacred writer
now turns to His work. That work is offering: but
unlike the greatest offering of Israel's greatest functionary, His one offering has a complete and for ever continuous effect. He "needeth not day by day, like those
high-priests, to offer up sacrifices, first for His own sins,
and then for the sins of the people: for this He did once
for all, when He offered up Himself." 2 It is the first

Genr:ral
reference to
lfis Higlipriestly
'work.

1

1 Oehler, Theo!. ef the Old Test.,
Eng. tr. ii. p. 45 ; and see further
appended I',' ote A, p. 162.
" C. vii. 27.
The use of the
expression "day by day "(Ka0'
fiµlpav) has occasioned difficulty,
because the high-priestly function

on the Dav of ,\tonement, which
is undoul,tcdly here referred to,
was performed not daily, but only
once a year, a fact which the
writer himself knew so well (c. ix.
7 ; x. I, 3), that the idea of an
actual mistake is wholly inapplic-
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distinct reference which we have in the Epistle to I Chap. vi.
Christ's sacrificial offering. 1 And the reason of its I
efficacy the writer finds as usual in the character of the
Christian High-priest's Personality. While the Levitical
high-priests are no more than men, the Christian Highpriest is" a Son" or" Son "-the absence of the article
drawing attention as usual to His inner-nature-" perfected for ever more" ( ,;; Tov alwvx n,,A.iw,U,ivov), fully
equipped and prepared by the experieµces through
which as Son He has passed for the accomplishment of!
His work.
i
To that work, as "the crowning point" of all our I Two Ques•
writer has to tell us, we shall turn in our next chapter. i~;~:,?uirIn the meantime it may be well to notice here briefly · sideration.
two questions regarding our Lord's High-priesthood
which are keenly discussed, and which are closely connected with the whole argument of the Epistle:I. Was our Lord ever a High-priest after the order of,
Aaron?
2. When did His High-priesthood begin?
As regards the first, we have seen repeatedly that it ,. wasour
I

1

, Lord e1 1er a

able. But neither is it sufficient to
sav that there is reason to believe
th-;,t the high-priest of Israel might,
if he chose, take part in the daily
offerings (comp. Jos. B.J11d. v. 5.
§ 7), for here it is not a matter of
pleasure but of necessity (civa-yK')V);
nor to suppose that the daily sacrifices of the priests are regarded as
combined with, or summed up in,
the great sacrifice of the Day of
Atonement, for these had no expiato1y significance, such as the
context demands. The solution of
the difficulty seems rather to lie in
close attention to the exact position
of the words rn0' 7]µ,epa.v in the sentence. They have no immediate
connexion with wcnrep oi &.px .•• ,
but only with OUK txn ava-yK')V
civa.cpepnv : that is, they belong

•

!

High-priest

wholly to the thought of what Chnst · after the
does, and what they assert regarding order oj
Him is, that He is under no neces- Aaron!
sity, if He would secure a continuous life for His people, of offering
repeated sacrifices because He has
offered His sacrifice once and for
ever. - To express this by the words
Kar' bnavrOv would have been insufficient ; only Ka.0' 7Jµepa.v meets
the end in view.
1 '' EavrOv dvEvEyKas. This is the i
first place in which the thought that ·
Christ is not only our High-priest,
but also the sacrifice for our sins,
is quite clearly expressed (comp.
civevc-yrns here with 7rpO!YEV€)'KO.S at
c. v. 7); but the note once struck is
continually sounded again." Delitzsch, Comm. ii. p. 13.
1
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is the Person of the exalted and glorified Lord who is
principally before the writer's eyes, and it is generally
agreed that as suclt He can only have been a Priest
after the order of Melchizedek. But it is asked : What
of His life previous to this Exaltation? Was He not
then too a Priest, only a Priest after the order of Aaron?
It was the Exaltation which wrought the change, and
which freeing Him finally from the limitations of earth
transferred the order of His Priesthood from that of
Aaron to that of Melchizedek.
Professor Bruce has put this very clearly :-" Jesus as
the GREAT High Priest exercises His office only in
heaven: as the High Priest, as a Priest after the fashion
of Aaron, He exercised His office on earth, and continued to exercise it when He ascended into heaven.
As a Priest after the order of Aaron, He offered Himself
a sacrifice on the cross, even as Aaron offered the victim
on the great day of atonement ; as a Priest after the
same order, He presented Himself in His humanity
before His Father in heaven, even as Aaron carried the
blood of the slain victim within the veil, into the presence
of Jehovah. Then and there the one species of priesthood became merged or transformed into the other
higher, highest ideal species : the priesthood exercised
in humiliation, into the priesthood associated with regal
dignity and glory ..." 1
And much to the same effect Bishop Westcott in his
Commentary: - "As High-priest Christ fulfilled two
types; and we must therefore distinguish two aspects of
1 T!w Humiliation ef Christ, p.
309. In his latest utterances on the
subject, Prof. Bruce seems to have
somewhat modified his views, and
speaks of the Aaronic priesthood as
n tilized lw our writer to set forth
'' the natzwe of Christ's priestly
functions," and the Melchizedek

priesthood " their ideal worth and
eternal validit_y" (art. Hebrews,
Epistle to, in Hastings' Diet. ef the
Bible, ii. p. 331 ; and comp. Expositor, 3rd Ser. x. pp. 50, 93). We
leave the above extract however as
a clear statement of a view very
generally held.
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His High-priestly work: (1) as the fulfilment of the
Levitical High-priesthood; and (2) as the fulfilment of
the royal High-priesthood of Melchizedek, the first
before His Session (as High-priest), and the second
after His Session (as High-priest King)." 1
But strongly supported as this view thus is, and
satisfactory as enabling us to bring our Lord's death
on the cross, and even His whole previous earthly
discipline, directly under His High-priestly service,
it seems impossible to reconcile it with some of the
most definite statements in the Epistle.
Thus, we have already seen the emphasis which the
writer in speaking of our Lord's High-priestly office lays
upon the fact that He "hath sprung out of Judah"
( c. vii. 14). But how then, even if he were a Priest on
earth, could Christ ever have been a Priest after the
order of Aaron, for with regard to this "tribe Moses
spake nothing concerning priests" (c. vii. 14)? 2
And so later, when he comes to speak of the Highpriestly service of the Son, the writer, after emphasizing
its heavenly character, goes on to point out that even
if Christ were " on earth," as so many of his readers
desired Hirn to be, He would not be a Priest at all,
" seeing there are those who offer the gifts according
to law" (c. viii. 4). His Priesthood, that is, was not
"according to law," and there would · therefore have
been no place for Hirn in a priesthood so constituted,
and which was consequently discharging a ministry
wholly different from His.
But, apart from such special passages as these, the
whole drift of the argument of the Epistle, as we have
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1

P. 227.
That this difficulty was felt in
early times may be the explanation
of the fact that some endeavoured to
claim for our Lord a double descent
2

9

from Levi as well as from Judah.
See Test. of XII. Pair. Reub. 6,
Sim. 7 ; compare Lightfoot's note
on Clem. I Cor. 32.
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tried to understand it, has been to set in contrast two
essentially different orders of priests, the one of earth,
the other of heaven, the one of law, the other of Gospel.
These two orders have each their special characteristics ;
and it would introduce hopeless confusion to imagine
the priest of one order sharing at any time in the
characteristics of the other. It may be said of course
that it is not intended that our Lord ever was strictly
an Aaronic Priest, but rather that He was the antitype
of Aaron. But, as Dr. Davidson has pointed out," a
high priest who, in our phraseology, is antitype of
Aaron, is in the language of this Epistle a high priest
after the order of Melchizedek." 1 And the difficulty
on the whole question, to advert once more to a point
which the same writer has brought out with great
clearness, disappears, if we keep in view that " order"
has reference not to ministry, but " to the person of
the high priest, or to what immediately springs out of
his person." 2 Christ, being what He is, can never have
been a Priest after the order of Aaron. His Priesthood,
whenever we think of Him as exercising it, must have
belonged to another and more glorious type.
But if so, we have already in substance got the
answer to our second question, When did Christ's
High-priesthood begin? If Christ were never a Priest
after the order of Aaron, but only after the order of
Melchizedek, and if, as is generally agreed, He exercised His Melchizedekean functions only after His
Exaltation, then His Exaltation must be taken as the
beginning of His High-priestly office. And it is evidently just the difficulty many have had in accepting
this view, and in excluding from the thought of
Christ's priestly office the earthly life, and above all
the death on the cross, that has led to the distinction

2. When did
HisHi~hpricsthood
begin?

1

Comm. p. 149.

2

Ut s. p. 149.
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between an Aaronic Priesthood on earth, and a
Melchizedekean Priesthood in heaven.
The difficulty, it must be admitted, is a serious one,
and those who press it point to not a few passages in
which, so they state, the sufferings and especially the
death of Christ are clearly included in His Priesthood.
But a careful examination proves, we venture to think,
that this is not the case, and that, while in some of the
passages cited the death of Christ is sp.oken of quite
generally, as a necessary preliminary to, rather than
as a part of, His priestly work (for example, c. ii. 9;
ix. 1 5, 16; xiii. 12 ), in others a wrong view is taken of
what is to be understood by Christ's offering.
Take, for example, the passage which has already
been before us, "Who needeth not day by day,
like those high-priests, to offer up sacrifices, first for
His own sins, and then for the sins of the people:
for this He did once for all, when He offered up
Himself" ( c. vii. 27). The reference there to the offering upon the cross seems at first undeniable, and
in this light it is interpreted by Bishop Westcott
and others as a High-priestly act though not coming
under the Melchizedekean Priesthood. But when we
have regard to the context, this does not seem tenable.
The whole chapter, of which this verse forms in part a
summary, has been occupied with the nature of the
Melchizedekean High-priest, and this offering, however
we regard it, must be brought within the sphere of the
Son's activity as such. The very facts that He offered
not for Himself, and that He offered once for all, are two
of the traits by which His Priesthood is distinguished
from that of the Levitical high-priests: while the use
of the past tense "offered" ( &m§yu-',:), which at first
seems strongly in favour of the reference to Christ's
past earthly work, may be explained from the writer's
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historical position, which necessarily threw the thought
of Christ's offering into the past, though he did not
therefore throw it outside the Melchizedekean Priesthood of which he was thinking. 1
Further consideration of the nature of this offering
must be delayed until we come to speak of the Highpriestly work of the Son. But we may so far anticipate
what we shall then discover by stating, that in all the
other passages in which Christ's offering is spoken of, 2
the reference without exception is, as in the verse just
considered, not to the offering on the cross, but to the
"somewhat" which Christ offers in the sanctuary on
high, and to which in the writer's view His Priesthood
is confined.
And this conclusion is confirmed by a number of
other independent statements throughout the Epistle:
as when we read that, "it behoved Him in all things to
be made like unto His brethren, that He might become
(yeviira,) a merciful and faithful High-priest" (c. ii. 17),
the becoming being subsequent to the being made like
in life and death: or when we hear of Him as being
"saluted" (1rpO<JayopeuB,fe) of God as High-priest after
He had been made perfect (c. v. 7-10): or when He
is brought before us as a Forerunner, who entered
within the veil, and thereupon became High - priest
(c. vi. 20, ,la~1-.0,v •.• y,v6,u.,,vo;): or once more, when
He is described as '' having come" or "appeared a
High-priest of good things realized" (c. ix. I I, 1rapayev6µmr; apx1EpEur; 'TWV j'EVD{.J,evwv ayaOwv), where the parallel
that is immediately drawn with the Levitical highpriest's entrance into the Holy of Holies on the Day
of Atonement shows that the reference is not to
Christ's coming amongst us upon earth, but to His
appearance as High-priest before God in heaven.
1

Comp. Davidson, Co71lm. p. 146.

2

C. viii. 3; ix. 14; x. 10-12.
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On these grounds then, we seem shut up to the
conclusion that, though the question as to the exact
moment when Christ became High - priest did not
probably suggest itself to the writer of the Epistle in
the same way as it does to us, still throughout he
represents Christ as exercising His Priesthood only
after He has entered on His present glorified state.
All that came before, the human life, the sufferings,
and even, in a sense to be afterwards' defined, the
death on the cross, were in his eyes rather the means
by which the Son was fitted to act as the Mediator for
weak and dying men, the preparation for the perfect
discharge of His priestly office. When and only when,
the preparation was complete, did the Priesthood proper
begin. 1
1
For a cntlc1sm of Hofmann's
view that though our Lord was a
High-priest on earth, He did not
become fully High • priest until
through obedience He had been
perfected (Schriftbeweis, ii. l, p,
402), see Prof. Milligan, The A seen·
sion, p. 75 ff., who for his own part
puts forward the suggestion that,
while Christ's Priesthood begins
with His Glorification, of that
Glorification the death upon the
cross is to be regarded as a part
(p. 79 ff.).
On the whole subject reference

may be made to Riehm (Lehrbegritf,
pp. 464-481), who adopts the view
of a double Priesthood, Aaronic
and Melchizedekean ; to Kurtz
(Hebriierbrief, pp. 148-158), who
advocates the view taken in the
text; and to Davidson ( Commentary, pp. 146-154), whose position
is substantially the same, though
he admits that "there may be a
certain fluctuation in the mode of
representation, and in such passages
as ix. 14, x. re, the whole sacri•
ficial act may be brought under the
priesthood" (p. 154).
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CHAPTER VII
THE HIGH-PRIESTLY WORK OF THE SON
Chap. vii.
The ministry efthe
Christian
High-priest
contrasted
with that
of the
Le-vitical
high-jm·est,

THE glory of Christ our High-priest has been established; and we have seen that His superior dignity to
I the Levitical high-priest lies in this, that He is not
"a man having infirmity," but "a Son perfected for
evermore" ( c. vii. 28). And the question now arises,
What is the relation between this High-priest and His
people? Every high-priest on earth had a ministry.
What is the ministry associated with our High-priest?
The Hebrews-for the impressions of the past were as
real to them as to their fathers-beheld their high-priest
serving in the Tabernacle. With their bodily eyes,
they could picture what he had done on their behalf.
With their bodily ears, they could recall the blessing
he had pronounced. Everything connected with the
old faith had •been palpable and sensuous. But they
could not see the High-priest of the New Dispensation:
they could not hear His voice. Was He really there
transacting for them with God? And though invisible, was He blessing them?
Was the New
Covenant all that it was said to be? They stumbled
at that stumbling-stone. And hence the necessity of
showing that, as in the idea of a high-priest there is
involved the idea of a certain ministry, so the Christian
High-priest has not only a ministry, but a ministry
corresponding to the exalted nature of His Person,
and to the character of that Dispensation which He
134
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has introduced. It is "the crowning point" 1 of all our
writer has to tell us, and mainly occupies the great
section of his Epistle extending from c. viii. I to c. x. r 8.
And it will help us in understanding the argument, if
we keep in view that, in order to make the contrast as
effective as possible, the writer, while not losing sight
altogether of the other Jewish sacrifices, thinks mainly
of the Jewish high-priest at the moment of !tis greatest
glory, when he appeared transacting on 'behalf of the
people on the great Day of Atonement, the culminating
day in the services of the Jewish Church. Some acquaintance with its ritual is thus essential for the proper
understanding of the various points that are here
brought before us ; and \\·e have accordingly attempted
to describe it in its main outlines elsewhere. 2 In the
meantime, it is sufficient to draw attention to the following general particulars.
( 1) The culminating point in the service was the
presentation of tlze blood. That this was so in all
Jewish sacrifices dealing with the life of a victim is
now generally admitted. 3 While in this, the highest
atoning ceremony of all, it has to be further noted
that the blood was not merely, as in other cases,
applied to the altar of burnt - offering, or even of
incense (Lev. iv. 6, 7), but was taken into the Holy
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1 K€<fiahawv (c. viii.
r).
This
translation of KE<f,ahawv, suggested
by Field in Otium Noi-vicense, and
more recently given by Rendall and
Bruce, seems the most satisfactory.
No doubt the word in itself may
mean "the sum" (A. V.); but such a
meaning is out of place here, where
the writer does not proceed to summarize, but to enter on a new line of
thought. \Vhile if we render " the
chief point" (R.V.), it would look
as if the writer were selecting from
a group of points that which seemed

lo him the most important.
In
reality there are only two points
before him, the Person and the Work
of the great High-priest. He has
disposed of the first, and proceeds ,
to deal with the second, as the
crowning portion of his statement.
2 See appended Note A, p. 162 ff.
3 \Vestcott on c, ix. 22 quotes
Maimonides, in reference to the
Passover, as laying down that " the
sprinkling of the blood is the main
point (;p'J/) in sacrifice" (de Sacr,
i. 2, § 6).

more especially on the
Dayef
Atonement.

Particulars
with regard
to the service
of that Day.
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of Holies, and sprinkled not once, but seven times, in
the place most immediately associated with the presence
of Jehovah (Lev. xvi. 14, 15).
(2) The blood was, according to the universal Scriptural idea, regarded as living. Not the death of the
animal in itself, but the life which had been reached
through death gave value to the sacrifice. The blood
made atonement, not by reason of the death, "but by
reason of the life" (Lev. xvii. l l ).
I (3) For the blood atoned. By its sprinkling on the
propiatory or mercy-seat, the sins of the priesthood
and the people were covered, and the atonement was
extended even to the Holy Places themselves. There
was no thought however of the victim being in any
sense a substitutionary offering, or pama vicaria. 1 The
leading thought was rather the restoration of the communion between God and man which sin had marred
by the virtue of an offered. life.
(4) While, lastly, the atonement included all kinds
o.f sin, with the exception of those presumptuous sins
for which the Levitical law made no provision (comp.
Num. xv. 27-31). Bleek, indeed, would limit the act
I of atonement to those sins and uncleannesses which had
not yet been expiated by other sacrifices; 2 but this
does not do justice to the very general enumeration of
Lev. xvi. 21, "all the iniquities of the children of Israel,
and all their transgressions, even all their sins." " The
observance of this day," as Kurtz has well observed,
'' was founded rather upon the feeling, that such expiation as the fore-court could furnish was really faulty
and insufficient." 3 Only when the atoning blood was
brought into the very presence of Jehovah was atone1 Comp. Oehler, Theology
0. 1~ Eng. tr. ii. p. 55.
" Hebriier Briej; iii. p. 38.

ef the

3 Sacrificial TVorship
Eng. tr. p. 386.

ef the 0. 7:
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ment in its widest sense complete, and the state of grace
with the congregation as a whole ideally renewed. 1
Keeping then these particulars before us, let us now
turn to the work of Christ as the perfect fulfilment of
the truths thus shadowed forth, and in doing so try
to learn what our writer has to tell us regardingI. His Place of Ministry.
2. His Offering.
3. The Efficacy of His Offering.
4. The Result of His Offering.
It was in the earthly Tabernacle that the scene of
the Jewish high-priest's ministry was laid, and none
can fail to notice what Dr. Westcott so well describes
as the "singular pathos," with which the writer lingers
over his description of the sacred building, and the
treasures which were placed in it. There was "a
Tabernacle, prepared, the first," clearly the Holy Place,
with the candlestick, and the table, and the shewbread ;
and then behind the veil, the Holy of Holies, connected with which were a golden altar of incense,2 and
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1

Comp. Oehler, ttt s. p. 43 ff.
e Xpucrovv <xoucra Ouµ,,ar71pwv. For
a full discussion of the reasons for
and against this translation of Ouµ,,ar71pwv the reader must be referred to
the commentators. All that can be
noticed here is that the translation
"altar of incense" ( l) can be justified from the usage of the word in
Philo and Josephus (for reff. see
Thayer, N. T. Lex. sub voc.); (2)
falls in best with the general thought
of the passage which, in dealing with
the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement, could hardly omit all mention
of the altar of incense, and (3) is not
altogether inconsistent with the fact
that the true position of the altar of
incense was in the Holy and not
the Most Holy Place. For it is to be
noticed that the writer deliberately
substitutes the word "having" for

"in which" (ver. 2), as if with
the view of indicating not so much
the local position of the altar, as its
close connexion with the ministry of
the Most Holy Place on the Day of
Atonement (see Ex. xxx. 6, ro;
xl. 5 ; Lev. xvi. 18; and comp.
1 Kings vi. 22, "also the whole
altar tlzat be!ongetlz to (' was by,'
A. V.} the oracle he overlaid with
gold"}. If too, as has been suggested, the writer, having in mind
the Day of Atonement, sees the
Tabernacle with its inner veil withdrawn (Dr. Milligan,Bib/e Educator,
iii. p. 230), we can more easily
understand how the writer would
assign the altar of incense to that
apartment to which thus in thought,
if not in actual fact, it belonged
(comp. further p. 163, note 3).
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but imperfect.

Tke Christian Tabernacle
greater
and more
glorious

the ark of the covenant, overlaid round about with
gold, in which, according to the general Rabbinical
belief,1 which our author is content to follow, were the
golden pot of manna, and Aaron's rod, and the tables
of the covenant, and above it cherubim of glory overshadowing the propiatory. 2 All were fashioned or prepared according to a Divine order, and so as to give
expression to the amount of privilege enjoyed by
Israel in their knowledge of God, and their manner
of approach to Him.
At the same time it is clear, that it is the limitation
of this privilege under the Old Covenant, rather than
its freedom that is principally in the writer's thoughts.
The very fact that there were two apartments, and that
the first or outer formed a kind of barrier to the second
or inner, pointed to this. Nor could it be forgotten
that the Tabernacle, glorious though it was, was after
all only" of this creation" (c. ix. I 1), and consequently,
though it might adequately enough express the human,
the carnal, or the temporary, could only be "a parable
, for the time present" of the Divine, the spiritual, or
I
: the everlasting. 3
1 But, on the other hand, it is just of this "greater and
more perfect Tabernacle" 4 that the Christian High-

!

1
The 0. T. says merely that the
pot and the rod should be laid up
''before" the Testimony (Ex. xvi.
34; Num. xvii. IO).
" 'fo P,a,rrfipwv. Properly speaking the word is an adjective, and as
such is used on its first appearance
in the LXX along with t!trlOeµa in
Ex. xxv. I 6 ( I 7) as a translation of
117il~, the " covering" or " lid of
the ark," the Greek translators, as
in other cases, paraphrasing the
simple idea of "covering" in a
theological sense, from the fact of
its being sprinkled with the blood
of the sacrifices on the Day of Atone-

ment. Generally, however, 117il~ is
translated in the LXX by l\aurfipwv
only: and it is accordingly in a substantival sense, and with the meaning
indicated above, that the word is
used both here and in Rom. iii. 25,
the only other passage in the N.T.
where it occurs.
3 Ilapa/30\71 Eis rov Ka,pov rov
iv,-<rrrJKora (c. ix. 9 ).
4 .D.tct r7]s µdfovo,; KaL rr:AELorEpas
<rKrJvijs (c. ix. II); where o,a is not
to be taken locally, but as denotipg the circumstances or relations
amid which one does something.
See Winer-Moulton, § XLVII. i. p.
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priest is minister. "For not into a holy place made
with hands like in pattern to ( or the counterpart of)
the true did Christ enter; but into heaven itself." 1
His Tabernacle is "true," 2 in the sense of expressing
what is absolutely, ideally real in contrast with all that
partially represented or foreshadowed it. And as a
Tabernacle "which the Lord pitched, not man," it is
alike in its origin and character not earthly, but
heavenly. On earth Christ could not be' a High-priest,
not merely because there was no room there for any
other order than that of Aaron, to which He did not
belong, but because while on earth even He was not
wholly freed from the limitations of "the flesh," the
flesh which elsewhere the writer does not shrink from
describing as a "veil," coming between Him and God. 3
But in heaven amidst the spiritual realities, which in
the New Testament that word is used to denote, those
limitations are for ever done away, and He finds the
sphere suited to His own heavenly and spiritual nature,
and to the eternal ministry which He exercises there
on behalf of men.
For that Christ has a heavenly ministry is undeniable.
Nothing can be further from the whole strain of the
Epistle than that the Redeemer has passed within the
veil simply to rest. He does rest indeed, in the sense
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47 5 ; Blass, Gram mm· of N. T.
Gree!.:, p. 132.
1 Els aUrOv rOv otipavOv (c. ix. 24)
- " the very hea vcn . . . the absolute truth which the Holy of
Holies symbolised,
'quo nihil
ulterius' " (Westcott, in !or.).
"'A?.710,vo~, a favourite word with
our writer, as with St. Tohn, denotes
that which is real, which is all that
it pretends to be, which fulfils completely its ideal. Comp. Trench,
Synonyms of N. T. rst Ser. § viii.
3 C. x. 20.
"Even Jesus himself had to make his way through

this veil of flesh : for he was made
subject to the infirmity of the flesb,
and liable to temptation. Sinless
as he was, he had the understanding
and the will of the flesh, its thoughts
and desires, its natural appetites
and affections. He had therefore
to crucify the flesh in will, and to
be crucified in deed, to put off his
mortal garment, and pass through
death unto life, before he could
altogether pierce the veil of flesh.
By passing through this himself he
opened a way for his brethren also
to pass through." Rendall, in loc.
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merely in
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but in
offering.

that His work, in so far as it is connected with the
toil and the suffering of earth, is now for ever accomplished, and also because He has no longer to look
forward to doing something which He has not yet
done. But none the less, He continues to move and act
within the sphere of His accomplished work, continually applying afresh its benefits. And when therefore
Christ is spoken of as having "sat down on the right
hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens," 1
the words are intended to express not His permanent
attitude in the heavenly Tabernacle, but simply His
Exaltation, the superior excellence of Him who ministers, in order that we may estimate aright the superior
excellence of His ministry. 2
Nor is it possible to limit the thought of this
ministry merely to intercession, as so many are
tempted to do. Rather in the clearest possible terms
the writer tells us, that Christ being "a minister," or
according to the all but uniform use of the word in
this Epistle and in the LXX, "an officiating Highpriest of holy things," 3 must, like every other highpriest, have "somewhat to offer." 4 As it is the function
of every high-priest to "offer" both gifts and sacrifices,
He who has been established and admitted to be our
High-priest, must also have His offering.
1 C. viii. I : comp. c. i. 3 ; x. 12;
xii. 2.
s "The words 'sat down' (Ps.
ex. I) add to the priestly imagery
that of kingly state " (Moulton on
c. x. 12). Biesenthal (on c. i. 3)
recalls that only princes of the house
of David could sit in the court of
the Temple (Das 71-ostschr. a. d.
Hebr. p. 73).
3 Twv a:yiwv AfLTOVp"(uS ( c. viii. 2 ).
Comp. c. i. 7, 14; viii. 6; ix. 21;
x. 11: and in the LXX, Joel i. 9;
Isa. lxi. 6; Jer. xxxiii. 21; Neh.

x. 39.
In contrast to the more
general term 'Aarpevf<v Delitzsch
speaks of 'Aetrovpye,v, as being "the
proper word for special priestly service like the Hebrew n7.a;i" (Comm.
on c. viii. 5, note). According to
Deissrnann (Bihelstudien, Marlmrg,
1895) the papyri show that the
word in its different forms was
common in Egypt in reference to
religious rites.
4 C. viii. 3, 08Ev d.va-yKafov lxnv
TL Kai. ToDrov O 1rpocrEvf')'KTJ,
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When, however, we come to ask in what this Highpriestly offering of Christ consists, we find ourselves
surrounded with difficulties. And in order to arrive at
our writer's idea of it, it will be necessary, even at the
risk of considerable repetition, to examine somewhat
in detail one or two crucial passages bearing on the
point. 1
Thus to turn first to the words we have just been
noticing, "Wherefore it is necessary th;:tt this Higlzpriest also have somewhat to offer" (c. viii. 3), what is
the offering here referred to, or more particularly what
is the time denoted by the tense of the verb here
employed ('7rpoaevsyx'{})?
Does it, as the older Protestant Theology generally understood, take us back
to the offering on the cross, and limit our thoughts to
it, as something the presentation of which was confined
to the moment when the Redeemer died, and in the
merit of which alone our Lord afterwards intercedes?
Or, if it is not to be so limited, does it, according to
the opinion of many of the most eminent modern
commentators, rather take us back to the moment
when our Lord entered heaven, and presented His
great offering to the Father, that again, in virtue of
its merit as an offering then finally accomplished, He
might plead for man ? Or once more, is there a third
explanation to be adopted, that the sacred writer looks
forward as well as backward, and thinks of an offering
by our Lord which never ends, and in the merit of
which, continuously ministered, His people continuously
stand?
It will be seen at once how weighty are the consequences involved in the conclusion to which we come.
For upon the first two views now mentioned the
1 The following pages, bearing on
the exegesis of these passages, are

taken almost verbatim from the MS.
Notes referred to in the Preface.
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Christian life is led in the strength of a once completed and exhausted offering ; while upon the third
view the Christian life is always a sacrificial life, led,
not by recalling a past offering and experiencing its
benefits, but, in an offering as truly presented now as
' ever it was, and, as in that offering, an offering itself
which never ends. This third view we believe to be
the correct one, and on the following grounds.
(I) The verb, though an aorist, is not to be regarded
as a past used either in the sense "which He might
offer up" (Lunemann), or "whence it was necessary
that He also should have something to offer" (Westcott). In dependent sentences, such as that before us,
the aorist is time!ess,1 and brings out that what is spoken
of belongs to an eternal order of things, in which it
possesses eternity and completeness. Had the present
conjunctive been used, it would have been implied that
the act of offering was to be again and again repeated
as an act.
But the aorist enforces the proposition
that it belongs to the nature and office of the person
spoken of, here the High-priest, to make an offering,
and that without doing so he cannot accomplish
this function. As the thought of time, therefore, does
not lie in the tense employed, it must be" gathered
from the context, and the aim of the writer appearing
there.
(2) When, accordingly, we turn to the context here,
it is indisputable that the time cannot be that of the
offering on the cross. For it is clearly the heavenly
High-priest who is throughout in the writer's mind,
One" who sat down on the right hand of the throne of
, the Majesty in the heavens, a minister of the sanctuary,
and of the true Tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, not
'I

1

1
j

1

See Kurtz, in !oc.; and comp.

Westcott on Mr,Kev (c. i.
rnrr,prl1,w (c. x. 5).

2)

and
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man " ( c. viii. I, 2 ). But this is equally inconsistent Chap. vii.
with the second view spoken of above, that the offering c. viii. 3.
referred to is that made by our Lord when after His
Resurrection He entered into the heavenly sanctuary,
presented Himself to the Father, was accepted of Him,
and as One who had now completed His offering was
rewarded with His seat on the throne of God (Delitzsch,
Westcott). The offering intended does indeed precede
the" Session," but it is that of One upon '-':horn the glory
and honour implied in the "Session" have already been
bestowed. In that capacity it is that Christ acts for
us, and performs His High-priestly work on our behalf.
The aim of the passage is not to describe past but
present High-priestly service, a High-priestly ministration now going on which with its nobler characteristics
has been substituted for the imperfect ministration of
the Tabernacle. 1
(3) It is probable that the force of the above considerations would have been at once admitted by
inquirers, and that no effort would have been made to
carry back the thought of offering here either to the
cross alone, or to the moment of our Lord's first
presentation of Himself in heaven, had it not been
that the view now advocated seems to contradict one
of those truths to which the writer of the Epistle
attaches supreme importance, namely, that the offering
of our Lord was made " once for all." This truth is
dwelt upon throughout the Epistle with the greatest
possible emphasis, and is insisted on as a consideration
eminently distinctive of the Christian as contrasted
with the Jewish High-priestly offering." 2 How then
1 "The Author's chief point is
that the Melchisedek high-priest is
a ministering priest in the heavenly
sanctuary, and to support this point
by saying that this priest must have

an offering which he offers somewhere else would be peculiar reasoning." Davidson, Comm. p. 157.
"See c. vii. 27; ix. 12, 25, 26;
X, IO,
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can it be reconciled with the view that the offering of the
passage before us is applicable to the moment at which
the Hebrew Christians were addressed; and, if applicable then, equally of course applicable to every point
of time in the history of the Church? It is obviously
insufficient to find the explanation of this difficulty
in the thought of Christ's perpetual intercession as
based upon His offering, an intercession which knows
no end, and which, therefore, requires no second offering
on which to rest as in the case of the Levitical highpriest. For neither are we warranted in limiting intercession to the thought mainly of prayer, as is here
intended: 1 nor again is the continually enduring
efficacy of an offering the same thing as that continuousness of the offering itself, to which we have
urged that expression is given in the clause before us.
The solution is to be found in connecting with the
thought of offering another line of thought than that
generally resorted to. So long as we think of death
as the offering, we can speak only of the efficacy of the
death stretching forward into the future. As soon as
we substitute life, the true Biblical idea of offering, for
death, the thought of the life offered (the life of one
who dieth no more) involves in its own nature the
element of continuousness. He who in the earliest
stage of His offering presented His life in its deepest,
never - ending essence to the Father, must from the
very necessity of the case continue to present it in the
same character and in the same way for ever. And as
His people stand in His life, they are accepted of God,
1 See p. 124. Comp. Prof. Milligan, The Ascension of our Lord,
p. r 26 : " The idea of a continuous
application of redemption, resting
, upon what had been done in the
: past, cannot exhaust the work of

the unchangeable and everlasting
High-priest. What He had done
must penetrate what He always
does ; and the thought of Offering
cannot give place to that of Intercession."
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not simply as reaping the fruits of an act long since Chap. vii.
performed, but coming before the Judge of all in an c. viii. 3 •
offering as true and living now as it was two thousand
years ago.
Thus also the offering of Christ is one which can
never be repeated. How can that be repeated which
never comes to an end? The high-priestly offering for
Israel in the Tabernacle needed to be repeated from
year to year, it might even have been from day to day,
because the life offered was that of dumb, changeable,
earthly animals which had an immediate end. The life
offered in the offering of Christ was that of the Son of
God who lives for ever, and whose offering, therefore,
as it goes on for ever, cannot be repeated, because it
never reaches the end, after which alone a new beginning
could follow.
There is thus no inconsistency between proclaiming
the continuousness of Christ's offering of Himself in
heaven, and the fact that that offering begun upon the
cross was then complete, and can never be repeated. 1
And we are led to the conclusion that the "somewhat"
referred to in our text as offered by our Lord is Himself,
or, if the expression be preferred, His own Blood, His
own Life, presented to the Father in the obedience
and submission of a life of perfect Sonship, from
the moment when, identifying Himself with His people,
and His people with Him, He enters the heavenly
Sanctuary, and begins to act His part as the heavenly
High-priest. From that moment He is ever transacting
with God on behoof of those who are one with Him,
and so doing, His work is always the same, present,
living work. No Hebrew Christian could feel that
1 Comp.
Riehm, Lelzrbegrijf,
p. 534 f., and the quotation from
Schlichting on c. ix. 25 : "Oblaro

tionis semel coeptae duratio scu
continuatio oblationem nequaquam
multiplicat."
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there was any part of a true High-priestly work omitted
on the part of Christ. The exalted Lord within the
veil not only interceded, but offered for him.
Further confirmation of this view of Christ's offering
is obtained when we pass to other passages in the
Epistle. Thus in c. ix. 14, after referring to the sanctification "through the blood of goats and bulls," by
means of which the Jewish high-priest was enabled to
appear before God, the writer continues, "How much
more shall the blood of the Christ, who through eternal
spirit offered Himself without blemish unto God, cleanse
our conscience from dead works to serve the living
God?" 1 Here again it is true "offered" ('II"po<rrivey"Xev)
has been subjected to various interpretations, but the
meaning attached to it in the writer's mind can hardly
be missed, if we avoid two errors of translation in the
verse into which unfortunately both our Authorized and
Revised Versions have fallen-one the omission of the
definite article before "Christ," the other its insertion
before " eternal spirit."
As to the first of these, when we read simply of " the
blood of Christ," we are led naturally to think of the
words as equivalent merely to" His own blood (ver. 12).
But the article in the original before "Christ" ( .,-oi, Xp,rr.,-ou)
cannot be thus neglected. Nor can it be understood in
any other sense than as bringing before us that higher
nature of the offerer, which lent its peculiar value to
that blood which was " His own.'' 2 It was not merely
a free-will offering that He made, while the blood of
goats and calves, wanting that element, was of much

c. viii. 3•
(2)

c.

ix. ,4.

c. ix. 14, 1r6,np µa\\ov TO alµa
XpurroD, Os- Ota 1rvEVµaros alwvlou
eavTov 1rp01TTJV€'fK€v llµwµov Tlj) 0€0,
Ka0apt€'i: r1}v (J"VJJdOija-£11 7JµWv cbrO
v€Kpwv #pywv ei, To \aTpd1€Lv 0€4J
twvn.
" " The offering of his blood was
1

TOD

prevalent for the expiation of sin,
because it was His blood, and for
no other reason.
The person of
Christ is the principle of all his
rnediatory acts." . . . Owen, An
Exposition of the Epistle to the
Hebrews (ed. Williams), iii. p. 528.
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inferior value ; its value was heightened by the fact that Chap. vii.
He who exercised that free-will did so as One who was c. ix. 14.
nothing less than "the Christ," the Messiah, appointed
and fitted by God Himself to accomplish the end of
salvation, so that in Him a willing people might render
to God the inward and spiritual service which God
required. 1
And that He could do this is further brought out by
the fact, that He made His offering " through eternal
spirit" (o,a ,-;:v,uµr1,<ro; alwviou), where the unwarranted
insertion of the definite article (along with the capital S
to Spirit) has in its turn as much misled the ordinary
English reader as its previous wrongous neglect. For
that the personal Holy Spirit can here be thought
of is impossible. 2 Not only would the designation
" eternal " applied to Him be unprecedented, but the
argument requires that we shall understand by what
is said something pertaining to our Lord's individual
nature. What the writer desires to tell us is, not that
by means of a third Person He was able to offer
Himself to God, but that in Himself He possessed
certain qualifications, through which His offering
Himself was effectual to the spiritual end to be
attained.
Nor is it even sufficient to say that the "spirit"
is to be regarded "as the seat of His [Christ's] Divine
Personality in His human Nature," 3 a view which
1 " Etwas von ewigem Werth,
dies und nicht die Freiwilligkcit als
cine ethische Leistung winl durch
fovTov bezeichnet."
Von Soden,
/land-Comm. p. 70.
2 Vaughan however still adheres
to it. The omission of the article,
he states, emphasizes the epithet
Eternal; and for examples of this
epithet applied to a Divine Person
he points to Rom. xvi. 26 (" the

eternal God") ; and to Joh xxxiii.
I 2 ; Isa. xxvi. 4 ; xl. 28.
( The
Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 172.)
3 Westcott ( Comm. p. 262) and
so substantially Riehm, Delitzsch,
Keil. According to Westcott, " The
absence of the article from 1rv,Dµct
ctlwvwv marks the spirit here as a
power possessed by Christ, His
'Spirit.'" (P. 261.)
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resolves itself into this, that, while the merely human
spirit
is separated from the body at death, and passes
I
; into the shadowy world of Hades, our Lord possessed
j that higher spirit and life, that " power of an indissoluble
[life" (c. vii. 16), which enabled Him to pass through
' death, and to -discharge His High-priestly functions
even after death. 1 For if so, it is difficult to understand
I why the word "spirit" should be used here rather than
'the word "life." Besides which one complete act
I appears to be implied in the words "offered Himself."
There is nothing to lead us to the thought of a division
of the offering into two parts, one before or in death,
, the other after the Resurrection. Nor again is it the
mere idea of continuousness that is prominent in the
word "eternal." That idea is also no doubt implied;
but throughout the whole passage it is the spiritual,
though, because spiritual, also eternal nature of Christ's
work that is mainly in view (see ix. 10, 11, 15, 23).
In these circumstances, it may be asked whether the
word ''spirit" is not here descriptive of that state of
spiritual existence into which our Lord entered after
He rose from the dead, and presented Himself to the
Father as One who, having not only a spiritual soul but
also a spiritual body, had reached the summit of that
development to which humanity was destined, and was
now in a position to communicate His own state to all
who would receive Him.
For proof that this is often the meaning of the word
"spirit" when spoken of Christ in the New Testament,
reference may be made to the Note appended to the
Croall Lectures on Tlze Resurrection of our Lord. 2 And
if the view there advocated is accepted, it will be at once
1

1

1 Weiss, Hebnier Briel, p. 225;
and comp. the same writer's Bibl.
Theologie des N. T. § 12ra (Eng. tr.
ii. p. 202 f. ).

2 The Resurredion of our Lord,
by Professor Milligan, 4th ed.
Note 15, pp. 246-256.
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evident how completely it fits into the train of thought, Chap. vii.
by which the passage now before us is marked. For it c. ix. , 4.
is the writer's purpose to show, that whereas in former
times certain fleshy offerings restored the Israelite who
had fallen, to the privileges of an outward and temporary
covenant, the offering of New Testament times restored
to the privileges of a spiritual and eternal Covenant.
This it could only do by its possessing a spiritual and
eternal nature, by its correspondence with the point
aimed at, so that not by an arbitrary fiat of God, but
by the necessity of the case, it would reach that end.
The offering of the New Testament must therefore be
that of One who was "spirit," that also of One who was
"eternal spirit": and both these attributes "the Christ,"
that is, Christ in His quickened and exalted state,
possesses. 1 It is not in death therefore that He is
represented as offering Himself to God, but in life,2 a
life which is further described as " without blemish," not
because of the moral perfection of His earthly character,
but because in His exalted state He is able to effect
the highest end of the Covenant, and to produce a
perfect spiritual life in all those for whom He offers.
And so, in the only other passage to which we (3) c. ix. 4.
can refer, the object of Christ's entering "into heaven
itself" is distinctly stated to be "now to appear before
the face of God for us," or as the words may be more
literally translated " now to be manifested to the face of
God for us," 3 where, though the aorist employed might
2

1 The preposition oui, it may be
added, is apparently used here in
the same sense as in ver. I I.
Seep. 138.
"Dr. Westcott, who refers the
cavTov 1rpocr,7veyKEv to the sacrifice
upon the altar of the Cross which
Christ accomplished o,a. 1rvevµ.aTOs
aiwvlov, admits that '' this ' eternal
spirit' obtained complete sovereignty

at the Resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 45)."
( Comm. p. 262.)
3 C. ix. 24, vvv ;µ.<f,av,cr0fiva, T4)
1rpocrW1C'f' TOV 0eoD v1rep iJµ.wv. For
other examples of epexegetical infinitives like ;µ.<f,av,cr0rjva, being
in the aorist to express abstract
thought, comp. c. ix. 9 ; Matt.
xi. 7; xx. 28; Luke i. 17. (Westcott, in !or.)
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seem at first sight to imply a single manifestation, once
made and not r:equiring to be repeated, by the added
"now" the thought is enlarged, and we are taught to
think of" a manifestation which is both one and unceasing,'' 1 and which can therefore be connected with the
present time long after the Lord has risen and ascended
to the Father.
In view then of these passages, and others to the
same effect will meet us again, it seems impossible to
come to any other conclusion than that by the
" offering" of the Christian High-priest our writer
understands neither the sacrifice of the cross alone,
nor even that sacrifice as completed by its presentation
in heaven at the moment of Christ's return thither, but
along with both these thoughts, the further thought of
His continuous presentation of Himself before God, as
the living offering who has passed through death, and
who Himself "perfected" is able to accomplish a
perfect and final salvation for His people. 2
And that this is so, our writer's teaching regarding
the efficacy of Christ's offering fully establishes. Previous to that we might have expected some discussion
on the nature of sin, some attempt to trace it to its
ongm. But no such attempt meets us anywhere in
the Epistle. The writer is content with the fact that
sin exists, and that it prevents God's people from
fulfilling their true destiny. God, as an all-holy God,
cannot enter into communion and fellowship with those
who arc unclean. And not till all sinful defilement
has been removed can His complete covenant-relationship with His people be realized.
It was as a means towards this, so the writer reminds
us, that a certain ritual was provided under the Old

c.

ix. z4 .

III. The
F_,Jjicacy ef
Christ's
Offering.
The./actef
sin taken
far granted.

Levitical
offerings
_produced
only cere11wnial

cleanness;

1

Moulton, Comm. in loc.

2 See further on the Offering of
our Lord, appended Note B, p. 165.
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Covenant, the high - priesthood in particular being
instituted to "offer both gifts and sacrifices on behalf
of sins " ( u<;;}p a/1,apnwv, c. v. I), or more generally to
"offer in the matter of sins" ('"ffi' a/.1,ap;1wv, c. v. 3). And
that these offerings did for the time produce a certain
cere.monial cleanness, is not for a moment denied.
But it was at best an outward cleanness. They could
not "as touching the conscience, make the worshipper
perfect" ( UlTU (JLJVEJOrjll'IV 'T'EAEIW/l'UI 70V i-wrp,uovta, c. ix. 9 ).
But what they could not accomplish, the offering of
Christ could. For "not through the blood of goats
and calves, but through His own blood" He "entered
in once for all into the Holy Place, and obtained eternal
redemption." 1 Just as on the great Day of Atonement
-the services of which were clearly still before the
writer's eye-the culminating point in the offering was
not reached until the high-priest presented the blood,
which he had previously obtained by sacrifice, in the
Holy of Holies," so not until Christ had presented
Himself before the Father" through His own blood" 2
was He in a position to apply the full benefits of His
saving work to others. But then His atonement was
complete.
"For," as the writer continues with his
favourite argument d fortiori, "if the blood of goats
and bulls, and ashes of a heifer sprinkling them that
1 C. ix. I 2, ei1Iif/l.0ev ,qxi1ral; Eis
rCI., ci-yta, alwvlav XVTpw,nv €llpciµEvos.
The action described in evpaµ,vos
may be regarded either as identical
with, or subsequent to, the action
described in ellii;Mev ; but the latter
is more in keeping with the symmetry of the figure. In either case
we n1ust translate not '' harin._![
obtained," as in A.V. and R. V., but
"obtainin[( " or " and obtained "
See Burt~~, Moods and Tenses ;.n
N. 7: Greek, § 145, p. 66.
:.l c. ix. 12, Ota TOD lolov atµaros.
Rendall (i'n foe.) well remarks, that

the words "lend no support to the
superstitious language which represents Christ as carrying with him
into heaven his own material blood."
But when he adds, " He entered
in virtue of the life which he had
sacrificed, and he carried with him
the new glorified life which God had
given to him at his resurrection," he
fails to bring out what was the distinguishing feature of this new life,
namely, that it was the same life,
which had once been offered in
death.

Chap. vii,

but the
offering o/
Christ
produced
in7.vard,
spiritual
cleansing,
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'
1

and finally
ratified
the New

Covenant.

have been defiled, consecrate unto the cleanness of
the flesh: how much more shall the blood of the
Christ who through eternal spirit offered Himself without blemish unto God, cleanse our conscience from
dead works to serve the living God" ( c. ix. I 3, I 4).
It is to Christ's offering as a whole therefore, in the
light in which we have previously tried to understand
it, that we must look in order to realise the full efficacy
of His atoning work. His death regarded in itself was
the necessary preparation for that work rather than the
work itself. The offering of death had to be completed
by the offering of life, or what in his expressive phrase
the writer denotes as "the blood of the Christ," 1 in order
that Christ Himself, quickened and glorified, might bring
His brethren into the same quickened and glorified state.
And as Christ's blood was thus the means through
which He entered into the Divine presence, and
cleansed the individual conscience, so it was also
through His blood that the New Covenant, securing
the promise of the eternal inheritance, was established
and confirmed. " For where," so the writer continues,
"a covenant is, there must of necessity be brought in
(cpepe<r0ai) the death of the covenanter. For a covenant
is valid (Be/3aia) over the dead (i'7l'i mipo,;): for doth it
ever avail while he that made it liveth?" (c. ix. 16, 17).
The words, however we regard them, are full of difficulty,
but, adopting the above translation which we have tried
to defend elsewhere/ the main point which they bring
1 C. ix. 14, TO alµa TOD Xp«,roD.
On the use of the term " Blood "
in the Epistle as, in accordance
with the general scriptural usage,
essentially an idea of life and not
of death, it is sufficient to refer to
Dr. \Vestcott's Additional Note on
c. ix. 12 (Comm. p. 293ff.); to
the same writer's Addit. Note on
I John i. 7 ( The Epistles of St.

John, p. 34 ff.) ; and to Dr. Milligan's Note in The Resurrection of
our Lord, 4th ed. p. 274 ff. Many
interesting particulars on the significance of Blood in covenants
among primitive peoples will be
founcl in The Blood Covenant by
H. Clay Trumbull, D.D. (London,
Redway, 1887).
0
See appended Note C, p. 166.
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home to us is that in the case of every covenant the death I Chap. vii.
of him that made the covenant must in some manner i
be brought in or assumed, for that it is only over
sacrifices that a covenant can be established. It was
so, as the Hebrews knew well, in the case of the First
Covenant. "Not apart from blood "-and the substitution of" blood" for " death" shows how the thought i
not of death in itself, but of the quickening power of
life reached through death was ever present to the
writer's mind-" hath it been inaugurated (ivxrn.aivl(rrn,)."
And this same condition, it is implied, has been satisfied
in Christ. " In His blood," in His life, that is, offered
and communicated, the New Covenant has been established. " And "-so once more the general proposition,
on which the reasoning rests, is laid down-" apart from
outpouring of blood no deliverance takes place." 1
As to lzow Christ's blood had this effect, we are never Tke significance of
told. The writer rests his argument simply on the Christ's
offering as
Divine appointment, an appointment which his readers
would never think of disputing, that blood atoned. 2
At the same time it can hardly be doubted that he
had some explanation in his own mind, and it may
help us in understanding what this was, if we recall
one or two aspects of Christ's offering, as it is here
presented to us.
Thus, as an offering of blood, an offering of life, (1) present,
l

c. ix. 22, KaL xwpls aiµ,ar€KXV(Tlas

The translation
"shedding" (A. V. and R. V.) for
aiµ,arcKxv<ria (a word that occurs
nowhere else in the N. T.) is apt to
mislead, as suggesting only the
slaying of the victim, whereas the
outpouring or sprinkling of the
blood upon the altar is certainly
included, if not the main thought.
Nor by lirj,w,s can we understand
"remission" (A. V. and R. V.) in
the sense merely of forgiveness. In
oD -yiv<rru lirjmns.

keeping with the thought of the
whole passage, the word is used in
the wide sense of " release " rather
than of "cleansing," of "the enabling for action,. rather than of
"the removal of the stain" (Westcott, in foe.).
" "Dariiber, wie das Blut jene
Wirkung haben konne, reflectirt
der Verfasser nicht ; das steht ihm
<lurch das A. T. einfach fest." Von
Soden, Hand-Comm. p. 70.

1
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it is essentially a present offering. And sharers in it are
enabled to stand before God, not merely in the remembrance of a past death, but in the power of a present life.
And while thus present, Christ's offering is also
complete.
It embraces the whole life of man, and
secures for him not only escape from the guilt of
past sin, but deliverance from its power. The sin, by
which as in an enveloping shroud man has been
wrapped (comp. 'lr:pfi!Fl'f"al a,r0smav, c. V. 2), is at length
"taken away" (comp. a~a,pil,, c. x. 4), "stripped off"
( comp. 'lr,p,iA,7v, c. x. r r ). And the believer, as being
already in One who is "apart from sin," can anew
enter into the communion and fellowship with God
which his own sin had interrupted, and which the
Levitical sacrifices had been able only outwardly and
partially to restore. t
And this again is possible, because the offering of
the living Christ is truly representative. Representation,
rather than substitution, is of the essence of all offering.
The offerer, feeling that he cannot die and yet live,
takes the blood of an animal which may represent him
in both these phases of his being, dying on account of
violated law, living in virtue of self-surrender to God,
and identifying himself with it by laying both his
hands on its head transfers himself as it were into it.
But here again the Levitical ritual failed. The blood
of bulls and goats could not adequately represent the
life of a reasonable and spiritual man. Only One who
was Himself man could do that. And therefore it was,
because in all things Christ was made like to His
brethren, that He proved Himself "a merciful and
faithful High-priest in things pertaining to God, to

(2) complete,

(3) repre-

sentative,

1 "How surprising the repeated
assertion would be that the Old
Testament sacrifice could not take

away sin, if the point in question
was only the remission of guilt ! "
Beyschlag, N. 7: Theo!. ii. p. 320.
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make propitiation for the sins of the people" (c. ii. 17),
where the present infinitive (i1.a,rxs110w) shows that "the
one (eternal) act of Christ (c. x. 12-14) is here regarded
in its continuous present application to men (comp.
c. v. 1, 2)." 1 Throughout therefore it is not as a sinless
victim laying down His life to stand between men and
the just punishment of their sins, that Christ in His
atoning work is presented to us, but rather as the
foremost of the human race, leading the' way through
death into the inheritance of eternal life.
While further, that there is nothing arbitrary or unreal in this, is proved by the fact that Christ's will is
operative throughout.
His offering is a free - will
offering. The blood is "His own" blood, to offer or
not according to His pleasure.
And when it has
been shed in death, He does not need another to take
it before God. He takes it Himself, and in the new
life to which it bears witness, a life won through death,
Himself appears in the presence of God. Therefore it
is that the offerer, in identifying himself with Christ,
can feel that his offering in its turn has been inward
and spiritual.
" In which will" - the will of God
perfectly fulfilled by Christ-" we have been consecrated
through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once
The " in " should be carefully
for all" (c. x. JO).
noted (Ev ~ 0sAiit;,ar,). It is not only, or even chiefly,
"by" the will of Christ that the end is reached, though
that is also true; but it is "in" that will. As believers
united to Him, we become, and are regarded by the
Father as being, what He is.
It will be at once perceived what an important
1 \Vestcott, in toe. Comp. Archbp.
Alexander, Primar)' Convictions, p.
32 : "The tense of the verb (1~"1.crKecr0a, ras dµ,aprlas T. AaoD) speaks
not of the one past and finished

sacrifice; but of the continuing effect
of the Intercession = 'to win continually the forgiveness of their
sins.'"
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IV. The
Result of
the Son's
Offering.
The establisliment
ef a true
co11enantrelationslu"j,
whidli's
viewed as

1. Cleansing.

bearing these different aspects of Christ's offering have
upon any theory we may eventually form as to the
true nature of His atonement; but this is a line of
I thought which it is impossible to pursue further at
I present.
In the meantime all that we are concerned
: with is, the help which they afford us in understanding
I better our writer's statements regarding the efficacy of
Christ's High-priestly work-an efficacy which we have
now to consider more particularly in its result.
That result, generally speaking, is the establishment
of a true state of covenant-relationship, or, as the
writer himself expresses it, the "bringing in of a better
hope, through w.hich we draw nigh to God" (c. vii. 19).
But it is necessary to define this more particularly
under the three aspects, all so characteristic of the
Epistle, of Cleansing, of Consecration, and of Perfection.
As to the first of these, Cleansing, it meets us in the
very opening of the Epistle, where, in words evidently
intended to summarize the whole work of the Son on
behalf of man, we are told that He "having made
cleansing of sins ( xa0ap,uµ,bv 'l"Wv a1J.ap'r1wv ,;ro,riuaµ,mq) sat
; down on the right hand of the Majesty on high "
! ( c. i. 3).
And the question at once arises, Does the
•. expression mean the cleansing of persons (or places)
[.trom sins (the genitive of the subject); or the cleansing
I o.f sins, the cleansing them away or removing them
I (the genitive of the object)?
The latter interpretation
i is generally preferred ; but, if it be accepted, it does
I not seem possible to limit, as is generally done, the
I cleansing spoken of to the guilt of sin.
It is rather
the sins of men viewed as a mass, and as a mass
interposing between men and God, that are thought of,
and that are now declared to be completely covered
and blotted out by the atoning work of Christ.
And so again in c. ix. 23, "It was necessary therefore
1
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that the copies of the things in the heavens should be
cleansed (xa0api~,rr0a,) with these ; but the heavenly
things themselves with better sacrifices than these,"
where the only intelligible interpretation of the words
is, that, just as by the sprinkling of blood the different
parts of the earthly Tabernacle, as defiled by the sins
or uncleanness of the children of Israel, were so
cleansed, and the sins so removed, that the Holy God
could again draw near His people in communion and
fellowship, and they could again draw near to Him, so
even the heavens, as the true sphere of communion
between God and His people, were cleansed by" better
sacrifices," the blood this time not of calves and goats,
but of the Son Himself. The idea of course is not,
that the heavens in themselves can be regarded a:s !
I
defiled ; but that, as the sphere where men are to serve '
God, they need to be prepared, just as the earthly
Tabernacle was, only necessarily in a more perfect
manner for the restoration of the higher communion
between God and man-a preparation which, from the
analogy existing between them and the earthly Tabernacle, the writer describes under the familiar idea of
cleansing.
While, once more, with reference to the worshippers
themselves, if the Levitical sacrifices had been able
to do all for them that was required, then they would
not have ceased to be offered, "because the worshippers
would have had no more conscience of sins, having
been once cleansed" (a,;.-a~ xrna0rtp1rr11,Evou;, c. x. 2),
Here, it will be observed, the cleansing is made the
preliminary condition of the removal of" the conscience
of sins ( rruv,iorirn aµ,apnwv)" : and as by the latter we
can understand neither the guilt of sin in itself, nor the
dread of punishment, but what we more familiarly
describe as the consciousness of sin, as an encumbrance
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or barrier hindering the approach of the sinner to God,
so by the cleansing must be meant the removal of that
barrier, and the consequent placing of the sinner in a
position in which the Divine favour can be extended to
him. As cleansed, not only is the guilt of his past
actions blotted out, but he is admitted to the new
covenant-relationship which God has established.
And in much the same way this state is described
also as one of Consecration, though the passages in
which this thought is embodied have been much
misunderstood through the use in them of the English
word "sanctified" or its cognates. For when we speak
of "sanctify" we generally think of a progressive work,
a growth in holiness; but no such thought is here
intended. In every case rather, in conformity with the
Old Testament usage of the term,1 the reference is to
the placing of God's people in a true relation to Him,
an act doubtless which carries with it an obligation to
moral goodness, but which in itself precedes the fulfilment of that obligation.
Thus, in a passage already alluded to, after the
description of the free-will offering of Christ, the
I writer goes on, " In which will we have been conse: crated through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ
once for all " (c. x. IO ), where the resolved form of the
Greek expression ( riy,arrp,lvo, foµ,ev) points to the possession as well as to the impartment of the consecration
spoken of.
And so, a few verses farther on, "For by one offering
He hath perfected for ever them that are consecrated "
(ver. 14), the reference can only be, not to the work of a
, personal, progressive sanctification,2 but to the complete

i

1 'A-yu(_1e,v.
Comp. Ex. xxix.
xxx., xl., where it is applied to the
dedicating of the priests, the taber-

nacle, and its vessels to God's
service.
" The present participle roils
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acceptance in Christ which lasts, and which, though it Chap. vii.
may be followed by a progressive sanctification, is in
itself complete.
While once more, in c. xiii. I 2, "Jesus, in order that
He might consecrate the people through His own blood,
suffered without the gate," the consecrating like the
suffering is a definite act (7va a1 ,a<Jri •.. l1raS,v), and in
itself denotes no more than the bringing of the believer
into that state of fellowship with God, which renders
the attainment of the promised inheritance possible.
Just as under the Old Covenant the sprinkling with the
blood of animals produced an external theocratic purity,
so through the blood of Jesus a new covenant-relation
of complete communion with God is established, and
the believer is "in the condition of belonging to God,
without being disturbed by any consciousness of guilt." 1
Nor even when we pass to our third thought, the 3· Peifec~
tion.
thought of Perfection, is the underlying idea substantially different.
We have seen already that
by " perfection " as applied to Christ, our writer I
understands not His moral perfection, but His full
equipment for the work to which He had set Himself,
His having reached the state in which He is able to
apply the full benefits of His saving power to His
brethren. But if so, by their perfection in turn we can
only understand their having been brought into a like
1
state of development, a state in which the fulness of
a:ymfoµivov,, which at first seems
in favour of this view, is lo be
referred not to "the gradual bringing of the consecrated person into
harmony of life and character with
the consecration" (Vaughan), but
to " all who from time to time
realise progressively in fact that
which has been potentially obtained
for them" (Westcott).
1 Pfleiderer, Paulinism, ii. p. 69.

Even the practical exhortation,
"Follow after the consecration (Tov
a:yw.ap,6v), without which no man
shall see the Lord" (c. xii. 14),
need not be understood in any
different sense, for " the context
indicates that this is an exhortation !
to preserve the condition of conse- ,
cration actually realized, and lo
seek to prevent all that would infringe it" (Davidson, Comm. p. 207).
'I
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Christ is exhibited over again in them. And that this
was Christ's purpose on their behalf, the verse already
so often quoted shows. In contrast to the Law which
" made nothing perfect " ( o/Jasv yilp fr,"A,iwm o v6,uo;,
c. vii. 19), Christ has left nothing undone, which the
fulfilment of God's purposes required, and by His one
offering "hath perfected for ever " ( ?Tn1-.,,wim ,i; 'l'o
il,"l)v,xE;, c. x. 14)-has ensured the complete triumph
of-all who are sons in Him. 1 And therefore it can
be said of all true Christian believers that they "are
come "-are come already (1rp01J,'A"l)11u0a'l's)-" to Mount
Zion, and to the city of the living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem" ( c. xii. 22 ).
All the blessings indeed, of which we have been
speaking, are present, all belong to "the consummation
of the ages " (E1rl 11uv'l','A,irf 'l'wv alwvwv, c. ix. z6), in which
our lot is cast. While further, if we have been correct
in our interpretation, it is clear that the three words
Cleansing, Consecration, and Perfection are intended to
describe, not so much different states in the believer's
progress, as the same state viewed from different
standpoints.
When the thought of the sin, from which he has
been delivered, is uppermost, then we hear of him as
cleansed.
When the thought is rather of him as separated
from the world, set apart for God, hallowed, dedicated,
then he is consecrated.
When the thought is of his having reached his true
end or goal, then he is perfected.
But while this is the Christian's true state, the present
result of his great High-priest's atoning work, it is

These blessings are
present,

but not yet
_/ully
realized.

1 The perfect tense, renXeiwK,v,
shows that the work, though complete in itself, goes forever forward

in the case of those to whom it is
applied.
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obvious that in no case is it as yet fully realized. The
kingdom of the Messiah is one of life alone; yet death
is in the world, and the fear of death, enhanced by the
dread of judgment, still fills the hearts of men in their
natural state. But man, in his spiritual and redeemed
state, knows and embraces the fact that sin has been
extinguished both in its punishment and power by the
work of Christ who has gone to the Father. He looks
forward therefore, not to judgment, or to death which
leads to it, but to the manifestation of Him who has
destroyed death, and made judgment, so far as His
people are concerned, something that cannot be. For
the true believer there is neither death nor judgment,
but a waiting for the time when Christ his Lord
" having been once offered to carry the sins of many,
shall appear a second time, apart from sin, to them
that wait for Him, unto salvation " (c. ix. 28). 1
1 Commentators are much divided
over the meaning of the remarkable
phrase, d-; rO 1roA.XW11 d.veve-yKelV
aµ,apTias. Does it mean to bear tlze
punislzment ef sins, or to bear sins
away ? Weiss prefers the former
rendering, but it seems impossible
to so limit the words. The phrase,
as in all probability adopted from
Isa. liii. 12 (6) LXX., means properly
"to take upon himself and bear the
burden of sin" (Westcott), a sense
which, implying that the burden is

II

taken from us, lies so near to that
of removing sin, that in a passage
where the latter has been the
prominent point, this meaning may
easily and naturally belong to it.
The statement of the clause then is,
that our Lord executed His whole
work, summed up in the thought of
1rpocrevex0eis, in order that He might
so take the sins spoken of upon
Himself as completely to extinguish
them.

Chap. vii.

NOTE A
The Service
Note A,

ef the Day o.f Atonement

THE Day of Atonement, or, as it was generally known by the
later Jews, "The Day," or "The Great Day," or "The Great
Fast," because on it alone a Fast was proclaimed by the
law (Lev. xvi. 29, 31), was observed on the 10th day of the
seventh month, a day which was apparently at one time kept
as New Year's Day,1 and which in any case fell at the season
when the Sabbath of months had just attained its completeness. It was therefore regarded as the crowning festival of
the year, and its distinctive ceremonial was performed by the
high-priest alone.
Of this ceremonial we have a detailed account in Lev. xvi. 2 ;
and it will be interesting to notice in addition some of the
fresh details which were observed in the time of the Second
Temple. 3
Thus, according to the later ritual, the high-priest underwent previously a very special preparation in order to ensure
his ceremonial purity. Seven days before the Great Day, he
removed from his own dwelling to a chamber in the Temple,
1 See Ezek. xl. 1, - and comp.
Lev. xxv. 9. We owe the reference
to the art. Atonement, Day of, by
Driver and White, in Hastings'
Diet. of the Bible, i. p. 199 ff.
2
For a discussion of the question
whether this ceremonial is to be
referred to pre-exilic or post-exilic
times, we must be content to refer
to the art. Atonement, Day of, in
Hastings' Dirtionary of the Bible.
3 The Mishna Treatise Yomii is
published separately by Prof.

Strack, Berlin, and a translation
in English is among those given
in Barclay's Talmud, p. 119 ff.
lJelitzsch has appended to his
Commentary on Hebrews (vol. ii.
pp. 464-81) a translation of the
account of the Service by Maimonides; and a full description of
the Ritual in a convenient form
will be found in Edersheim, The
Temple, its Aiinistry and Services,
chap. xvi., "The Day of Atonement."
16:!
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and twice during that period, on the third and seventh days,
if we can accept the statement of Maimonides, rabbinical
punctiliousness required that he should be sprinkled with the
ashes of a red heifer, in case he might unwittingly have made
himself unclean. 1
On the .Day itself, after the usual morning service, he laid
aside his distinctive golden vestments, and having bathed his
whole body, put on white linen garments, not as a sign of
the general humiliation of the Day, but rather as symbolical
of the holiness of those who would draw neat' to an all-holy
God.
The victims for himself and the congregation were then
prepared and presented : as sin-offerings, a bullock for himself, and two goats for the people; as burnt-offerings, a ram
for each. It was required ( Yomii vi. 1) that the two goats
should resemble each other as closely as possible for a
reason that will appear afterwards, and "lots" were cast over
them, according to which one was assigned to Jehovah, and
the other to AzazeP (Lev. xvi. 3-10).
The high-priest then offered the bullock "for himself and
his house" (that is, the whole priesthood of Israel), and, having
collected its blood in a basin (which, as tradition relates, he
handed over to an attendant to stir to prevent the blood
coagulating), he took in his right hand a censer full of charcoal from the altar of burnt-offering, and in his left a
handful of "sweet incense beaten small," carried, according
to the Mishna ( Yomii v. 2 ), in a chalice or bowl, and entering
within the veil, which possibly he had previously drawn,"
1

Maimonides, Sect.

1,

Halacha 4.

Dr. Edersheim suggests that it is

this sprinkling which is referred to
in Heb. ix. 13: a reference which
would bring the verse into complete
harmony with the main subject of
the whole section ( The Te11tp!e, its
llfini.<try and Services, p. 268,
note 3).
" It is impossible to discuss here
the different interpretations which
have been given to this word.
The most probable seems to be
that which refers it to an evil

spirit or demon opposed to Jehovah,
closely resembling, if not to be
actually identified with, Satan. See
art. Azazel, by Driver in Hastings'
Dictionary of the Bible, i. p. 207 f.
3 The
common supposition is,
that the high-priest drew aside the
veil only when he approached it
with the censer and the incense,
and that this operation was repeated
by him each time that he entered
the Holy of holies. But how could
he have done this, seeing that his
hands were already full (Lev. xvi.
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sprinkled the incense upon the coal, that the cloud of incense
might fill the Holy of holies, and save him from death (Lev.
xvi. r I ff.) .1
He then returned for the blood, and, again entering within
the veil, sprinkled it with his finger and afterwards towards
where "the mercy-seat had been," and seven times downwards,
thus making atonement for the priesthood and the Holy of
holies in relation to them (Lev. xvi. 14).
The goat set apart for Jehovah, the sin-offering of the
people, was next killed, and its blood similarly sprinkled, that
atonement might be made for the people and the Holy of
holies in relation to them (Lev. xvi. r 5).
Afterwards the Holy Place was dealt with in the same
manner, along with the altar of burnt-offering (Lev. xvi. 16 ff.).
Atonement for the priesthood, the Holy of holies, and the
Holy Place, was now complete; but the most interesting part
of the service still remained. Laying his hands upon the
head of the living goat, the high-priest confessed over it "all
the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all their transgressions, even all their sins," and then sent it away by the
hand of a man that was in readiness "into the wilderness"
(Lev. xvi. 2 r ), as a symbolical representation that there was
no longer any guilt in Israel.
For it must be noted, that there was here no second act of
atonement. There were not two sin-offerings, but one. And
the reason that two goats were used for the one sin-offering
lay in the fact that "the ritual of this exceptional sin-offering
12)? We seem obliged therefore
to think of a preliminary drawingback of the veil, which once drawn
remained drawn throughout the services of the Day; and Maimonides
may have had this in view when
he says of the high-priest's first
approach with the censer and incense, " If he found the veil
fastened up, he entered the Holy
of holies, until he came to the ark"
(Sect. 4, Halacha r).
Such a
drawing-back of the veil once for
all falls in admirably also with the
general symbolism of the Day
" which was to extinguish for the

time the distinction between the
Holy and the Most Holy Place," and
also explains " the express injunction of the Law that no one should
be in the Tabernacle of the congregation until all that the highpriest had to perform within it was
completed (Lev. xvi. 17)." See a
paper by Dr. Milligan in the Bible
Educator, iii. p. 230, to which we
owe the above suggestion.
1
In the Temple of Herod, in
place of the ark and the mercyseat there was, according to Yomii
v. 2, a stone upon which the censer
was set.
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rendered it necessary, that after the slaughtering and sprinkling of the blood the animal should either still be living, or
be brought to life again. And as this could not possibly be
represented by means of one single goat, it was necessary to
divide the role which this sin-offering had to play between
two goats, the second of which was to be regarded as the
alter ego of the first, as hircus redivivus." 1 The second goat
therefore carried to completion the work which the first had
begun. And the confession over its head meant simply, that
the past sins being forgiven were now done away with, finally
removed from the nation's midst.
The high-priest then returned to the holy place, bathed,
resumed his ordinary high-priestly garments, and offered the
burnt-offerings for himself and the people (Lev. xvi. 2 3 ff.),
while the bodies of the sin-offerings were carried forth without
the camp, and wholly consumed by fire (Lev. xvi. 2 7).
The special service of the Day was now ended; but the
Mishna ( Yoma vii. 4) adds that after the evening sacrifice,
the high-priest again put on white linen garments, and entered
the Holy of holies for the fourth time that day 2 to bring
forth the (incense-) bowl and the censer.

Note A.

NOTE B
The Offering

ef our Lord

In view of the great importance of the subject, the present
writer may be allowed to confirm the view taken in the text
by two quotations from well-known English theologians.
The first is from a paper read by Prebendary Gibson at the
Church Congress at Wolverhampton in Oct. 1887 : 1 Kurtz,
Sacrificial Worslzip of
tlze 0. 1: Eng. tr. p. 395 f.
2 This is not inconsistent with
Heb. ix. 7, which states that the
high-priest entered "once in the
year" (/l,ra,~ -roiJ ev,avroiJ), for by

that is meant on one day in tlze
year, without reference to the number of entrances on that day. Lev.
xvi. 12, 14, 15, point to three
entrances ; the above - mentioned
entrance is the fourth.
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"It is impossible to escape the conclusion that the writer
had before him the conception of our great High-priest as
continuously presenting the blood in the Holy of Holies on
high, as Aaron did in the earthly Tabernacle. Time is lost
sight of altogether. In the sphere of eternal realities it disappears. It is one continuous action which is spoken of
from the Ascension to the Second Advent " ( Church Congress Report, p. 304).
The second quotation is from Canon Moberly's recently
published work on Ministerial Priesthood (Land. 1897) :" Christ's offering in Heaven is a perpetual ever-present
offering of life, whereof 'to have died' is an ever-present and .
perpetual attribute. If 'Calvary' were the sufficient statement
of the nature of the sacrifice of Christ, then that sacrifice
would be simply past and done, which is in truth both now
and for ever present. He is a Priest for ever, not as it were
by a perpetual series of acts of memory, not by multiplied
and ever remoter acts of commemoration of a death that is
past, but by the eternal presentation of a life which eternally
is the 'life that died' " (p. 246).
Further reference may also be made to Prof. Milligan, Tl1e
Ascension and Heavenly Priesthood ef our Lord, 3rd ed. pp.
114-149; and for the bearing of this view of our Lord's
Offering upon the doctrine of the Atonement, to Nate B,
pp. 340-366, of the same work.

NOTE C
On the Translation of 8w0~K'f/ m c. rx. 16, r 7.
·o-irov yap 8w0~KYJ, 0avaTOI' &vu.yKYJ <f,lpnr0ai TOV 8ia0£µ,vov·
8w0~KYJ yap £7rt VEKpoZ, /3£/3a{a, £7r€l /1.~ TOT€ l<Txvn OT£ tii b
8ia01µ£vo,;;.
Note

c.

The translation of 8ia0~KYJ as "covenant" in the above
passage is undoubtedly attended with considerable difficulty.

NOTE C.-ON THE TRANSLATION OF o,a0f,-xri

And as in itself the word may mean either "covenant," or
"testament," the great majority of modern commentators,
despairing of finding the former meaning suitable here, have
unhesitatingly adopted the latter. But it may well be
questioned whether in doing so they have not created fresh
and still more serious difficulties.
In the text therefore
we have ventured to adhere to the rendering of " covenant"
throughout the whole passage, of which these two verses
form a part; and that the two verses in this way yield a
good sense, has we trust already been sho~n. But it may
be well to state here more fully some of the grounds on
which we have preferred a rendering, at present so very
generally abandoned.
I. \Ve have done so on the ground of general usage.
( 1) There can be no doubt that "covenant" is the almost
universal meaning of 8ia0~KY/ in the LXX, the language of
which so largely influenced the writer of our Epistle. For
out of well on to three hundred appearances it is (with only
four exceptions) 1 used as the translation of the Hebrew berUh,
a word which by that time "had become a religious term
in the sense of a onesided engagement on the part of
God," or what we generally understand by a Biblical
covenant. 2 ( 2) It bears the same sense in the Apocryphal
Books of the 0. T. ( comp. Wisd. xviii. 2 2 ; Ecclus. xliv. 11 ;
2 Mace. viii.
15 ), and in Philo ( see the quotations in
Westcott's Hebrews, p. 299), whose linguistic parallels with
our writer are often so striking (comp. further, Chap. IX.).
(3) Nor is jt different in the N.T. It is generally admitted
that 8w0~KY/ means " covenant" in every passage where
it occurs unless it be in the verses before us and in
Gal. iii. 15 ; and even in the latter case Lightfoot (as
against Thayer) defends the rendering "covenant." (4) The
1 Zech. xi. 14; Deut. ix. 5 ; J er.
xii. (xxxiv.) 18; Ex. xxxi. 7.
" See further, p. 69, note 2; and
for the reasons which led the LXX
translators to select o,a0fJK'f/ rather
than rrvv0YJK'f/ for this purpose, the
very suggestive remarks by Prof.
Ramsay in the Expositor, 5th Ser.

\'iii. p. 321 ff. In the latter part of
his paper Prof. Ramsay argues that
fha0fJK'f/ means Will or "Disposition" not only in vv. 16, 17, but
" throughout the difficult passage
Ifebr. ix. I 1-22," a conclusion with
which for grounds stated above we
find ourselves unable to agree.
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evidence of the Epistle before us is particularly striking
in this direction. For as the key-word of Jer. xxxi. (xxxviii.)
31-34, which may be described as the text of the Epistle,
not only may 8ia0~KYJ be said to lie at the basis of the
writer's whole argument; but in cc. viii. and ix., for example,
I it occurs ( omitting the present verses) no less than ten times
in a passage of continuous argument, and on each occasion
I the context clearly demands the rendering "covenant." Note
more particularly its association with Mediator (wU'frYJ,) in
c. viii. 6 and ix. 15 ; and comp. the corresponding thought
of Jesus as "the surety (lyyvo,) of a better covenant" in
C. VI!. 22.
2. The context of vv. 16, 17 seems equa!ly clear in demanding the rendering "covenant" for ow0~K'YJ. For though
it is true that in ver. 1 5 there is mention of a "death having
taken place," it is, as Moulton has pointed out, "the death
of a sin-offering, and there is no natural or easy transition of
thought from an expiatory death to the death of a testator.
And yet the words which introduce verses 16 and 18 ('For'
and 'Wherefore ') show that we are following the course of
an argument" (Comm. in loc.). While further in vv. 18-20 the
meaning " covenant " is so unquestionably demanded, if only
by the quotation in ver. 20 from Ex. xxiv. 8, into which the
thought of a wi!l or testament cannot possibly enter, that we
find the Revisers of 1881 supplying covenant in ver. 20 after
"the first," and not testament, as their rendering of the previous
verses would naturally have suggested. 1
3. The translation " covenant " again is more. in keeping
with two of the most. striking expressions in the verses themselves, the full force of which is lost sight of in the ordinarilyaccepted rendering. (r) Thus ver. 16 does not say, that in
the case of a 8w0~KYJ "there must of necessity be the death
of him that made it" (A.V. and R. Y.); but that his death
must be "brought in" (<f,epm0ai), that is, .assumed, taken for
granted, posited, according to a very common usage of the
word - a meaning which is inapplicable in the case of a
Will which only comes into force after the death of the
1

See Wood, Problems in the

N. T. (Lond.
P· 14of.).

Rivingtons,

1890,
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testator,1 but which falls in admirably with the idea of a covenant\
based upon sacrifices. ( 2) And so with the striking phrase £7Tt
viKpoi,, which does not mean "over the dead" or "after
men are dead," as the somewhat free translation of the R.V.
"where there hath been death" seems to imply, but rather
" upon the basis of the dead," as signifying the accompanying
circumstance or condition on which the ow0~K'YJ received its
validity. 2 We have then an almost perfect parallel in Ps.
xlix. (1.) 5, a passage which may well have been in the
writer's mind, TOV', Otan0£JJ,£VOV', T~V Ota0~~'Y}V ai'.i-rov €1Tl
0v<r{ai,.

4. It may further be objected to the translation "testament" that, however familiar the idea of a disposition by Will
may be to us, it was almost unknown to the Jews, and that in
an Epistle steeped throughout in Jewish thought the writer
would hardly venture even on an illustration, which would
convey little or no meaning to his readers (Moulton, in loc.). 3
5. While more significant still is the fact, that such an
illustration would not have been in keeping with the writer's
own usual trat"n of tlzought. For, as we have seen repeatedly,
it is not on the death of Christ in itself (to which the thought
of a testamentary disposition naturally carries us back), but
on that death crowned with glory and honour, offered, that
is, as a covenant-offering in the sanctuary on high, that the
efficacy of His atoning work is shown to depend. 4
1 This, as Ramsay has shown in
the paper already mentioned, was
the peculiarity of the Roman Will,
which can alone here be thought
of(" The Epistle to the Hebrews
moves entirely in the sphere of
Roman law," p. 329) as contrasted
with the Greek Will which became
immediately effective.
::! For a si1nilar use of hd in this
Epistle comp. c. viii. 6; ix. 10, 15;
and see Blass, Grammar of N. T.
c;reek, § 43. 3, p. 137.
3 Comp. Dr. Ball : '' The Rabbinical 'vVill was unknown before
the Roman Conquest of Palestine,
and was directly based upon the
Roman model" ( Conte111p. Rev.
Aug. 1891, p. 287)-a statement

Prof. Ramsay quotes with approval
(ut s. p. 330).
4
Bruce, adopting the translation
'' testament," says: '' We have
difficulty in understanding how a
man could at this stage in his discourse say anything so elementary"
( Expositor, 4th Ser. i. p. 355).
And as further examples of the
difficulties in which this same
rendering has landed its supporters,
we may notice that Liinemann
admits "a logical inaccuracy"
( Colll111. p. 336), Davidson "something awkward in the double use
of the word" ( Co111111. p. 183), and
Ran1say "a conceit, forced on the
writer" (ut s. p. 330 ).
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It may be added that among the earlier commentators
the rendering " covenant" found little or no support. More
recently it has been adopted by Ebrard, Prof. Forbes (Brit.
and For. Ev. Rev., Oct. 1876), Moulton, Rendall, Westcott,
Hatch (Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 47 f.), and Prof. Milligan
(in MS. Notes previously referred to).

CHAPTER VIII
THE NEW COVENANT

THE writer has accomplished his purpose. By his Chap. viii.
description of the Person and Work of their great I. The
Relation o.f
High-priest, he has shown the Hebrew-Christians the the New
C oz'enant to
true nature of the Covenant into which they have been the Old.
introduced. There remains still, however, the practical
question of the appropriation of this Covenant, how the
blessings which it offers become truly the portion of
believers. But before we pass to that, it may be well
to try to define more exact:y the relation in which,
according to our writer, this New Covenant stands to
the Old. Only thus will we understand the earnestness with which he calls upon his readers on the one
hand to forsake the Old, and on the other with all
faith and patience to lay hold of the New, an earnestness the more remarkable in view of the important
features which the two Covenants possess in common.
We shall begin with these last. After noticing them,
the essential point of difference between the. two
Covenants, which is often misunderstood, will clearly ,
I
emerge.
'
And here the first point that at once meets us is, · r. Points of
•
a.xreement
that both Covena11ts were of God.
It IS a truth, between
implied in the opening words of the Epistle, "God : g'f''Iiot!t,
.
,,
h
were ef God.
havmg spoken . . . spake:
The same God w o of
I
old time revealed His will to the fathers by divers i
!71
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portions and in divers manners has in the end of
these days revealed Himself to us in a Son. And
therefore it is that the New Testament revelation can
be described by a term usually confined to the Old
Testament Scriptures "the oracles of God." 1
Or
conversely that the writer can speak of a word from
the Psalms as still "living and active" for the warning
of Christians (c. iv. 12), or make use of a quotation
from the Book of Proverbs as if it were directly
addressed to them ( c. xii. 5, 6).
Hence too the institutions of the Old Covenant are
referred to under terms intended to bring out their
Divine appointment. They are "ordinances of Divine
' service " ; 2 and the first Tabernacle not merely
"stands," but "has an appointed place answering to
a Divine order." 3 Nor is even the use of the present
tense of the verb without significance in this connexion.
For it is to be taken, not as proving that the Levitical
service
still continued in force at the writer's time, still
I
less that it formed an integral part of Christianity, but
as pointing back to the Scripture-record, and implying
the permanence, in the writer's mind, of the Divine idea. 3
While the two Covenants have thus the same source,
j they are both regarded as made with the same persons.
The one family of believers is throughout described as

(2) Bot!t
were made

with" the
people."

1 C. v. 12, rCL )',Jy·yLa roD 0EoD.
Many (as Keil, Moulton, Westcott)
refer the expression here also to the
0. T. Scriptures; but it is clearly the
N. T. revelation which is prominently before the writer's eye (comp.
c. vi. 1), although he may have in1
' eluded in his thought the 0. T.
' preparation for it. Nor would the
Hebrew Christians have been blamed
for holding the 0. T. revelation fast,
if at the same time they had penetrated to the deeper truths which
I were now become the Logia of
, God.

2 C. ix. 1, OtKatWµara A.arpElas.
Comp. ver. 10; and for a similar
use of o,Ka,wµ,arn in the N.T.
Luke i. 6 ; Rom. ii. 26.
3 c. ix. 8, cxo{u,71~ <J"Taow.
See
\Vestcott, in lot.
4
See p. 23 f. Where the past
tense occurs as eTxe (c. ix. I) or
KaT<<J"Kevda-071 (c. ix. 2), the writer
is looking back from his historical
position to the original institution
of the Tabernacle and its sen-ices.
And the past tense no more implies
their actual abrogation, than the
present their actual continuance.
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the people (c. ii. 17, xm. 12), or the people of God Chap. viii.
(c. iv. 9), or more particularly as the one House of
God, in which Moses was servant, and over which
Christ was Son ( c. iii. 1-6). And consequently the
blessings offered under the one Covenant are represented as capable of extension to the other. "We
which have believed do enter into that rest," of which
those to whom it was first promised came short ( c. iv. 3).
While, on the other hand, they of the First Covenant
have a "gospel" preached to them, as it has been to us
( c. iv. 2, 6), their great leader can be spoken of as
knowing "the reproach of the Christ " ( c. xi. 26), and •
"they that have been called" have, even while still
under the Old Covenant, their "transgressions" forgiven in Christ, and "receive the promise of the
eternal inheritance" ( c. ix. 15).
Once more both Covenants have the same general (3) Both
were
end in view, the bringing, namely, of man into a state directed to
the same
of uninterrupted and complete fellowship with God. end.
Thus it was that there was a "Tabernacle prepared''
(c. ix. 2) in the midst of the Camp of Israel, in which
God might meet with His people, and they with
Him-a Tabernacle which is expressly described as
made "according to the pattern . . . in the mount"
(c. viii. 5), and embodying therefore, though still only
in a typical form, the eternal purpose of God with
reference to man.
The Old Covenant was thus a
saving institution no less than the New, and the Law,
instead of being regarded, as by St. Paul, as given to
shut up men to a covenant made with Abraham four
hundred and thirty years before (Gal. iii. 17), is thought
of rather under its ceremonial aspect as a means of
bringing God and man together. In strictness indeed
we ought not to speak of two Covenants at all, but
rather of the one Covenant manifesting itself under
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two different forms, which differed not so much in
I. general purpose, as in the stage to which they were
I able to advance that purpose. Not therefore because
: it inculcated new ideas, but because it had the power
! to carry out perfectly, and, as we are just to see, in a
higher sphere, the ideas common to both, was the so; called Second Covenant superior to the First, and its
1promises " better" (c. viii. 6). 1
2. Essential
And the reason-and here we reach the difference
difference
between the
between the two Covenants-of this comparative failure
Covenants.
(r) The Old of the old was, that it was only able to affect man on
Covenant
·was ''o/
one, and that the lower side of his nature. Moving as
earth."
· it did in the ~phere of earth, with an earthly Tabernacle
and earthly sacrifices, all its arrangements, notwithstanding their original Divine institution, bore necessarily an
earthly character with the consequent limitations and
imperfections.
Thus it is that the writer, amidst
all the loving reverence with which he recalls the
different parts of the Jewish Tabernacle, does not fail
I to place in the forefront of his description the fact that
' it was a sanctuary "of this world," an epithet evidently
2
I intended to suggest its outward and material character.
I While later in the same chapter he describes the ceremonies of the great Day of Atonement as only "a
' parable for the time then present ; according to which
Chap. viii.

j

1

11

1 The reader may be referred to
Owen On Hebrews, Exercitations,
Part i. Exerc. 4, Of the Oneness
of the Church.
"The Christian
Church is not ANOTHER CHURCH,
but the very same that was before
the coming of Christ, having the
same faith, and interested in the
same covenant . . . . The old church
was not taken away, and a new one
set up ; but the same church was
continued in those, 011/y those, who
by faith inherited the promises "
(pp. 89, 90).
Comp. Mozley,
" There has been but one funda-

mental dispensation in the world
since its creation, viz. that of the
Gospel" (Review of the Baptismal
Controversy, p. roS).
2
C. ix. I, rS T€ ll.,ywv KO<J'}J,lK•v.
The adjective is found elsewhere in
N. T. only in Tit. ii. 12, where it is
used in connexion with "lusts," and
therefore in a sense inapplicable
here. By the non-repetition of the
article before it we are led further
to take it in a predicative sense,
"the sanctuary as a thing of this
wo,-!d," that is, of a simply cosmical
character (comp. Delitzsch, in loc. ).
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are offered both gifts and sacrifices that cannot, as
touching the conscience, make the worshipper perfect,
being only (with meats and drinks and divers washings)
carnal ordinances, imposed until a time of reformation "
( c. ix. 9, JO). The Levitical sacrifices had their use ;
but that use from their own inherent character was
limited. Th~y could not "as touching the !=Onscience "
make the worshippers perfect. Or, as the same truth
is immediately afterwards stated from its ,positive side,
they sanctified only " unto the cleanness of the flesh"
(c. ix. I 3). They dealt with man only in his relations
to the present world, and not as a spiritual being who
needed an inward cleansing, and to be placed once
more in his true p;:isition to the Father of spirits.
But here it was that the New Covenant came in to
supplement and fulfil it. Its Tabernacle is of heaven,
its Priest and sacrifice of heaven, and therefore it is
able to "perfect" man on the heavenly or spiritual
aspect of his nature, and to bring him into living
contact with the realities of the invisible world. The
whole argument of the Epistle, as we have tried to
understand it, goes to establish this: and here it
may be sufficient to recall by way of further illustration the use made of the word "heavenly" (hroupam,;),
which is one of the key-words of the Epistle. Believers,
we are reminded, are "partakers of a heavenly calling"
(c. iii. 1): they have "tasted of the heavenly gift"
( c. vi. 4): they are come already "unto the city of
the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem" (c. xii. 22).
The entire system indeed in which they stand is "the
heavenly things" (c. viii. 5 ; comp. ix. 2 3), the real,
the true, the lasting, in contrast to the copy and shadow.
For it is hardly necessary to remark that the idea of
locality is to be removed as far as possible from the
epithet "heavenly," and that we are to think rather
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(2) The New
Covenant
was ''ef
licaven."
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of " those eternal ideas in which the true, perfect, and
ultimate relation of God to man is expressed, and the
realising of which is needed for the satisfaction both of
God and man. . . . The chief characteristic of the
Christian dispensation is thus to the writer of our
Epistle what may be called 'other worldliness.' It
· does not take man out of his present sphere, but it
brings another world to him there, so that he is
lightened with its light, breathes its atmosphere, and
manifests its spirit." 1 Therefore it is that the Christian
believer can be thought of as already an occupant "of
the inhabited earth to come" ( c. ii. 5), and that his lot
I
j is cast not in "these days" ( c. i. 2) or in "the season
that is present" ( c. ix. 9), but already in "the age to
,I come " (c. vi. 5), the " season of reformation " (c. ix. ro ). 2
And if this is so, it at once follows that with the
advent of the New, the Old Covenant is finally abolished.
Even in Jeremiah's time, the writer reminds us, there
were already signs of that abolition. "In that He
saith, A new covenant, He hath made the first old.
But that which is made old 3 and waxeth aged is nigh
unto vanishing away" ( eyy;),= &,pru111,uou, c. viii. r 3 ; comp.
Jer. xxxi. (xxxviii.) 31). And now with the appearance
of Christ as High-priest, the vanishing process is complete.4 He is High-priest of the good things that are

I
3. The
abolition ef
the Old
Covenant.

1 Prof. Milligan,
The Thinker,
Dec. 1893, p. 517. See the whole
of the two papers on "The Covenants " in the Oct. and Dec. numbers.
2 "This paradox, that Christianity
is the future aeon, is the most pregnant expression of the whole Christian view of the Epistle to the
Hebrews." Pfleiderer, Pau!inism,
Eng. tr. ii. p. 58.
3 ITa:\cuovµevov, best rendered as
a passive, and implying that the
abolition of the Old Covenant was
not part of any recent plan. He

who gave the Second made the
First Covenant old.
4
That the presentation of Christ
in heaven, and neither His incarnation, nor His death, is in this
Epistle regarded as the beginning
of the new covenant-relationship,
the turning-point in the world's
history, hardly needs further proof.
The whole argument of c. ix. goes
to show that in the writer's mind
the First Covenant dated from the
days of Israel in the wilderness
(vv. r-ro), the Second from the
Glorification of Christ (vv. rr-28).
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come: 1 and all that the Old Covenant had aimed at,
but failed to reach, is now finally accomplished. When
therefore he thinks of the Old Covenant not in itself,
but in its relation to the New, the writer does not
hesitate to speak of it as only "a copy and shadow
of the heavenly things" (u<;roo,,y(J,a';-J xal (JXl(f ;-w, J,r.oupavfwv; c. viii. 5), intended to prepare the way for the
heavenly things themselves. Each part of the worship
of Israel was thus "a step in a religious progress, good
for the time and the men of the time, but destined to
give way when He in whom it all culminated came
from heaven to replace an earthly and perishing by a
heavenly and eternal sphere for man."
And that has now been accomplished. The New
Covenant has been established ; and in the verses with
which he begins the more directly practical portion of
his Epistle the writer indicates the means by which its
blessings may be appropriated : " Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter
into the holy place in the blood of Jesus,
by the way which He dedicated for us, a new
and living way, through the veil, that is to
say, His flesh ; and having a great priest over
the house of God ; let us draw near with a
true heart in full assurance of faith, having our
hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and
our body washed with pure water: let us hold
fast the confession of our hope that it waver
not; for He is faithful that promised: and let
us consider one another to provoke unto love
and good works; not forsaking the assembling
of ourselves together, as the custom of some is,
1 C. ix. II, apx«pciJs rwv -ycvoµ,frwv a-yallwv, according to the
12

reading adopted by Westcott and
Hort.
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The means
o/approfriati'on.
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but exhorting one another; and so much the more,
as ye see the day drawing nigh" (c. x. 19-25).
There is no mention here, it will be observed, of faith
laying hold of the atoning work of Christ, as would
have been the case with St. Paul. In conformity rather
with his whole current of thought, the writer calls upon
believers to "enter in," to "draw near," and so personally to appropriate and enjoy the blessings which
are theirs. And that they have " boldness" to do so,
he reminds them on two grounds. The first is, that
they do not come before God in themselves, but " in
the blood of Jesus": 1 He has inaugurated for them
the way, "a new and living way." And the second is,
that now in the Holiest, into which He has entered,
He is for them "a great Priest," great not only as
Priest but as King,2 and therefore One who both
presents His complete offering for them in heaven,
and from there rules all things both in heaven and on
earth.
The question is sometimes asked, How far believers
themselves are therefore to be regarded as priests ?
And it is not infrequently answered that the idea,
however true in itself, and clearly taught in other
passages of Scripture, is wholly strange to this Epistle. 3
Now this is true no doubt to the extent that the general
Christian priesthood is nowhere stated by our writer
in explicit terms. Nor is it difficult to explain the
omission. It arises from the overwhelming importance
which he attaches to the Priesthood of Christ. His
1 C. x. 19, iv riii atµ,an 'I17<Tov;
comp. c. ix. 25, ,~ atµ,an ci),'/\orpl4J.
Its full force must be given to iv,
as denoting the enveloping circumstance or condition.
2 The thought is probably taken

from

Zech.

vi.

I I

( comp.

ver.

13).
3

Comp. \Veiss, "Der Gedanke
eines allgemeinen Priesterthums
dem Hebraerbrief iiberhaupt ganz
fremdartig ist" (Hebnier Brie;~
p. 186).
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object throughout is to show that Christ is the one true
Priest in contrast to the symbolic priests of the Jewish
Hierarchy, and to have applied the term priests to any
others would have been only to cause confusion in his
readers' minds. 1
But if the designation is wanting, the thought underlying it is constantly implied, and that in the clearest:
possible manner. It may be traced for example in the
use of the expression "draw near," the LXX expression
for the approach of priests to God in service. 2 While
the description of Christian believers as having their
"hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience" and their
"body washed with pure water" is evidently suggested
by the preparatory cleansing which the Jewish highpriest had to undergo in order to be qualified for his
high-priestly work on the great Day of Atonement. 3
If, too, this is correct, not only are all believers priests,
but there can be no essential distinction between the
priesthood of any minister of the Church, and that of
the humblest lay-believer. There may be, and is, a
difference of function : but the words before us teach
that to every disciple of Christ the privilege not only
of a Christian priesthood, but of a Christian highpriesthood belong.
And so in other two passages from the Epistle which
may be noticed here. It had been urged apparently
that Christians as· such were wanting in some of the
1 See some interesting remarks
on why priestly and sacrificial
language is not more explicit in
the N.T. in Moberly, Ministerial
Priesthood (Lond., Murray, 1897),
p. 264 ff.
2 1Ipoo-epxw0,u, c. i,·. 16; vii. 25;
x. 1, 22; xi. 6. Comp. Lev. xxi.
17, 21 ; xxii. 3.
3 It is not uncommon to find in
the two clauses defining the Chris-

tian' s spiritual cleansing a reference
to the two Christian sacraments,
the first, veiled, to the Eucharist ;
the second, unquestionable, to
Baptism (Westcott). But such a
reference, however appropriate,
hardly underlies the words in the
first instance. All that is intended
is a cleansing which extends to the
whole man, both inward and outward.
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consolations and means of strength which the Jewish
ritual brought within the reach of its priests. Not so,
rejoins our writer. "We," we Christians, "have an
altar," an altar, moreover," whereof they have no right
to eat which serve the Tabernacle," and whose ministry
consequently is outward and earthly. 1 The exact
interpretation to be given to this Christian altar has
been much discussed by commentators, and we cannot
enter into the discussion here, beyond noticing the fact
that the emphatic present "we have" and the mention
of "eating" both forbid our limiting the reference to
Christ upon the cross, as the majority seem inclined to
do. In accordance rather with the general teaching of
the Epistle we are led to think of the whole offering of
our High-priest, the offering which He presents for us
in heaven, and of which therefore all who are in Him
are partakers.2
Nor only so, but, to pass to our second passage,
we too have an offering to present. "Through Him
(oi' auro'0)," and the words should be noted as bringing
out how jealously the writer guards the truth that it is
only "through" their great High-priest, that men in the
fulfilment of their priestly work still act, "let us offer
up (aYa<pspw/.1,ev) a sacrifice of praise to God continually,
that is, the fruit of lips which make confession to His
name. But to do good and to communicate forget not:
for with such sacrifices (0u,r,a,,) Gotl is well pleased"
(c. xiii. 15, 16).3 Or, as the words have been para1

C. xiii. IO, txoµ,ev Ov,na/Jr~pwv
ov q,a-y,'iv OUK lxoVIJLV [ <'{ov/Jlav]
ol rii IJK1/PV 11.arpdJOvnr.

et

2 For an
interesting note on
the meaning of Ov1J,a1Jr~pwv see
Moberly, JV/inisterial Priestltood,
p. 269, note 3. He concludes that
"however much more inclusive or
indefinite may be, to thought, the
entire connotation of the word, the

Eucharistic celebration must, after
all, be that among concrete things
which it most directly signified, and
which most fully embodies and expresses its meaning."
3 Moberlyagainfindsin the Eucharist celebration "the palmary meaning" of the Christian Ov1Jla here
spoken of (ut s. p. 270).
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phrased by Bishop Westcott, " Our sacrifice, our
participation m Him [Christ], involves more than
suffering for His sake: it is also an expression of
thanksgiving, of praise to God ( I 5), and of service to
man (16), for Christ has made possible for us this side
also of sacrificial service."
Such then are the true believer's privileges, the
privileges of priestly, or rather high-priestly access into
the Holiest in his great High-priest, and of rendering a
high-priestly service in Him. But the very character
of these privileges demand,, a certain frame of mind,
certain dispositions on his part, if he is to enjoy them
to the full. And for a convenient summary of these
dispositions we may turn again to three statements from
the passage which we have already quoted:-

Chap. viii.

III. Tke
consequent
Duties.

" Let us draw near with a true heart m full
assurance of faith."
" Let us hold fast the confession of our hope
that it waver not."
" Let us consider one another to provoke unto
love and good works" (c. x. 22, 23, 24).
First and foremost the Christian's attitude is an
attitude of Faith,1 and the very fact that this faith is
represented as existing only after he has acknowledged
Jesus as the perfect High-priest, and His blood as the
means of entrance, is sufficient to show that it is not
to be understood in the usual Pauline sense of the act
of will, the surrender, by which he enters into fellowship
with God, but rather as the holding firm that which he
has already won. And with this the general usage of
1 " Ihre
Hauptrolle spielt sie
nicht in der erstmaligen grundlegenden Neuordnung des <lurch
die Siinde zersti:irten Verhaltnisses
zwischen den Menschen und Gott,

sondern in der gesunden und des
endlichen ziels sicheren Fortentwicklung desselben." Von Soden,
I-Iand-Comm. p. 91.

r. Faitk.
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faith in the Epistle corresponds. Thus though in c. iv.
faith is made the condition of entrance into the Rest
which God has provided for His people, by that Rest
is to be understood not the state of salvation in itself,
but rather its completion, its consummation. 1 \Vhile
in the same way afterwards the Hebrews are exhorted,
"not to be sluggish, but imitators of them who through
faith and patience inherit the promises" ( c. vi. r 2) ; or
are commended as being "not of shrinking back," but
"of faith unto the gaining of the soul" ( c. x. 39), where
the striking expression used points not to the initial act
of salvation, but to the soul's becoming so possessed of
God that it shares His eternal joy. 2
And so again, in the great description and exemplification of faith to which the writer proceeds in the
following chapter. Had he taken faith in the narrower,
more technical sense to which we have become accustomed in the Epistles of St. Paul, this appeal to the
faithful under the Old Covenant would have been
somewhat incongruous. But when we think of it in
the wider sense of the principle which underlies all
religious life and experience, as " a faith upon God"
('ll'lanw, h.i 0,6v, c. vi. 2), upon His existence, and His
rewarding righteousness to all who truly seek after Him
(c. xi. 6), the exhortation becomes quite natural, and
eminently suitable to the circumstances of the Hebrews.
In the lives and examples of their great forefathers
they are invited to see that there is such a thing
as faith, "the giving substance to things hoped for,
the proving of things not seen," and are thus led to
cultivate a like attitude in their own immediate
circumstances.3
1 This is shown by the fact that
the "disob,dient" cannot enter
(c. iv. 6, II).
2 C. x. 39, 1rlr,nws els 1repi1rolTJrT<V

if;vxfis.
For 1rep,1rolTJrT<s, comp.
I Thess. v. 9; 2 Thess. ii. 14.
3 C. xi. 1.
The for,v is emphatic at the beginning of the verse.
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Nor as the supreme example of such an attitude Chap. viii.
does the writer hesitate to point even to Jesus. He is
'' the leader and perfecter of faith," 1 where faith must
be taken not as the substance of the Christian Creed,
nor as the faith which Christ inspires and maintains in
the .heart of each individual believer (an idea favoured
by the introduction of "our" both in the Authorized
and Revised Versions), but as the faith which Christ
Himself showed throughout in His human nature, and
which, in spite of sufferings, He carried to perfection.
The thought that He is the cause of this faith in others
as well as its supreme example may be lurking in the .
words, but it is not the leading thought. That rather,
as the following words further prove, is an exhortation
to the Hebrews amidst their own sufferings carefully to
reckon up and compare (ava"A.oyirJarJO,, c. xii. 3) the
patient endurance of Christ amidst His, and so to
follow Him to a like victory. 2
But faith has another side.
While thus closely 2. Hope.
3
related to obedience, in view of the attitude required
of man in order that the promises of God may be
his, it passes equally readily into the idea of Hope,
where the thought is more particularly of the definite
form or manner, in which God has already fulfilled
these promises, so that the exhortation to "draw near
with a true heart in full assurance of faith" is followed,
not, as we might have expected by to "hold fast the
1 C. xii. 2, dq,opwvTES €LS T(W
rijs 1rlo-r£ws dpxrryOv Kai TEh.Etwrhv
'l')<TOUV.
2 Attention may be drawn to the
striking reading in c. xii. 3, inrO rW11
ClµaprwAWv Ell favroVs dvrtA.o')'iav,
as bringing out the tragic nature of
the fact that Jesus was the victim,
not so much of gainsaying of sinners
against Him, as of sinners against
themseh-es, against their own true

advantage. The idea may be illus·
trated by, if it is not actually borrowed from, the history of Korah
(Num. xvi. 38); and it is at least
an interesting coincidence that the
same word civni\o')'ia is used in the
same connexion in Jude 1 r.
3 'A1rd8Ha, as well as d1rtcrrla, is
contrasted with 1r/a-ns. See c. iii.
18, 19 ; iv. 6, l l ; and comp. c. iv.

3.
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confession of our faith," but " the confession of our hope
that it waver not." 1
The need of such an attitude in the case of readers
situated as were the Hebrew Christians is at once
apparent, and explains the peculiar prominence given
to Hope, and its correlatives, throughout the Epistle. 2
Thus, after speaking of the House of God, in which
both Moses and Christ were found faithful, the first as a
servant, the second as a Son, Christians are reminded
that they too are the House of God, "if we hold fast
our boldness and the glorying of our hope firm unto
the end " ( c. iii. 6). And to the same effect, a little
later, the writer accompanies his commendation of
the spirit of love which hitherto the Hebrews had
displayed with the desire, "that each one of you may
show the same diligence unto the full assurance of
hope even to the end" ( c. vi. I I).
In neither of these cases, it will be observed, is hope
merely subjective, as implying the emotion that should
exist in the Hebrews' minds, but objective, to the
extent of including the content of this hope as a
conception,3 an aspect of hope which appears still
more clearly in the next passage to which we have
to refer. For there, hope is connected directly with
the High-priesthood of Christ as the decisive fact of
salvation-" the hope set before us ; which we have
as an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast,
and entering into that which is within the veil ;
1 c. x. 23, Kadxwµev T7}V oµoXo-y[av riis eX1rilios ciKX,vii.
For the close connexion between
faith and hope, comp. r Pet. i. 21,
Wcrr€ r1]v 1rl<J'rtV VµWv Kal. iX:rrioa
<iva, eis Oeov, more particularly if
we can accept the rendering at
present in vogue, "so that your
faith is also hope in God." But
see Hort, in loc., who finds "a

suspicious modernness" about such
an expression.
2 'A1reKlicxecrOa,, hliExecrOa,, f1rt/;'YJTELV, opf-yecrOa,, d1rof3M1reiv (c. ix.
28; xi. ro, 14, r6, 26).
3 For a similar use of ,!X1rls comp.
Eph. i. r8, and Abbott's note in
Commentary on Ephesians (in Int,;rnat. Critic. Comm.), p. 29.
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whither as forerunner there entered for us Jesus, j Chap. viii.
having become a High-priest for ever after the order I
!
of Melchizedek" (c. vi. r 9, 20).
The figure of an anchor "entering into that which
is within the veil" is undoubtedly somewhat incongruous to our idea of its use ; nor is the incongruity
removed by the Patristic contrasts, however ingenious,
between the earthly anchor which sinks to the depths
of the sea, and the spiritual anchor which rises to ,
the heights of heaven. But as a matter of fact this ,
1
aspect of the figure is entirely subordinate to the main
thought of the passage, which is the nature of the ,
ground into which the anchor enters-the ship's anchor ·
into the soil of earth, the anchor of the believer's hope
into that of heaven. It is because our hope, or anchor,
has so entered into the unseen, that it is also "both
sure and steadfast"; while the reason of its being
able so to enter consists in this, that through the
entrance of Jesus the way stands open. And so too
it is, that the New Covenant which Jesus at His
entering in thus instituted can, in contrast to the
Old, be described as "the bringing in . . . of a better
hope, through which we draw nigh unto God." 1
To this twofold attitude there must moreover be 3. L01,e.
added a third, if we would complete the picture of
the Christian's duty, " Let us consider one another to
provoke unto Love and good works," where the
reference is clearly to the relation in which believers
ought to stand towards other members of the same
community, or those enjoying the same covenant
privileges with themselves. 2 It is not simply as individuals, but as members of a Body that they are saved:
1

1

c.

vii. 19,

Oc(p.

0€ Kp<lre-y-y[!;oµcv T<p

f'lrfl(]'U')'W')'7]

TOVOS i)\1rl/ios, ii,'

?JS

2 C. X. 24, KCLTCLVOWµcv ltAA?)AOVS
eis 1rapo~v<Tµ.i:w a-ya.,r?Js Kai KaXC.v
lp-ywv, Note ,i)\)\,jJ\ovs.
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and each must see that the Body as a whole prospers,
in order that the prosperity of the whole may react
on the prosperity of each.
The reproving or stimulating spoken of has thus a
double side: it affects not only those who are reproved,
but those who reprove. For it is to be noticed that
it is those whom he has regarded as especially the
reprovers, whom the writer immediately exhorts not
to forsake the assembling of themselves together. 1 He
is dealing, in short, with a state of mind which was
leading some to withdraw from the Christian congregation, not because they were careless, or feared persecution, but because they shrank from the responsibility
and pain of correcting the faults and shortcomings of
their fellow-believers, and so encouraging general Christian progress, and a clear and marked manifestation of
the Christian life. 3 While the word used for "gathering
together" (imrruiaywyh) shows that those who neglected
it are thought of as exhibiting not only indifference to
the divinely-appointed arrangements for their spiritual
welfare upon earth, but insensibility to the highest
Christian hope of being for ever united to Christ in
the perfected communion of the saints. 3 And hence
too the stress which is laid upon the example of the
departed heroes and saints of the Old Covenant
(c. xi.), of their own former leaders (c. xiii. 7), and
especially of" Jesus the Mediator of a New Covenant"
(c. xii. 24), in whom all their Christian privileges
culminated.
It 1s moreover, to pass to another line of thought,

IV. The
Danger of
Apostasy.

1 C. x. 25, µry E)'Kara"!l.ci1rovres
r1}v hncrvva.-yw-y1}v Ea.vrWv.
2 For e)'Kara"/l.ci1rw in the sense of

' abandon or desert those in need of
help, comp. c. xiii. 5 (LXX); and
see also Matt. xxvii. 46 (LXX);

I

Acts ii. 27 (LXX); 2 Cor. iv. 9;
Tim. iv. ro.
3 Comp. 2 Thess. ii. r, v1r/op riis
1rapovr,ias roD KVpiov [ 1/µwv] 'I,woD

2

XplcrroD KaL ~µC.,v hncrvva.')'w-y1]~ f'Tr'

aUrVv.
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the very greatness of these privileges which makes the
danger of Apostasy so great, and which leads to the
solemn warnings, which are so characteristic a feature
of the whole Epistle. One of the most significant of
these follows immediately upon the encouragement to
draw near in faith, hope, and love, which we have just
been considering:-

Chap. viii.

" For if we sin wilfully after .that we have
received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more a sacrifice for sins, but a certain
fearful expectation of judgment, and a fierceness
of fire which shall devour the adversaries"
( C. X. 26, 27).
The passage is admittedly difficult, but a careful
consideration of the words and context makes it certain
that the writer is not concerned with what is usually
described as the doctrine of the perseverance of saints,
or the question whether a true believer can or cannot
fall away from the faith, but with the practical state
of those believers who have proved themselves deliberate
and wilful apostates, and who are continuing in a state
of wilful sin. 1 For them he says "there remaineth no
more a sacrifice for sins," where the use of the expression
" rernaineth " ( a--:roi,,hrsuu) instead of the substantive verb
"is" seems to indicate that those referred to are thought
of not as wholly rejecting the idea of sacrifice for sin,
but rather as flattering themselves that there may be
other sacrifices by which atonement can be made. But
that, says the writer, is "impossible." All other sacrifices have been superseded ; and if Christ's sacrifice be
rejected, there is left no sacrifice at all; but simply
judgment for those who evince such active and per1 C. x. 26, hov<Tiw, -yap aµ,ap·
rnvovrwv YJ/J,WV ; where the pres.

participle indicates not a single act,
but a state.
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sistent opposition.1 How indeed can it be otherwise?
Even under the Old Covenant, "a man that hath set
at nought Moses' law dieth without compassion on the
word of two or three witnesses: of how much sorer
punishment "-as a vindication of violated law 2- " think
ye, shall he be judged worthy, who hath trodden under
foot the Son of God, and hath counted the blood of
the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, a common
thing, and hath done despite unto the spirit of grace"
(c. x. 28, 29)? Where the three clauses again mark
the character of the sin condemned as consisting not
in moral delinquency, but in the deliberate placing of
oneself outside the covenant-relationship with the consequent forfeiture of its blessings. 3
It is thus the same teaching which we have already
found in c. vi. 4-6 ; and to find in either passage the
idea that a believer, while remaining in the covenant
but falling into sin, cannot be renewed, is to run counter
to the whole spirit of the appeals and exhortations with
which the Epistle abounds. What need of them at all
in such a case? While, on the other hand, once grant
with our author the close relationship that exists between
a man's covenant-position and the tone and character
of his life, and can any words be too strong for him in
which to warn the Hebrews to look carefully, "lest there
be any man that falleth back from the grace of God "
( C. xii. I 5).
Of such a falling back Esau had given them a terrible
example ; for so insensible was he to the privileges
1 C.
x. 27, roVs V1r€vavriovs.
"The preposition does not weaken,
but enhance the force of t!vavrio~,
so that the compound will denote
' direct,' ' close,' or ' persistent
opposition.'"
Lightfoot on Col.
ii. 14.
2 For this meaning of nµwpla

see Trench, Synonyms of the N. T.,
1st ser. § 7, p. 27 ff.
3 " Le contexte nous prouve que
!'auteur ne songe pas aux chutes
morales des chretiens, mais aux defections ecclesiastiques." Menegoz,
La TMol. de l'Epitr. aux HJbr. p.
1 55-
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which belonged to him as heir of the covenant-blessing
that for one morsel of meat he sold it. And not even his
bitter tears could afterwards bring it back, or restore
to him the prerogative of the firstborn (c. xii. 16, 17).1
Let the Hebrew Christians beware lest they fall into his
sin, a sin the guilt of which is heightened in their case
by the overwhelming greatness of their privileges:" For ye are not come unto a palpable and
kindled fire, and unto blackness, 'and darkness,
and tempest, and the sound of a trumpet, and the
voice of words ; which voice they that heard
intreated that no word more should be spoken
unto them: for they could not endure that which
was enjoined, If even a beast touch the mountain,
it shall be stoned; and so fearful was the appearance, that Moses said, I exceedingly fear and
quake: but ye are come unto mount Zion, and
unto the city of the living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem, and to innumerable hosts of angels, to
the general assembly and church of the firstborn
who are enrolled in heaven, and to God the Judge
of all, and to the spirits of just men made perfect,
and to Jesus the mediator of a new covenant, and
to the blood of sprinkling that speaketh better
things than that of Abel" (c. xii. 18-24).
Each of the particulars in the contrast has a definite
1 The words "for he found no
place of repentance (µ<ravola~ -yap
r61rov oilx ,vp,v)" are to be taken,
as in R. V., in a parenthesis: and
the "it" after " sought" to be
referred to the blessing and not to
"place of repentance." "The consideration of the forgiveness of his
sin against God, as distinct from
the reversal of the temporal consequences of his sin, lies wholly

without the argument" (Westcott,
in loc.). Menegoz (p. 152), who
finds himself unable to accept the
above interpretation, thinks that the
meaning is, "he found no means
of retracing his steps, of annulling
the deed he had committed (d'annuler le fait accompli)" ; but it
seems impossible lo read this sense
into µ,ravo,a.
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meaning, which serves to heighten the general impressiveness of the appeal; but all may be summed up
in this, that, while the old revelation was in its character
material, elemental, terrifying, the new is spiritual,
ideal, gracious. It is concerned with "' things themselves,' the final form of all that is, and they are
gathered together in the abode and sphere of that
, which is real and ultimate, the heavens." 1 Let the
I Hebrews see to it then that they refuse not Him who
speaks to them from the midst of these eternal realities.
For if Israel escaped not, when they refused "Him that
warned on earth," much more shall not they escape if
they turn away from" Him that is from heaven" (c. xii. 25).
I
The impressive picture thus conjured up suggests
yet another aspect of the New Covenant, and that is
'its final Consummation. A "shaking" accompanied
God's speaking from Sinai, but it was a shaking of the
earth only, and as such was temporary, and soon subsided, leaving things as they were: a "shaking" shall
follow God's speaking from heaven, and this time it will
be final. 2 All those things that can be shaken, "things
I that are made," the outward, the sensible, the material,
1
, will be removed in order that "those things which cannot
I be shaken," the eternal, unseen realities, "may remain."
' When this is to be finally accomplished, the writer
does not tell us; but, in accordance with his general
teaching, he regards the shaking as already begun,
and believers as now in possession of an immovable
kingdom. 3 That he believed however in addition some
great crisis to be near at hand in which the new order
would fully manifest itself, many passages in the Epistle
clearly prove. Thus he speaks of "the day " that was
1

1

V. The
Consummation efthe
Covenant.

1

1

Davidson, Comm. p. 245.
C. xii. 2 7, fr, a,ra~ ; corn p.
, Hagg. ii. 6ff. (LXX).
2

3 Note the presents ra. µri tTaXrn6µeva (ver. 2 7) and ,rapa?.aµf3avovrn
(ver. 28) ; and see p. 160.
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approaching (c. x. 2 5), by which can only be understood,
according to Old Testament usage, the day of Judgment. And though he never represents this J udgment
as the work of Christ,1 as is the case with other New
Testament writers, perhaps because the work of
J udgment seemed to him little suited to the idea of
an eternal High-priest, he evidently regards it as coinciding with the Day of Christ's Second Coming which
is thought of as close at hand. "For y~t a very little
while (fr, yap µ,xpov 060V o6ov), He that cometh shall
come, and shall not tarry " ( c. x. 37 ).
As to what will take place on that Day, the hints
given us in the Epistle are too slight to enable us to
decide. Beyschlag thinks that the repeated references
to burning are most easily explained by the actual
destruction of the lost : 2 but the passages referred to
(c. vi. 8; x. 27) are hardly able in themselves to support this inference, even though it gains a certain
amount of support from the writer's apparent ignorance
of any resurrection except the resurrection of the just."
But this after all is probably due to his habit of thinking only of those who are within God's covenant. It
is to them that his whole appeal is addressed, and
with their fate that he is specially concerned.
And
for them, as we have already seen, he regards no
judgment as taking place, but rather a final entrance
into the salvation that has already been completed for
them, an eternal sharing in the " perfection," into which
through, or rather in, the Perfecter of their faith they
have been brought.
1 See rather c. ix. 28, x. I 3 ; and
comp. c. x. 30, xii. 23.
2
N. 7'. T!zeol. ii. p. 346.
3 Thus in c. d. 2 where Riehm
(Le!zrbegriff, P; 794) ,cl;iims a g<;_neral
reference for ava<rraO"Ew~ VEKpwv we

haYe already seen that we are dealing with certain truths looked at from
a Christian standpoint, while again
the resurrection of c. xi. 35 is
plainly designated as the goal of
belieYers.
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CHAPTER IX
THE RELATION OF THE EPISTLE TO OTHER
SYSTEMS OF THOUGHT
Chap. ix.

Tke peculiar
teackingef
the Epistle

referred to
three main
sources,

WE have finished our survey of the Doctrinal Teaching
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and if we have presented
it at all adequately, it will be at once recognised what
ample proof we have that in substance, as well as in
form, the Epistle occupies a unique place among the
writings of the New Testament. This is very far
however from saying that it has no inter-relations with
them, or with other contemporary literature, and the
inquiry therefore that now presents itself to us is, to
try and ascertain as far as possible what these relations are, or what are the sources from which our writer
has principally derived his special method of presenting
Christian truth.
And here we are at once met with the fact that these
sources have been very differently conceived. Some
connect the Epistle in the closest manner with the
early Apostolic Church, and regard its teaching as a
development of what is often known as Judaistic
Christianity. Others find for it a far closer affinity
with the school of thought, of which St. Paul was the
leading exponent, and speak of it as " Paulinism of the
second degree," or a kind of Deutero-Paulinism. And
yet others again hold, that the most satisfactory
explanation of its leading characteristics is to be found
192
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in the Hellenism with which it is tinged, or more particularly in its dependence upon the writers of the
Jewish-Alexandrian School, especially Philo.
These views indeed are subject to all kinds of modifications and combinations, as when the upholder of the
Palestinian origin of the Epistle sees also in the writer
a disciple of St. Paul, or the Paulinism of the teaching
is admitted to be presented in an Alexandrian form;
but in their main outlines they may be taken as representing three principal currents of opinion. And the
very fact that each in turn has been put forward so
confidently may well prepare us at once for the conclusion that the peculiarities of the Epistle cannot be
referred exclusively to any one source, but that we must
take account of all three currents in order to arrive at
a proper understanding of it. This is the course at
any rate which recently has been followed by some of
the leading exponents of our Epistle's teaching, and
we propose to follow them in it. 1 We begin accordingly with the relation of the Epistle to early Apostolic
Christianity.

Chap, ix.

all ef 1vliicl,
must be
recognised.

I. Relation to Apostolic Christianity.
One of the first to draw attention to this relation was Relation to
.
•
.
.
.
Apostolic
R1tschl m his E nste/zung der altkatholzschen Kzrche ; 2 Ch,istianity, £!/us·
but it was still more fully brought out and illustrated trated by
by Riehm in the work to which we have had occasion I
so frequently to refer, Der Lehrbegrijf des Hebrderbriifes, and has since been emphasized by many
scholars, among whom we may mention Bernhard Weiss
1

1

1 See more particularly Menegoz,
La Th/ol. de l'Ep. aux H/br. chap.
vi. ; and Holtzmann, Neutestame11tlirhe Theo!ofie, ii. pp. 281-295.
:l Bonn, 1857.
See pp. 159-171.

13

The Jewish-Christian character of
the Epistle had preYiously been
recognised by David Schulz, Der
Brief an die Ilebni"er, Brcslau,
1818.
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in Germany, Menegoz in France, and Bishop Westcott
in England.
Nor can it be denied that there is much that can be
brought forward in support of this view. The close
relation between Judaism and Christianity which, as
we have seen, underlies the main argument of the
Epistle was a thought naturally very present to the
minds of the first Apostles, by whom everything connected with the past was regarded with peculiar affection and esteem, and to whom, in accordance with their
Master's own words, Christianity was not a destroying,
but a fulfilling of the Law.
Riehm has shown again, and the force of his contention is admitted even by those who are not in
sympathy with his main position, that the teaching
regarding the heavenly Jerusalem, the heavenly Sanctuary, and Satan as the king of death, is strictly
Palestinian in its origin. 1 While the solemn warnings,
which form so characteristic a feature of our writer's
method, are not only largely framed in language
derived from the Old Testament, but in the manner
in which they are interwoven with the main argument recall forcibly the Petrine speeches in the Book
of Acts.
The generally Petrine character of the Epistle has
indeed often been remarked upon, and the correspondences between it and the First Epistle of St. Peter may
help to illustrate better than anything else its primitive
character.
Thus, as regards language, the parallels that have
been adduced are, to say the least, often very striking,
and this is particularly noticeable in the terms applied
to Christ's atoning work. Nowhere else in the New
Testament do we find in this connexion special men-

the general
course of
the argU-

ment,

the use of
particular
figures,

and more
particularly
the correspondences
•with 1 Pet.

in language 1

1

Lehrbegrijf, pp. 248, 652 ff.
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tion made of the Body of Christ,1 or of the sprinkling
of His Blood,2 or of His carrying up to the altar His
sacrifice for the sins of men, 3 or of His presenting to us
an example in suffering,4 or of our offering through Him
spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God. 5
The two writings are distinguished also by viewing
salvation more particularly as an objective reality ; 6
faitlz as steadfast trust in an unseen God ; 7 and
rigltteousness as an upright life. 8 While other correspondences of a more general character are the use in
Hebrews of "calling," not in the distinctively Pauline
sense of the Divine election which precedes a man's conversion, but rather in the Petrine, the Old Testament,
sense of the destination which awaits a man after conversion; 9 the prominence given throughout the two
Epistles to the Christian duty of hope; 10 and the fact
that the concluding prayer and doxology are found in
almost identical terms in both. 11 And even though
these and similar coincidences may not of themselves
be sufficient to prove any actual dependence of the
one writer upon the other, they at least show that both
moved in the same general circle of thought, just as
both had a common end in view, namely, to set forth
Christianity as the fulfilment of God's ancient Covenant. 12
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1
2
3

Heb. x. 5, 10; 1 Pet. ii. 24.
Heb. xii. 24 ; I Pet. i. 2.
Heb. vii. 27; ix. 28; I Pet.
ii. 24 (avaq,epew is used of Abraham
in Jas. ii. 21).
4
Heb. xii. 1-3; 1 Pet. ii. 21-23.
5 Ileb. xiii. 15; 1 Pet. ii. 5.
"It
[ o,a] is absent from all the passages
of St. Paul which relate to sacrifice." Hort, Tlze First Ep. ef St.
Peter, i. I-ii. 17, p. 113.
6 Heh. i. 14 ; ix. 28; I Pet. i.
5-10.

7 Heb. xi. I
8
Heb. x. 38
!> Heb. iii. 1

I

I
I

Pet. i. 5-9, v. 9.
Pet. ii. 24; iii. 14.
Pet, ii. 9 ; v. IO,

10 Heb. vi. II, 18, etc. ; I Pet. i.
3, 13, etc.
n IIeb. ~iii. 21 ; 1 Pet. v. IO;
iv. I I.
12 According to Mr. Rendall, by
whom the parallels are stated very
fully, " Again and again we find in
St. Peter's epistle the germ of the
author's thought, or the exact form
of its expression" ( The Ep. to the
Hebrews, Appendix, p. 43). And
a recent writer has actually made
them the ground of an attempt to
prove that St. Peter wrote our
Epistle ( The Authorship of the
Epistle to the Hebrews, by the Rev.

and

thought.
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When however we pass to the methods by which
they tried to reach this end, we are at once met with a
striking difference between the two writers. For while
to St. Peter Christianity is more particularly the fulfilment of the Covenant as announced by prophecy, to
the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews it is rather the
fulfilment of the same Covenant as shadowed forth in
Old Testament priesthood and sacrifice. And not only
so, but the perfection and universality of Christianity
are set forth by our writer with a fulness and a richness
which remind us of St. Paul rather than of St. Peter.
For if, to suit his immediate purpose, and the needs of
those to whom he is writing, he describes the glory of
Christianity by the aid of Jewish and local imagery, he
never forgets its world-wide re1erence. It is "for every
man" that Christ tasted death (c. ii. 9) ; and "unto all
them that obey Him" that He became "the author of
eternal salvation" (c. v. 9).
A part moreover from these considerations, to return
to the general question of relationship, the "Palestinian
mark" of the Epistle is by no means so prominent as
is often imagined, for even if the writer did receive his
first instruction in Christian truth in Jerusalem ( comp.
c. ii. 3), his whole manner of treating " the Law" and
" Vv' orks " makes it practically certain that he cannot
have been brought up in any Rabbinical school.
Heitzmann indeed is surely wrong when he says that
"Mosaism has become for him a subject of purely
academic interest," 1 in view of the almost pathetic
eagerness with which he recalls the details of its ancient
ritual. At the same time the very fact that it is with

But certain
differences
from r Pet.,

and the
wn"ter's

general
width of

view,

and•want ef
Rabbinical
Iraining,

A. Welch, Edin. 1898). Dr. Hort,
on the other hand, speaks of the
supposed coincidences as '' problematical" ( The rirst Efist!e of
~t. Peter, p. 5, note 1).

1 "Der Mosaismus ist Gegenstand einer rein akademischen
Betrachtung geworden" (Neutest.
Theo!. ii. p. 283).
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its ritual that he is almost wholly concerned, and that
the Thorah, the book of Divine precepts, which the
later Rabbis honoured almost equally with God, falls
into the background, is in itself a proof that he cannot
have been brought up at the feet of a Gamaliel or a
HiHel.1 And the same may be said of his relation to
the " Works" on which the Palestinian theology laid
such stress. For, curiously enough, the very examples
from Old Testament history which St. James cites as
examples of " works," our writer in his turn cites in
illustration of " faith." 2 And though the two positions
are not actually contradictory, in view of the wide
meaning which is here ascribed to "faith," they at
least point to men moving in different circles of
thought.
While then in his main theme, and even in certain
particulars in his method of treating it, we may admit
a general resemblance between our writer and the first
Apostles, we must be careful not to press the resemblance
too far, and must look elsewhere for the source of some
of the most striking features of his Epistle. And one
such other source, as we have seen, is frequently found
in the teaching of the Apostle Paul.
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II. Relation to Paulinism.
So clearly indeed has this relationship been recognised
that, as our historical review has shown us, 3 St. Paul was
for long regarded in the Church as actually the author
of the Epistle. And even after it had been found
impossible any longer to maintain this, the Epistle
continued to be very commonly regarded as the work
I

Comp. Mcnegoz, I,a Theo!. de
aux Ht!br. p. 179.

t Ep.

2 Jas. ii. 21; Heb. xi. 17: Jas.
ii. 25; Heb. xi. 31.
3 See Chap. I.

The
Paulinism,
o.four
'writer seen
in
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of one of his immediate followers, and consequently to
be treated as a kind of appendix to the genuine Pauline
writings. 1
And to this general position, though on
different grounds, there has been a return in more
recent times. The Ttibingen School, true to their
favourite theory, saw in it an attempt at "accommodation" between Paulinism and Jewish Christianity, and
the same close relation to Paulinism underlies the view
of Kostlin, who regards it as a step in the transition
from the later Pauline to the J ohannine Theology. 2
That indeed there is much in the Epistle to remind
us of St. Paul may be at once conceded, and we begin
therefore by drawing attention to some of the more
obvious points of agreement, before adverting to what
seem to us the even more significant divergences.
Thus, Holtzmann,3 who is followed in the main
by von Soden,4 maintains an actual dependence of
our Epistle, as regards language and expression, upon
certain of the Pauline Epistles, more particularly
Romans and I Corinthians. And some of the correspondences which he traces are certainly at first sight
very striking, as when our author in c. x. 30, departing
from the LXX text, which elsewhere he follows, reproduces a quotation in exactly the same words as it
appears in Rom. xii. 19,5 or when in c. v. I 2 ff. he
describes the backward condition of the Hebrews in
terms closely resembling those used by St. Paul in
I Cor. iii. 2. At the same time it is clear that too
much stress cannot be laid on correspondences such
as these, as implying the direct use of the Pauline

aj,ossible
dependence
on certain
Pauline
Epistles;

1
Comp. e.g. Neander, Pjlanzun[;
de,- Christlichen Kirche, ii. p. 839ff.
(Eng. tr. Bohn, E. p. r ff.); Schmid,
Bib!. Theo!. des NT. ii. p. 355 ff.
2 Der Lehrbegri(f des Evangeliutns und der Briefe fohamzis,
Berlin, 1843.

3 Einl. in das N. T., 3te Aufl.
p. 298 ; Neutest. Theo!. ii. p.
286.
4 Hand-Comm., Einl. II. I, p. 2.
5

'EµoL iKOlK'r]<IL>, f-y0.1 dvra,roOWuw.

Comp. Dent. xxxii. 35.
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Epistles, for the quotation may have taken this form
in popular use (the words "I will recompense" are
found in the most ancient of the Targums, the Targum
of Onkelos), and the metaphor may well have occurred
to the two writers independently, a supposition which
is strengthened by a slight difference in the terms
employed, " milk" being contrasted by St. Paul with
"meat," and by our author with "solid food." 1
We are on safer ground accordingly when we pass
to the essential agreement between their doctrinal
systems. 2 In both writers God is represented as the
principle and end of all things,3 and Christ the image
of God as the Mediator through whom He created
the world. 4 Jn both, Christ, as the Deliverer or
Saviour, has Himself partaken of flesh and blood,5
and having died once for all unto sin 6 has passed
through humiliation to glory,7 and taken His seat at
the right hand of God, 8 where in His glorified state He
intercedes for His people. 9 In both, He shall reign
until He has put all His enemies under His feet, 10 when
He will reappear for the final salvation of those that
look for Him, 11 who are in the meantime called upon
to show forth the familiar triad of graces, faith, hope,
and love. 12
It must not be supposed indeed, that there is an
exact correspondence between the two writers on all
these points. On the contrary, even when their conclusions seem to resemble each other most closely,

Chap. ix.

1 Comp. Weiss, who, while denying the dependence geneially,
finds the most noteworthy Pauline
echoes in A.6"(oS rijs ciKoijs, c. iv. 2,
and o 0eos rijs elp7JVTJ,, c. xiii. 20
(Hebnier Brief, p. 12, note).
2 See Tholuck, Comm., Eng. tr.
i. 27f.; Holtzmann, Neutest. Theo!.
ii. p. 286.
3 Heb. ii. ro ; Rom. xi. 36.

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12

Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.

i. 1-3; Col. i. 15, 16.
ii. 14-16; Rom. viii. 3.
vii. 27 ; Rom. vi. 9, ro.
ii. 9 ; Phil. ii. 8, 9.
i. 3 ; Eph. i. 20.
vii. 25; Rom. viii. 34.
x. 13; 1 Cor. xv. 25.
ix. 27, 28; Tit. ii. 13.
x. 22 ff. ; I Cor. xiii. 13.
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they are often reached in different ways, and viewed
from independent standpoints. At the same time no
one can carefully consider the two systems as a
whole, without recognising their essential agreement
on all the fundamental truths of the Christian revelation, an agreement so close, that if we cannot describe
the doctrine of our Epistle as Pauline for reasons
that will appear immediately, we can hardly deny to
it the description of Paul-like.
When however we pass beyond this general likeness,
it is difference rather than agreement with which we
are met, a difference in its turn so great that we can
only wonder that it has been so often lost sight of.
To establish this difference fully we would require to
go over our writer's whole doctrinal system again
point by point; but a few salient examples, in addition
to those we have already had occasion to give, must
suffice. 1
There is, for instance, the difference in the attitude
of the two writers towards the Mosaic Law. True to
his Rabbinical training St. Paul regards the Law
principally on its moral side, as a rule or mode of
life demanded of man by God, and which failing in
its purpose owing to the carnal nature of man made
further Divine intervention necessary (Rom. viii. 3).
The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, on the
other hand, looks at · it rather from its ritual side,
as a system of ordinances which God has provided
to facilitate fellowship between His creatures and
Himself, whose failure is to be referred to its own
inherently " fleshy" character (c. vii. r 8, r 9 ).
And
hence while, with St. Paul, "the Law, with its works,
gives place to justifying righteousness," in the
Epistle to the Hebrews '' the Law, with its atone-

Tki'saccompanied by
marked
di:._/lerences
with refer-

ence to

the Mosaic
Law,

' See p. 24 ff.
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ment, makes way for the new atonement given in Chap. ix.
Christ." 1
When, too, we pass to the doctrine of Christ's atone- the atonement of
ment, an equally striking difference in the way in which Christ,
it is viewed at once meets us. Thus as regards its
necessity, while both writers find this in the barrier
which sin has raised up between man and God, St.
Paul knows nothing of the distinction which our writer,
in common with the Levitical Law, draws between
wilful sins and sins of ignorance or weakness, but
regards all sins as equally deserving of death. And
consequently, Christ's death is for him above all else a
vicarious offering, in virtue of which Christ has borne
for humanity the punishment they have merited ;
whereas in the Epistle to the Hebrews it is presented
rather as the one, completed offering of perfect
obedience which Christ, passing through death to
life, has presented to God, and in which His people
along with Him can draw near. Or, in other words,
St. Paul, starting from the thought of God's justice,
lays the principal stress on the justification which
Christ has provided for us; the writer of our Epistle,
starting from the thought of God's holiness, regards
believers rather as cleansed, consecrated, and perfected
in Christ.
And this again leads to an equally characteristic the mannev
•
•
•
.
of its appro·
difference between the two wnters m their manner of I friation,
describing the appropriation of the benefits of Christ's
saving work. Nowhere in our Epistle do we read of
that mystical union between Christ and the believer,
which forms the pivot of the whole Pauline system of
theology. 2 In keeping rather with his central doctrine
1

Weiss, Bib!. Theo!. des N. T.

§ n6a (Eng. tr. ii. p. 173, note).
2 This is strikingly illustrated by
the different use to which our writer

puts the famous verse from Habak·
kuk, "The just shall live by faith."
He no longer uses it in the distinctive Pauline sense of "The man
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of the High-priestly work which the ascended Lord
is pursuing for His people in heaven, the author
summons us to "enter into the holy place in the
blood of Jesus" (c. x. I 9 ). 1 And though he describes
the Gospel as "a word of righteousness" (,,6yo; o,xa.,oa{m;;, c. v. I 3), it is not because in the Pauline sense it
announces to us justification, but because it conducts to
a righteousness of which only "the perfect," as contrasted
with babes, have experience.
The thought of "life" again in the :'ense of "eternal
life" is a wanting in our Epistle; and still more significant
is the absence of the characteristic Pauline doctrines
of the originating grace of God, of election, of imputation, and of new creation through the Spirit. The
substance of these doctrines may indeed be found
underlying our writer's main argument ; but they are
no longer presented in the same emphatic form as by
St. Paul.
And the explanation we believe is to be found partly
in our writer's general system of thought, in accordance
with which Christian truth is developed along different,
though not contradictory, lines, and partly in the nature
of his own individual experience. For not only would
he not seem to have come through any such sudden,
decisive change in his whole life as St. Paul did at the
time of his conversion, but he was, if we may judge from
the tone of their respective writings, a man naturally of
a less intense and fervid character. Or, to adopt the
happy comparison suggested by Neander, if we may
compare St. Paul to Luther, we may compare the author

and certain
distinctive
Pauline
doctrines.

Explanation of these
differences.

justified by faith in Christ shall
live," but in a sense more nearly
approaching its original meaning,
" The just, the true believer, shall
live by faith in the unseen " (c. x.
38).
1 "We might be almost tempted

to say that the writer of this Epistle
transfers to heaven the act of individual redemption, while Paul
supposes it wrought within the soul
of each believer." Reuss, Hist. ef
Christ. Theo!. ii. p. 259.
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of our Epistle to Melancthon. 1 While this difference in
temperament between the two was further accentuated,
to pass to our third source of influence, by the Alexandrian training which our writer had evidently received,
and which left an unmistakeable impress upon the
language and form, if not upon the substance, of his
thought.

Chap. ix.

III. Relation to Alexandrinism.
For an historical account of the extent to which this ! The relation
to Alexrelationship has been recognised by different writers on andrinism,
and more
our Epistle, the reader must be referred to the admirable _particularly
Philo, illussurvey in Boltzmann's Neutestamcntliclze Theologie. 2 trated by
For our present purpose it is sufficient to notice that
from the days of Baur 3 onwards a certain degree of
dependence upon the writers of the Jewish-Alexandrian
School, more particularly Philo, has been generally
admitted, and that there is a growing tendency among
more recent writers to emphasize, rather than to minimize,
the extent of this dependence. Menegoz, for example,
while admitting the Jewish background of our writer's
teaching, goes the length of regarding him as a Philonist,
who had been converted to Christianity, the peculiarities
of whose thought are best explained by an attempt to
reconcile Christianity with his religious philosophy ; 4
while, in somewhat the same way, the Philonic parallels
are developed at considerable length by Pfleiderer,5 von
Soden,6 and Holtzmann. 7 It is necessary therefore that
we should examine this relationship somewhat in detail,
the more so that the materials for forming a judgment
1 Pjlanzung der Christ!. Kirche,
ii. p. 839 (Eng. tr. ii. p. 1).
2
Vol. ii. p. 290.
3 The
Church History of the
First Three Centuries, Eng. tr. i.
p. 120 ff.

4
La Thlol. de l' Ep. aux Hlbr.
p. 198.
5 Paulinism, Eng. tr. ii. p. 53 ff.;
Das Urchristentlmm, p. 620 ff.
6
Hand-Comm., Einl. iii. 3, p. 4f.
7 Neutest. Theo!. ii. p. 290 ff.
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upon the point are not so generally accessible to the
ordinary reader, as those with which we have hitherto
been dealing. We proceed accordingly, as in the
previous two cases, to note certain correspondences, and
, along with them certain divergences between our writer
and that system of thought, of which Philo is for us the
principal exponent. 1
And first as to the correspondences. We have seen
already that our writer in his quotations from the Old
Testament uses not the original Hebrew text, but the
Septuagint, and that in a form closely resembling the
Alexandrian recension (p. 22). In itself however this
is a point on which little stress can be laid, looking to
the general use of the Septuagint among the Jews, and
I we pass rather at once to a second point, and that is his
! method of introducing his quotations.
Everywhere, it will be remembered, these are treated
as the direct words of God, "God saith," or " the Holy
Spirit saith," the human agents falling entirely into the
background. 2 And the practice is in striking harmony
with the high view of inspiration which prevailed at
Alexandria, according to which "the prophets are
simply interpreters, God making use of them as
instruments to declare whatever He wills." 3 While if
on two occasions our writer makes use of an indefinite
mode of citation, otherwise unknown in the New Testament," But one hath somewhere testified" (c. ii. 6), and

1. Correspondences.
(t) Use of

theLXX.

1

(2) Method
of introducing O. T.
quotations.

1 In what follows, in addition to
the works already alluded to in this
section, the present writer desires
to express his special indebtedness
to Siegfried's exhaustive study, Philo
von Alexandria (Jena, 1875), and
to the rich store of materials collected in Carpzovius, Sacrae Exercitationes in S. Pau!li .Epistolam
ad Hebraeos ex J'hilone A lexandrino
(Helmstadii 1750).

2

Seep. 23.
De Monarch. 1, p. 820 C (ii.
222 ).
Our references are to the
edition of Philo's works published
at Frankfort in 1691, the paging of
which corresponds with the Paris
edition of 1640. The figures within
brackets refer to the edition of
Thomas Mangey in two vols., Lond.
3

1742.
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" He [God] hath said somewhere" ( c. iv. 4), Philo again
supplies frequent parallels.1
Similarly in the wide field of language, there is again
a marked resemblance bet\veen our writer and Philo.
Thus neither shrinks from applying to the actions of
God the at first sight somewhat startling expression "it
became Him." 2 And when our writer speaks of Christ
partaking "in like manner " with the children in flesh
and blood, the use of the corresponding · adjective in
Philo illustrates for us the exactness of likeness, and not
mere general resemblance, which the argument of the
Epistle requires. 3 As the result too of this oneness with
His brethren is the fact, that our High-priest is not one
" that cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities," a statement which may be paralleled by the
Philonic, "not inexorable is the divine, but gentle
through the mildness of its nature." 4 And in the same
connection it is interesting to notice that the remarkable
word !Jsed to denote priestly compassion, and which is
rendered in the R.V. "to bear gently with," though it
does not occur elsewhere in the New Testament, is used
by Philo to describe Abraham's grief for Sarah, and the
patience which Joseph learned under affliction, and in
the former instance is directly associated by him with
that temperate feeling, the proper mean between anger
and sorrow, which is the true high-priestly attitude. 5 It
is also worthy of note that the combination" prayers and
supplications" is found both in our writer and Philo,0
and that the latter has further the phrase, so char-

Chap. ix.

1 E.g. de plant. l\iJC, p. 226 E
(i. 342), ebre "fl1.P 1ro11; de temul. p.
248 C (i. 365), d,re "f&.p ,rov -r,s.
2, "E1rp£,rei,, 1-Ieb.
ii. 10 ; LeJ:,
Alie;:. p, 48 E (i. 53).
3 1Iapa1r:>-.17criws, Heb. ii. 14: quis
rer. div. haer. p. 501 E (i. 494).
4 Heb. i,-. 15: de jwofug. p. 464
E (i. 561).

5 Me-rp,01ra8(iv, Heb. v. 2: de
Abrah. p. 385 C (ii. 37), /J.TJTE 1r:>-.eiw

TOV µ.e-rplov cr<f,aoa.fe,v • • • /J.TJTE
&.1ra8elq. • • • xpficr0a,, TO i5e /J.f<TOV
1rpb Twv 11.Kpwv ,:>-.6µ.evov fJ.ETp,01ra8,'iv
,re,po.cr0a, ; de Joseph. p. 530 C

(ii. 45).
6

/!,.eYJ<TE<S TE Kai iKET17pias, Heb.
(i. 147).

7 : de cherub. p. l 16 A

Y.

(1) Lan-

guage.
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acteristic of the teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews,
"learning through suffering," with its striking alliteration
in the original Greek. 1
Other instances in which the Philonic usage helps to
the interpretation of our Epistle are "the veil" used
specially of the inner veil, the veil separating the Holy
from the most Holy Place; 2 the translation "altar of
incense" rather than "censer" in c. ix. 4, contrary to the
! usa~e of the word in the
LXX ; 3 and the reference to
. "the propitiatory" in c. ix. 5, a word which occurs elseI where in the New Testament only in Rom. iii. 25. 4
! While of a more general character are the descriptions
, of the first principles of the faith· as a "foundation " 5
I and the reference to God's swearing by Himself "since
I He could swear by none greater." e
[
Apart from these verbal resemblances there are also
certain remarkable resemblances of style, amongst which
it is usual to enumerate the same habit of intermingling
doctrinal and practical passages,7 the same rhetorical
manner of introducing comparisons, 8 and the same
· unusual transpositions of words.9 And to these particulars may be added the occurrence in our Epistle of
such ejaculations as "verily" (c. ii. 16) and "so to say"

( 4) style.

1 'Eµa8ev a<f,' wv fra8ev, IIeb.
v. 8: de somn. p. l 123 A (i.
673).
" Heb. vi. 19, x. 20: de vit. Mos.
p. 667 C (ii. 148).

1rclvrwv liptcrros ( in reference to Gen.

xxii. 16).

Heb. vi. 13, 14: Le,1;. A/leg. p.
98 DE (i. 127), opij.s yiip Ort OU Kall'
frfpov 6µ,vVa 8E6s, oU0€v -yClp aVroD

7 E.g. Heb. ii. I ff., iii. l ff. :
de poster. Cain. (i. 251); quod deus
immut. p. 309 (i. 289).
8
Heb. x. 29, 1r6cr4J ooKeire xeipovos at,w87Jcrera, nµwpias : de profu,1;. p. 462 D (i. 558), rivos atlovs
XP11 voµi!:nv nµwplas. Even Weiss,
who greatly depreciates the Philonic
influence on our Epistle, admits
here " eine gewisse und mehr formelle Aehnlichkeit" (Hebriier Brief,
p. 13, note).
9 Heb. i. 6 (1ra'A,v): Leg. A/leg.
p. 66 C (i. 93). Comp. Wisdom

Kpe'irrov· ciAA(l, Ka8' iavToD, Os iO"Tt

xiv. I.

3 Quis rer. div. haer. p. 512 A
(i. 504).
4 Devit. Mos. p. 668 D (ii. 150),

11s [roD Kt/3wroD] brl8eµa, wcravd
1rwµa, ro 'Aey6µevov ,!v iepa,s /3i/3'Aots
l'AacrrfJpwv.
5

Heb. vi.

1 :

de G,j;. p. 288 A

(i. 266).
6
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( c. vii. 9), neither of which is found elsewhere m the
New Testament or the LXX, but which are very
characteristic of Philo's style. 1
In the use too that is made of Old Testament history
many interesting parallels may be traced, as when both
writers represent Abel as living after death; 2 or lay
stress on the righteousness of Noah; 3 or find proof of
Abraham's obedience in his going into an unknown.
country ; 4 or extol particularly the faithfulness , of'
Moses. 5
More important however than these coincidences,
which might easily have occurred independently, are
certain rules of interpretation applied to Scripture
common to both. Thus Philo's habit of departing
from the historical sense of a passage, when this does not
appear to exhaust its full meaning, underlies the argument of c. iv. regarding the rest which God has provided
for His people: 6 while again his habit of arguing from
the meaning of the names of persons or places,7 and the
deep significance he attaches to the silence of Scripture,8 are both well illustrated in our writer's use of the
Biblical account of Melchizedek. The whole exegesis
of the Epistle may indeed be said to rest on an Alexandrian basis, in so far as it treats the persons and
institutions of Old Testament Scripture, as symbolical
or typical of higher truths.
Beyond this general agreement in method however
the resemblance to Philo can hardly be said to go, and
in this very matter of his treatment of Jewish ordinances
we may find the first of these divergences which no
1 See e.i[. Leg. Al!eg. p. 41 E
(i. 45); de plant. J\"oe, p. 236 C
(i. 353).
2 Heb. xi. 4: quod det. pot. insid.
p. 164 B (i. 200).
3 Heb. xi. 7 : de fraem. et foen.
p. 913 D (ii. 412).

4 Heb. xi. 8: de ,mgr. Abrah. p.
394 D (i. 442).
5
Heb. iii. 2, 5: Leg. Allq;. p.
98 E (i. 128).
6
Siegfried, Philo, p. 166 ff.
7 .Ibid. p. 190 ff.
8
/hid. p. 179 f.
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less clearly mark off our author from the Jewish school
of Alexandria. For, as Bishop Westcott has· well remarked, the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews "holds
firmly to the true historical sense of the ancient history
and the ancient legislation. Jewish ordinances are not
for him, as for Philo, symbols of transcendental ideas,
but elements in a preparatory discipline for a Divine
manifestation upon earth." 1 Or, to take a single salient
example, to which the same writer has drawn attention,
while to Philo the Tabernacle is a kind of epitome of
the whole world of finite being, the Court representing
the objects of sense, and the Sanctuary the objects of
thought, to the writer of our Epistle it is the sign of
another and higher order of being, and the lessons
which it conveys "were given in the fulness of time
(c. i. I) in a form which is final for man." 2
And so, when we pass to their teaclzing as a whole,
the peculiarly Alexandrian notion of the opposition
between the supersensuous and the sensuous world,
while it has influenced our writer's language, cannot in
any sense be accepted as the basis of his teaching regarding Christianity as the realm of reality and absolute truth.
"The most," says Dr. Davidson, "that he [the author
of the Epistle to the Hebrews] has done, if he has done
so much, is to seize the barren and empty abstractions
of the intelligible world and vitalize them, filling them
full of moral force and bringing them forth out of the
region of transcendent existence into the life of man.
He does not identify Christian truth with an already
existing system of thought : his Christian thought
merely possesses itself of the outlines of a mode of conception existing, which it fills with its own contents" 3
Nor is it different in the great sphere of Christo!og_)'.

(2) General
system o/
thought.

(3) Christology.

1

2

Comm. p. lxi.
Ibid. p. 239 f.

3 Comm. p. 201.
Comp. Beyschlag, N. 7: Tlieo!. (ii. p. 296).
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The passages in which Philo describes the Logos as !
" the first-begotten Son," 1 and the soul created in His ·
image as "the effluence of the blessed nature," 2 and
"the very image of the divine power," 3 or in which,
while referring all things to God, he points to the Logos
as "the instrument by means of which the world was
equipped" 4 and "the upholder of things that are," 5
will at once recall to every reader astonishingly close
parallels in point of language with our ,Epistle. But
when we pass to the thoughts lying behind these expressions, it is only once more to find the two writers
occupying widely different standpoints. Thus for one
thing our author never applies the term Logos directly
to the Son ; 6 and apart from this the Son has in the
Epistle to the Hebrews an historical being and reality
which distinguishes Him completely from the vague,
metaphysical speculations of Philo. 7
And the same _remark applies to our two writers'
teaching regarding priesthood. It is certainly significant
that in Philo not only is the Logos described as highpriest, but that many of the traits of the Christian
High-priest find answering echoes in his descriptions,
as when his high-priest is described as "great," 8 "by
nature wholly unacquainted with all sin," 9 an intercessor
1
De alricult. p. 195 B (i. 308).
" De opif. mundi, p. 33 D (i. 35).
3 Quod det. pot. p. 170 C (i. 207).
4 De cherub. p. 129 C. (i. 162).
5
Quis rer. div. haer. p. 486 C

(i. 477).

6 Not even in c. iv. l 2 where the
A6-yos is not the personal Lo 6 os, but
the written or spoken "word " of
God Himself.
The passage supplies, however, another interesting
Philonic parallel, as Philo also
speaks of the Logos as " the
divider " (TOf'EVS) of things ( Quis
rer. div. haer. p. 499 C ff. (i. 491 ff.)),
and even, though this is sometimes
14

denied, ascribes to it a moral power
( Quod Deus sit immut. p. 3 I 2 D
(i. 292 M)).
7 "Im Uebringen liegt . . . der
Bifurcationspunkt, welcher den
christl. Schriftsteller van dem alexandrinischen Juden scheidet, in der
historischen Wendung, die dem abstracten Gedanken verliehen wird.
Was I. I an die Spitze und noch
vor die Metaphysik I. 2-4 gestellt
ist, gibt hierfl\r gleich den richtigen
Fingerzeig." Boltzmann, Neutest.
Theo!. ii. p. 298.
8
De somn. p. 598 A (i. 654),
9 De profug. p. 467 C (i. 563).
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for sinners,1 and is even compared with Melchizedek,
whose name is further interpreted in almost identical
terms.2 While though Philo does not describe him as
"without father, without mother," a somewhat similar
idea underlies the words, "For we say that the highpriest is not a man but the divine word . . . wherefore
I think that he is sprung from incorruptible parents
. . . from God as his father, and from wisdom as his
mother." 3
On the other hand, as Bleek has pointed out, 4 Philo
always treats Melchizedek in an incidental manner
(beilaufig), and does not even hesitate to describe his
priesthood as "self-learned, self-taught (auroµ,a0~ xa!
aurooioaxrui)," 5 while elsewhere he us~s him as a symbol
not of the Logos but of reason, 6 a comparison which
prepares us again for the characteristic difference
For while for Philo the
between the two systems.
history of Melchizedek is at most " a philosophic allegory," in Hebrews it is " a typical foreshadowing of a
true human life." 7 No longer have we a High-priest
eternally dwelling in the heavens, but One who has
taken upon Him flesh and blood, who has been tempted
and tried as man, and so has bridged over the gulf,
which in Philo remains a gulf, between heaven and
earth.
On the whole then, if, in view of the marked correspondences in force and outward expression between
the Epistle to the Hebrews and Philo, it is impossible
to deny a common scholastic element in both, 8 it is

summary.

1

Quis div. rer. haer. p. 509 B

(i. 501).

Leg. Alleg. p. 75 C (i. ro2).
De profug. p. 466 B (i. 562).
4
Hebriier Brief, iii. p. 323, note.
5
De congr. erud. p. 438 D
(i. 533).
2

3

6

O/iros ii,!

€0-TLV

0 opOos M,os

(qui non alius est quam reda ratio,
Mangey). Leg. Alleg. p. 75 C
(i. 103).
7 Westcott, Comm. p. 2or.
8 Comp. Beyschlag, N. T. Theo!.
ii. p. 284, note.
According to
Drummond, " There is nothing to
prove conscious borrowing, and it
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equally clear that, notwithstanding certain affinities of
thought, there is no actual dependence of the one upon
the other. It is not from Philo, but from the historical
facts of a Divine revelation that our author derives his
inspiration. In von Soden's striking words, " Into the
changeless fixity of the world of ideas life has come.
Theosophy is transformed in"to religion." 1
We come back then to the point from which we
started. The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews
stands by himself. With no one of the existing schools
of thought at his time can his presentation of Christian
truth be wholly identified ; but with an undoubted
dependence upon certain of the features of early Apostolic Christianity he combines a width of view which
reminds us constantly of St. Paul, and a mode of expression which betrays a Hellenistic or Alexandrian
training. Perhaps in the very eclecticism which thus
distinguishes his system, in the fusion in it of what are
sometimes regarded as inconsistent, if not actually contradictory, elements, we may find one explanation of
the hold which his Epistle has always exercised over
the Church.

Chap. ix.

is probable that the resemblances
are due to the general condition
of religious culture among the

Jews" (I'hilo Judaeus,
p. 12).
1 Hand-Comm. p. 57.
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IT would take us altogether beyond our present limits,
even if we had the necessary material at our command,
were we to attempt to trace historically the influence
which the Epistle to the Hebrews has exercised upon
the development of Christian Theology ; but that it has
affected it in many and enduring ways must be obvious
to all. The sacrificial terms, for example, under which
it describes the redemptive work of Christ, and which
we owe to it principally, ,though not exclusively, among
the books of the New Testament, have obtained a sure
place in our theological nomenclature. 1 Not a few of
its most striking texts, again, have furnished loci classici
to different schools of thought in support of their
respective systems, as when the upholders of the
Federalist School of Theology rested their doctrine of
religion as a covenant on the thought of Christ as "the
surety of a better covenant" (c. vii. 22). For although,
as we have already seen, they read into these particular
words a meaning which they were not originally
intended to convey, their very use of them is at least
evidence of the widespread influence the Epistle has
1 " It is in the Epistle to the
Hebrews that this reflection of the
New Testament in the Old is most
distinctly brought before us. There
the temple, the priest, the sacrifices,
the altar, the persons of Jewish hisl tory are the figures of Christ and

the Church. . . . And from this
source, and not from the Epistles of
St. Paul, the language of which we
are speaking has passed in the
theology of modern times." B.
Jowett, The Epistles of St. l'aul,
Lond. 1855, ii. p. 476.
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exerted. 1 And so with regard to its teaching as a whole,
it seems hardly possible to doubt that it was its lofty
Christology which chiefly commended it in the fourth
century to a Church face to face with the Arian heresy,
and led to its unhesitating acceptance at the time among
the Pauline Epistles. 2 And· if, at a later date, a less
justifiable use was made of it by Socinian writers who
employed those passages which speak of the Highpriestly work of Christ in heaven to dep.rive His death
of its true atoning significance, it is interesting, on the
other hand, to recall that it was its characteristic doctrine
of the Priesthood, a doctrine from which the Church has
still so much to learn, that specially attracted Luther
to it. 3
It is impossible for us, however, as we have already
stated, to follow out this line of inquiry. 4 And the
utmost that we can attempt in this closing chapter is to
indicate very briefly one or two points of view from
which the teaching of our Epistle is peculiarly valuable
at the present day. It is an aspect of it which has been
forcibly brought before us in the two most recent Commentaries published upon it in this country. "Every
student of the Epistle to the Hebrews," writes Bishop
Westcott, "must feel that it deals in a peculiar degree
with the thoughts and trials of our own time. . . . The
difficulties which come to us through physical facts and
theories, through criticism, through wider views of
human history, correspond with those which came to
1

Seep. 124.
Thus Athanasius in his Festal
Epistle reckons among books of the
Old and New Testaments "held
canonical and divine" fourteen
Epistles of the Apostle Paul,
amongst which he enumerates,
". • • Kai ~ 1rpos 'E(3palovs, Kai
2

EV0Us 1rpOs µEv T,µ00£011 OUo.
3

Seep.

101,

"

4 Readers may be referred to
Menegoz, La Theo!. de l' Ep. aux
Hebr., chap. vii., where the theological influence of the Epistle is
traced with great fulness, even if
one cannot accept his conclusion
that the Arminians must be regarded
as the only true exponents of its
doctrine in the history of the Church
(p. 2 43)-
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Jewish Christians at the close of the Apostolic age, and
they will find their solution also in fuller views of the
Person and Work of Christ." 1 "Epistle, treatise, and
homily in one," says Dean Vaughan, "no generation
needed it more than our own, and the growing attention
paid to it shows that the need is felt." 2
I. When then we turn to the Epistle to the Hebrews
under this aspect, we are immediately struck by the
light which it throws upon the Old Testament. Not
indeed that it has any help to give us with regard to
those inquiries into the time or the manner of appearing
of its various books, round which at present so much
interest centres, and which have contributed so largely
towards their proper understanding. Of all such critical
questions our writer knows nothing.
But on the
spiritual use of the Old Testament as a whole, he has
much to teach us.
Nowhere in the New Testament, for example, is the
Divine inspiration of the Old more fully recognised, or
are we more clearly reminded that, whatever part human
agents may have had in the production of its different
books, they are for us first and foremost the direct Word
of God. We see this in the substitution of "God saith,"
or "Christ saith," or "the Holy Spirit saith" for the
vague "It is written" in the introduction of particular
quotations. 3 We see it, again, in the use of the present
tense to describe Old Testament institutions and ordi-

,. Tkc
lkkt thrown
upon tke
0.T.

The inspiration

o/the 0. T.

1 The Epistle to the Hebrews,
Preface, p. v. Bishop W estcott's
Commentary was first published in
1889, and in the new edition issued
in 1892, after he had entered on
" the engrossing cares of new work"
in his great Northern diocese, it is
interesting to find him still further
strengthening the above testimony :
" The more I study the tendencies
of the tin1e in some of the busiest

centres of English life, the more
deeply I feel that the Spirit of God
warns us of our most urgent civil
and spiritual dangers through the
prophecies of Jeremiah and the
Epistle to the Hebrews." Additional Prefatory Note, p. x.
" The Epistle to tlze Hebrews,
Preface, p. xi.
"See p. 23.
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nances which in themselves had long since passed away, chap. x.
but which, because of God, were to the writer invested
with an unending significance. 1 We see it still more in
his general view of the Old Testament as a continuous
record of God's gradual and progressive revelations to
His people, until at length these culminated in the
Person of a Son. For him the whole Old Testament,
and not merely particular expressions in it, was always
" living and active," speaking " to-day" ,vith an everincreasing and deepening significance, as he looked back
upon it from the standpoint of a completed revelation.
It is easy to see the danger to which such a view of Its typical
Old Testament Scripture is liable, and the history of
Interpretation is filled with examples of an arbitrary \
and _forced exegesis, which delights in finding definite l
Christian pre-intimations where they were certainly
never intended. But of such a tendency there is no
trace in the author of our Epistle. Throughout he
adheres to the strictly typical as contrasted with the
allegorical method of interpretation. 2 That is to say, he
is not content with tracing some distant similitude
between a story that may be in itself fictitious and the
lesson he would inculcate. But fastening on certain
persons, institutions, or rites, that have historical reality,
he shows how they contain in them the same ideas,
though in a more imperfect form, as those to which he
desires to give expression.
Or, in other words, he
proceeds throughout upon the eternal nature of the
Divine counsels, and proves that the antitype, to use
the word in its ordinary significance,3 is not something
suddenly introduced into the ages, but that it has all
along been contemplated and designed, and its way
1

1

Seep. 41.
Von ' allegorischer lnterpretationsweise ' ist unser ganzer Brief
2 ''

vollkommen frei." Riehm, Lehrb~!(1'iff, p. 195.
" For its peculiar use in th,e
Epistle to the J-Iebrews, seep. 25.
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prepared by type and shadow. The study of the type
is thus of the utmost value in helping us to understand
the nature of the antitype, and nowhere in the New
Testament is it put to profounder and more significant
use than in the Epistle before us.
Nor have we anywhere more needed warnings that
the Old Testament, because thus typical, is necessarily
imperfect and incomplete. It was at best "a parable
for the ti~e then present" (c. ix. 9); and not till God's
final revelation had been given were men in a true
position to understand the " many parts" and the
" many modes" in which previously He had spoken. 1
It is forgetfulness of this which has often prevented
us from rising to the full height of our Epistle's teaching,
as when, going to the sacrifices of the Old Testament,
and deducing from them certain principles as to what
all sacrifices should be, we proceed at once to seek the
perfect fulfilment of these principles in the One Sacrifice
which in the Christian Dispensation has taken their
place ; instead of beginning with the One Sacrifice, and
in the light of the truth which it affords tracing out the
hints and shadows of it in the rites by which it was
preceded.2
And so again with the great doctrine of Christian
priesthood which, as we have repeatedly seen, underlies
so much of the teaching of our Epistle. If we
would understand what is involved in it, we must
examine first what it means in the Person of Christ.
He is for us the one perfect and final standard. And

and tliercfore incomj,letc

cltaracter.

Importance
oftiu"s view
for its

proper
understanding.

1 "The Old Testament demands
the New to bring out its true meaning: the Kew appeals back to the
Old to bear witness to the continuity of the Divine purpose of
which it is the outcome." Lux
1ifzmdi, Preface to 10th ed., p.
xxiii,

2 " The doctrine of this Epistle
then plainly is, that the legal
sacrifices were allusions to the great
and final atonement to be made by
the blood of Christ ; and not that
this was an allusion to those."
Butler, Analogy, Pt. II. c. v. p. 208.
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not until we have seen how the full meaning of all
priesthood exhausts itself in Him, are we in a position
properly to understand the truths which the Mosaic priesthood at best faintly indicated. All priesthood, like all
sacrifice, is for us summed up in the Person of Christ. 1
2 .. And more particularly, and here we reach a
second point in our Epistle's present-day significance,
in the Person of Christ ascended and glorified. Not the
earthly, but the heavenly Christ is the centre of our
writer's whole doctrinal system. It is, it will be readily
admitted, an aspect of Christ's Person too apt to be lost
sight of in much of our current theology. For if "Back
to Christ" is one of its favourite watchwords, by that is
very often understood a return merely to the historical
Jesus as He lived and taught in Palestine, and a desire
to keep the more supernatural and mysterious elements
of His Being as far as possible out of sight.
We are not concerned just now with the causes that
have led to this, but simply with the fact itself; and in
illustration of what has just been said it is sufficient to
quote the testimony of Dr. A. V. G. Allen in his
recently-published C11ristian Institutions:Attention has been increasingly concentrated upon
the actual life of the Son of God, as it was lived in the
flesh, till Christ has become again the possession of the
church as has not been since the days when His
disciples stood in His presence and listened to His
teaching, or witnessed His deeds of love and mercy.
In this study of the Person of Christ, the stress of
thought and inquiry has been laid upon His moral
character, His human insight and sympathy, His
spiritual elevation; and above all His consciousness
of entire and perfect union with the Father, yet with no
sense of guilt or confession of sin, or cry for forgiveness,
-characteristics making His career unique in the
1

See forther, Moberly, lffinisterial Priesthood, p. 243 f,
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religious history of man. In the Lives of Christ put
forth in such profusion, or in the modern pulpit finding
in the personality of the Christ of the Gospels an
exhaustless source of interest and power, it is the moral
character of Christ and His spiritual teaching that constitute Him the leader and the head of the race of man.
. . . It was a defect in the attitude of the ancient
Catholic church, especially after the fourth century,
that it lost the conception of Christ as the teacher,
dwelling almost exclusively on His priestly function as
exhibited in the sacrifice of Himself upon the cross....
But in the Four Gospels, it is as the teacher that
Christ is presented, who by His teaching enters into
humanity as a reconstructing, redeeming power. . . .
With this vision of Christ, and this conception of His
redemptive work as a power in the soul of humanity,
whose influence grows with the ages, communicating
itself from man to man as by the contagion of life, the
modern mind has been so absorbed and preoccupied
that the Christ of the Catholic creeds seems to many
like a remote and artificial product of the ecclesiastical
imagination. (Pp. 383, 385, 386.)

Now that there is a deep and enduring value in the
aspect of Christ called up before us in these eloquent
words we would be the last to deny. Our contention
simply is that in recognising its truth, we must not
lose sight of the earlier and still more vital view.
For it was not by the presentation of Christ as
He was, but of Christ as He is now, living,
sovereign, that the world was first won to Him, the
Apostles themselves being witness. "It might sound,
perhaps," writes a modern theologian, "too paradoxical
to say that no apostle, no New Testament writer, ever
remembered Christ ; yet it would be true in the sense
that they never thought of Him as belonging to the
past. The exalted Lord was lifted above the conditions
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of time and space ; when they thought of Him, memory Chap. x.
was transmuted into faith; in all the virtue of the life
they had known on earth He was Almighty, ever
present, the Living King of Grace. On this conception
the very being of the Christian religion depends. . .. " 1
And nowhere is this more strikingly proved than in and 1110,·e
.
Wh"J
. j e we h ave b een stu dymg.
t he case o f t h e E p1st
1 e l particularly
o; this
.
.
.
h
J
"bi
h
h"
emp h as1zmg m t e c earest poss1 e manner t e 1stor- I Epistle.
ical facts of Christ's earthly career, and their permanent .
result upon the nature of His Person, 2 it never allows
us to stop with them, but invariably represents them as
but a stage in the process by which He was "perfected"
as Leader of our salvation. And not till the perfecting
process has been completed, and He has again taken
His place at the right hand of God, is He represented
as in a position to apply to "every man" the full
benefits of His atoning work. Therefore it is that one
of the first passages from the Old Testament which the
writer applies to the glorified Lord is a verse from a
Psalm describing Him as "the same," the eternal HE
throughout the ages: 3 and that in his closing chapter
he carries his readers beyond the thought of their own
dead rulers, the changing priests of a changing order,
to the one- unchanging High-priest, "Jesus Christ the
same yesterday and to-day, and for ever." 4 Let them
keep hold of Him, and then they will not suffer themselves to be led aside by mere side issues."
May it not be too in the supreme importance thus Explanahon o.f
attached to the Person of the living Lord that we absence ef
direct alluhave the explanation of the otherwise strange absence sion to the
sacra111ents.
from the Epistle of clear and unequivocal references to
I

1 Denney, Studies in Theo!o.r;)',
p. I.'j4.
2 Note
the use of the perfect
tense in c. ii. 18 (1r-hrovOEV); iv. 15
(1rompMµevov); Yii. I 3 (µm!IYX'f/K<V);

Yii. 14 (avarhaAKEV); vii. 26 KEXWPLIYµho,) ; xii. 3 (1.11roµeµEV'f}Klra ).
3 C. i. 12: I's. cii. 27.
4 C. xiii. 8.
5 :\B7 1rapa<f,epwOe, c. xiii. 9.
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the Christian sacraments ? 1 That the thought of
the sacraments undoubtedly lies behind some of its
most notable passages we have already indicated ; but
nowhere are they directly discussed. 2 And the reason
seems to lie not so much, as is sometimes stated, in the
fear lest the Hebrew Christians should rest in ritual
ordinances, and so fail to cultivate a closer acquaintance
and fellowship with Christ Himself, 3 but still more lest
they should forget that it is in Christ Himself, and not
in the outward ordinances of His Church, that the
Levitical rites are first fulfilled. Not till they had
become fully persuaded of this truth, did the writer feel
that it would be safe to do more than hint at those
Christian ordinances, whose authority over the Church
to-day is still binding as coming directly to her from
Him whom the whole Jewish dispensation only faintly
shadowed forth. On the whole doctrine of the Epistle
therefore, and not on mere incidental allusions in it, the
true significance of the sacraments may be said to rest.
3. It is, further, this same thought of the present,
continuous working of the glorified Lord which underlies our writer's teaching reg·arding the great doctrine
of Christian atonement. He does not, as we have
repeatedly had occasion to notice, lay stress so much
on what Christ did for His people in the past, as upon
what He is doing for them now. And just as the
deepest thought ·of ancient Semitic sacrifice was not
the expiating of sin by death, but the establishing of
communion between a god and his worshippers through
the solemn participation in a common sacred life,4 so
1 This is not always admitted.
One chief purpose of the Rev. J.
E. Field's The Apostolic Liturgy
and the Epistle to the Hebrews is
" to trace throughout the argument
of the Epistle to the Hebrews a
continuous line of allusion to the

Holy Eucharist" (Preface, p. v),
a purpose which, it seems to us,
lands him in much forced exegesis.
2
Seep. 179 f.
~ Westcott, Christus Consummator, p. 70.
• See this established by a wide
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atonement between God and man is here represented
as perfected in the one living offering of Christ.
As to how this offering of Christ acts, our writer
nowhere clearly says. In pursuance of his general
plan, he is content simply to bring it into line with the
offerings of the Old Testament, and to indicate that,
owing to the nature of the offerer, it possesses a power
and efficacy in which they were necessarily wanting. 1
But while thus, in common with the other, writers of
the New Testament, he constructs no direct theory of
atonement, by the stress which he lays on the offering
of Christ as an offering of life, he makes a most
important contribution towards such a theory, and one,
moreover, which is admirably qualified to meet many
of the difficulties which at the present day are constantly associated with the very thought of Christ's
sacrificial work.
Thus he brings out that in its aspect Godwards
Christ's offering is essentially a free-will offering, and
that not the death of Christ in itself, but the will and
the love lying behind the death are acceptable to God.
" Sacrifices and offerings and whole burnt offerings and
sacrifices for sin Thou wouldest not, neither hadst
pleasure therein . . . then hath He said, Lo, I am
come to do Thy will" (c. x. 8, 9).
It is impossible indeed to find here a complete
explanation of the propitiatory value of Christ's death.
We must take along with it the truth, to which the
Pauline theology gives such clear expression, that the
induction of particulars in The Re•
ligion of the Semites, by Prof. W.
Robertson Smith (Lond., Black,
1894).
1 "The explanation of tbe Atone•
ment given in the Epistle to the
Hebrews amounts to this-that it
is shown to be similar to older and

well - recognised appointments of
God, and governed by the same
laws ; so that the same generic
terms, sacrifice and expiation, may
be applied to both alike." Macdonell, The Doctrine of the Atonement, p. 58 f. (Lond., Rivingtons,
1858).
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i sacrifice of Christ stands in a direct relation "not only,"
i so Professor Orr describes it, "to God's commanding
will, but to His condemning will." 1 But, at the same
! time, we cannot fail to see the support which the view
i of our Epistle lends to what the same writer describes
i as the tendency of modern discussions on this subject,
the desire, namely, to connect the atonement with
spiritual laws, " not necessarily to deny its judicial
aspect . . . but to remove from it the hard, legal
aspect it is apt to assume when treated as a purely
external fact, without regard to its inner spiritual
, content." 2
And this is still more clearly brought out when we
; turn to our writer's view of the relation of Christ's
, offering to man. For here Christ is not so much our
Substitute, as our Representative, and not "by" His
will, as both Authorized and Revised Versions erroneously translate, but "in" His will we have been consecrated (c. x. ro). \Ve have drawn attention to the
distinction already, and cannot dwell upon it again ; 3
but no one can meditate on the closeness of union with
his glorified Lord which is thus assured to the believer,
without recognising with what important practical
results it is bound up.
He learns that the whole
source of his life is no longer in himself, but in a
living Lord who has Himself passed triumphantly
through change and death. He learns consequently
that in Him, now exalted and glorified, he is already
ideally invested with all spiritual and heavenly graces,
1.

and to man.

1 The Christian View of Cod and
the TVorld, 1st ed. p. 357.
2
Ibid. p. 341. As examples of
this tendency, we may refer to Lux
Mundi, c. vii. (Lond., Murray,
1890) ; to the Rev. John Scott
Lidgett's valuable book,
The
Spiritual Principle of the Atone111ent (Lond., Kelly, 1898); and

to two small but suggestive discussions, The Holy Father and the
Living Christ, by P. T. Forsyth,
D. D. (Lon d., Hodder & Stoughton,
1897), and 11/ie Sacrijice of Clirist,
by Henry \Vace, D.D. (Lond.,
Seeley, 1898).
"Seep. 155.
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which it is his part ever more fully to realize. And he Chap. x.
learns further, that it is only by treading the same path
that he can reach the same goal. '' It became Him
[God], for whom are all things, and through whom are
all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make
the leader of their salvation perfect through sufferings"
(c. ii. 10). And therefore it is only through suffering
and self-sacrifice that the man who is one with Christ
can work out the salvation which Christ has secured
for him. The sacrifice of Christ, so far from freeing us
from the need of all sacrifice, as some of the popular
representations of'it would almost lead us to imagine,
is rather our supreme example. And the completeness
of our cleansing in Him from "dead works" has for
its great end the free and energetic service of the
"living God" (c. ix. 14). 1
4. And this may lead us to the last point which we , 4. The dose
connexio1t
can at present mention, and that is the inseparable cstabtisl,cd
between
connexion in our writer's thoughts between doctrine doctrine and
practice.
and practice.
In one sense the most visionary, in
another he is the most practical of all the New Testament writers, and each step in the progress of his
argument is punctuated by the emphatic therefore.
Has he shown us the true meaning of God's rest ?
" Let us fear therefore, lest . . . any one of you should
seem to have come short of it" ( c. iv. I). Has he called
up before us the vision of our great High-priest, who
hath passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of
God ? " Let us therefore draw near with boldness
unto the throne of grace" (c. iv. 16). Has he established the perfection of Christ's completed offering ?
" Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the
1 " Sacrifice, instead of being a
temporary expedient to secure some
good or avert some eYil, is both the
motive and ultimate goal of our

religion as life eternal." Scott,
Sacrifice, its Propl1ecy and .ht!jillllent, p. 354 (Edin., Douglas,
1894).
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holy place in the blood of Jesus . . . let us draw
near with a true heart in full assurance of faith"
(c. X. 19, 22).
Nor is this all, but when we regard the argument as a
whole, we see that it is throughout to deeper knowledge
that the writer trusts for rousing the Hebrew Christians
from the danger into which they had been falling. It
was imperfect apprehension of Christianity that had led
them into danger. Only as they came to realize what
the Person and the Work of Christ really meant, could
they be borne forward to the perfection He had prepared for them. Canon Gore has drawn attention to
the fact that the Pharisaic Ebionites, to whom in their
refusal to assign to the Person of Christ its true theological value, the Hebrew Christians in certain respects
approximated, were the least significant and progressive
element in early Christianity. 1 The warning may well
be laid to heart. For it is only as the Church to-day
strives to rise to the full conception of her Divine
Head and Lord, and to "consider" Jesus, not merely
in His human activity, but as the "Apostle and Highpriest" of her confession, that she can discharge aright
her "heavenly calling." 2
1

The Incarnation of the Son of

God (Lond., Murray, 1896), pp.
23, 238 f.
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